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EDITORIAL

The Editor would
A Modest programme is forecast by the P.T.T.,
like to take this
according to their Bulletin, and consists of the following;
opportunity of thankNo.
Sw.Fr.
ing all those Members
who were kind enough
Feb. 21 PUBLICITY ISSUE
0.80
to send Christmas
10, 20 & 50 Rp.
3
Greetings •.. too
tI
21 DEFINITIVE CHANGES
many alas, for indiv3.00
2
Fr.1.30 & Fr.1.70
idual reply, but nevertheless very much
June 1 PRO PATRIA (Heinrich Feder,
appreciated, and sends
composer and further motifs
good wishes for 1966
from the church roof, Zillis)
to All.
5 + 5 RP.
10
+10 Hp.
This is also an
20
+10 ft
appropriate time to
30 +10 t t
extend grateful thanks
50 +40
1.60
5
to all who have helped
It
to make our 'Helvetia
1 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF ORGANISATION
News Letter' bigger
FOR SWISS LIVING ABROAD,
and better by contrib20 Rp.
0.20
1
uting articles.
Sept.19 EUROPA (CEPT)
If this high
20 & 50 Hp.
0.70
2
standard is to be main
tamed, however, many Dec. 1 PRO JUVENTUTE (Continuing the
theme of 'Wild Life')
more articles will be
5 + 5 Rp.
required during the
10
+ 10"
coming year and all
20
+
10 "
contributions will be
30
+
10 "
most welcome.
50 + 10 "
1.60
5
Suggestions of
18
Fr,, 7.90
subjects on which
members - in particur
The prog amme is subject to amendment, if necessary
lar the newer ones -c
and full details will, in general, be released approximately
would like further
one month before issue.
information, would
also be most helpful.
E.J.R

PUBLICITY I SSUE

Detailed information on the first issues is already available. Only
3 Publicity stamps will be issued on this occasion:
10 c.

Publicity for the preservation of natural beauty.
The congress of the 'Union Internationale pour la conservation
de la nature et de ses resources' will be held in Lucerne in June and will be
attended by delegates from over 60 countries. Besides publicizing this event, the
Pro Natura stamp is designed to broaden and deepen the idea of preservation of
natural beauty.
PRO NATURA -

p.t.o.
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1966 PUBLICITY ISSUE (Ialltjama
BASEL. From 16th - 26th April
UBA
L_L
_E RIALFAIRM
20 c. _5 OYE41JSOELj' HE SVTISSINDU
Basel. Since its modest beginnin
held
be
the 50th Swiss Industrial Fair will
ings, the Fair has grown to become the great industrial and commercial show of
Switzerland. The stamp issued for the jubilee emphasises the importance of MUBA.

50 c.

CERN - Organisation earopeenne pour la recherche nucleaire
Meyrin, in Gt. Geneva, is the site of the international institute for
nuclear research operated by 13 European nations. The stamp subject With the flags
of the member countries and symbolic representation of a phase in nuclear fission
points to the peaceful uses of atomic energy, in whose encouragement CERN is actively
engaged.
Other details are:
10 c. Kingfisher - four colours: green, yellow, blue, orange red.
Designer: Burkard Waltenspfil, Basel
20 c. Helmet of Mercury and laurel twig. - three colours: dark red, red, green
Designer: Donald Brun, Basel
50 c. Phase in nuclear fission and flags of CERN members four colours: greyishblue, blue, yellow, red
Designer: Heinrich Kumpel, Zurich
Production: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.
33 x 23 Dam.
Picture size:
Stamp size: 36 x 26 mm.,
White paper with violet fibres, luminescent, lightly coated.
No, of stamps per sheet: 25
No, of sheets per form cylinder: Four (A, B, C & D).

Paper:

********
CHANGES IN DEFINITIVE ISSUE
On 21st February two further values of the current definitive stamps will be
replaced by stamps bearing new pictures depiding historical buildings:
Fr.1.30 Church of St. Pierre-de -Clages,
2 colours; blue on chamois background
Fr.1.70 Castle of Frauenfeld, 2 colours:
brown on chamois background.
Designer: Hans Hartmann, Bern

s-2.21._e_aar
lats. : Albert Yersin, Mont-cur,.
Rolle
Printing: Rotary line engraved by Postage
Stamp Printing Office PTT,Bern

10.30 a.m. - 8.00 p.m.
Last Day: 10.30 a.m. - 7.30 p.m.

Stamp size: 24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm.)
Paper: White with violet fibres luminescent

It is always a pleasure to meet
Helvetia Members at our stand, which
this year, will be even more interesting than usual.
In addition to our normal displa
we are hoping to show, outside our
stand, material from the LEHMANN GOLD
MEDAL ESSAY COLLECTION, and the P.T.T.
tiave kindly loaned us a unique model
of a Postal Coach about 3-ft.long,
which is valued at almost £1,000.

Sheets: 2 (Nos. 1 & 2) No. Der sheet: 25

*********
All the above-mentioned stamps
will be on sale from 21st February onwards.
The Publicity stamps will be on sale as
long as stocks last but not longer than 30th
September 1966. Validity: unlimited.
Special first day covers will be
available. For the Publicity issue there
will be 4 separate covers, one for each
stamp and one for the set, and one cover for
the new definitives.
The special cancellation for use
for all stamps is a plain
on 21st February
1
circle with 3000 BERN - AIJSGABETAG
21.2.1966' in 3 straight lines.
Items available from the
Philatelic Agencies in Basle, Bern or
Zurich include collection sheets, folders
etc.

See you at the Show!
A.S.D.A,

H.L.KATCHER

B.P.A.
P.T.S.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
St. John's Wood.
151, Park Road,
London, N.W.S.
Tel: JUNiper 0616.
DON 1 T MISS THE NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING
Wednesday, 9th February.
See Page 6 for details
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EXPRESS JIBE

-

Some 'further observations
by I. TILLEN

Express Labels (see 'Helvetia
Since my previous articles on the subject of
ibed Types 1 - 8, still more
descr
I
News Letters' of February and April 1964) in which
notice.
examples and additional information have come to my
complete sheets of
In the first place I have now been able to obtain some
ned 3 sheets which are most
these labels. Holidaying at Furigen last year I obtai
of each sheet:
interesting in view of the details given at the foot
ing No. 1217a, Date of printing
Sheet 1. As Type 5. Sheet of 5 labels. Print
x 34 mm.)
Nov. 1942. No. printed: 800,000 x 5. Format D9 (48
whereas others were of 10.
Sheet 2, Incomplete and consisting of 8 labels only,
ing June 1947. Number
print
As Type 1, Printing No. 1217b. Date of
mm, i.e, half the depth of
17
x
(48
11D9
printed: 1,500 2 000 x 10. Format
used
(Why these sheets from 1942 and 1947 have not been
previous sheet).
up in all these years is a mystery).
of printing June 1963. Format
Sheet 3. Type lb. Printing No. 236.32. Date
4tD9 (48 x 17 mm,). Number printed: 3,000 x 10.
of what is preFurther, from Bern I have also obtained a complete sheet
large size.
new
a
9
TYPE
d
sumably the type now being issued, which I have calle
number printed
the
of
ation
indic
or
ing
Printing No. 1207a. There is no date of print
name of a post office on each
on this sheet. This is the only type to bear the
e me are Nos.
'BERN 1 Annahme' and a number, which on the sheet befor
label, i.e,
ar
141-145. I have also a single example of a simil
No.
label but with 'ZURICH 23 Hanptbahnhof and the
r
large
in
that
ble
proba
r
appea
It would
Eils ncluo/
463.
the
and
ls
parce
on
used
be
may
s
towns these label
F xpr4 Elresso
numbers provide a check.
(ern I flnnohrne
These new examples may be classified as:

.

l

1

Large label, 6i x 5 cm. which includes
the name of the post office & a number.
the large E' is thicker, 3 ram.,
TYPE 10. Similar to Type 5, but the main stem of
against the previous 2 mm, and quite distinct.
tia member, Mr.S.Beale
For details of Type 11 I am indebted to another Helve
nts on this subject
comme
my
of Exeter, Devon, who has been kind enough to say that
ly different type
total
a
of
le
have been an eye-opener, and who has shown me an examp
expediting the mail,
of
that
se,
of label, but since its use would be for the same purpo
I am including it as:
x 4 cm. Normal perforations top
TYPE 11. Printed in black on purple paper. Size 7
and bottom of label. Also a sub-type:
ring very slightly larger.
TYPE 11a, As above, but with pin perforation. Lette
ss label, insofar as
This would appear to be a much scarcer type of Expre
another distinctive label,
this is the first example I have ssen. Finally, yet
quite different to any other:

TYPE 9.

0004r001

Cab/ober)

1._Expres - rspresso
Type

Type 11

16 mm. Upper row letters 3 mm.
TYPE 12. In black on bright red paper. Size 40 x
wide, lower row 2 mm. wide.
est and latest
Below is a table of the types so far recorded, with earli
ional information.
dates so far seen, and I would be grateful for any addit
Latest Date
Earliest date.
Earliest known date. Latest Date,
Type 1

12. 5. 37.

22. 9. 59.

3. 5. 32.
10. 3. 27.
28, 6, 16.
12. 8. 13.
30. 10. 32.

9. 8. 65.
14. 6. 34.

la
11

lb
2

3
3a
4
5

Type 6

18. 8. 23.
30. 3. 39,

7

10. 5. 30.

8

22. 11. 48.
28. 9. 24.

" 12

25. 8. 59
12. 10. 48.
4, 9. 36,
10, 5. 25.

11

9
" 10
" 11
"ha

It

16. 5. 49.
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CANCELS

VARIOUS TYPES OF CIRCULAR POSTMARKS
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ROSETTE CANCELS
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RING

TICINO OVALS

TELEGRAPH
CANCEL

CANCEL

EARLY

T.B.O.

J.S.ARIVSTRONG

T.P.O. Cancels
CANCELS

Start the New Year well ... go
through your collection and make
it if you do not.
regret
will
sure that all vacant spaces are filled. You
If you are extending your collection, send for approval selections:
sheets,
Stamps, mint or used; postal stationery, First day covers, miniature
airmail covers, varieties, etc., etc.
Prompt attention given to members •requests.
Lancs.
MORECAMBE,
Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
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LETTER
HELVETIA NIT,VS

AN INTRODUTI9),,NLaTO—POST(ICVI R!<5
By

A final word on the subject of 'thimble' postmarks, According to the
examples of these amall cancels without year, noted by Emmenegger in his monumental
list, they Were used mainly in the cantons of Bern, Luzern & Aargau. No examples
'( up to that time) were known from places in the cantons of Glarus, Zug, Fribourg,
'Basel Stadt, Appenzell, St. Gallen & Geneva, A slightly larger type, usually
including the year, was in use from 1869-82.
Nevertheless, despite this emphasis on circular pastmarks,
the P.T.T.
1
themselves state that from 1874 until the beginning of the 1880 s, straight-line
postmarks continued in use - they quote specifically places in the Italian sector
of the Country. These later examples consisted of one, two or three lines, with
or without a frame, such as:
BELLINZONA
PUTZ
or
18. guig. 82
GRAUBUNDEN]
In the Ticino region
messageria
the regular use of postage stamps
seems to have been slower to establish and staMpless (as distinct from pre-stamp)
covers are found with quite late dates.
From this region, too, between the years 1852 to about 1897, come the
very interesting 'TICINO OVAL' cancels, in which the Federal cross is shown
surrounded by rays, together with the name of the village. About 83 of these
cancels are known to have existed at some time, but of some no examples have
survived, while others are quite scarce.
t
I
Covers are, in the main, stampless , with either a straight-line or
circular postal cancellation. They may have on them more than one Ticino oval,
Since these were often applied both on despatch and arrival and may be found on the
front or reverse of the covers. These make a very interesting collection.
Ticino cancels are less frequently found on stamps and are best shown on complete
covers, since, with the exception of very short names, such as 'CAMA' or 'GUDO'
they will appear only partially on the stamp. The writer has only 2 examples on
stamps: one on a t Strubeli t , the other on a 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.l.
This brief account covers, more or less, the various stages in the development of the postmark from the earliest pre-stamp covers up to the time of the
establishment of the Post Office under the Federal Government, after which the
whole administration was brought gradually into line.
There are, of course, many side-lines which are of great interest,
cancellations which, because they are unknown or very heavy, are often discarded
and as a result many once common cancellationshavs now become scarce.
Stamped covers, usually of the late 'Strubeli i or 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.'
issues, often bear early T.P.O. cancellations, usually on the reverse and so often
missed. The early ones are now very collectable items.
Stamps of the 'Standing Helvetia' and some following issues may be
found with curious Obliterations composed of a 'carpet' of dots, lines, lozenges
etc. These are Customs cancellations and are now very elusive. From the Tell
Boy issues onwards a larger and more elaborate cancel with an ornamental Federal
shield in the centre has been used, which is to be found variously described as:
Schweiz, Zollemp l 'Zollstaette, Douanes Suisse, Bureau des Peages, or Uffizio
del Dazi.
Also, again mainly on 'Standing Helvetia' stamps, circular cancels
consisting of 1, 2 or 3 rings, sometimes with a pen cancellation in the centre, may
be found. They are said to be hand obliterators used to cancel stamps on awkwardly
shaped parcels, and this may well be so as the writer has never yet seen one on acover,
The subject of cancellations is
virtually inexhaustible and will provide
zest for a long time to come. Even
common stamps acquire new interest when
an unusual cancel comes to light.
On the preceding page will be
found illustrations of typical postmarks
of many of the types described and which
may tempt you to explore this fascinating
field.

NUMBERS

ISSUED

'EXPO 1964'
10 c.
20 c.

...

50 c.
75 0.

69,152,000
46,355,000

15,677,000
7,006,000

'EUROPA - CEPT' 1964

20 0.
50 c.

...

52,420,000
18,443,000
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FEBRUARY LONDON GROUP MEETING
Wednesday, February 9th

CATALOGUE:

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1966

Swiss collectors do not need to be
told that the newly published 18th Ed. of
this indispensible catalogue more than
maintains its usual high standard.
Comprising 650 pages and 1870 illustrations, with an introduction in English &
French, and now bound in a water-resistant
cover, it is the standard work on all Swiss
stamps, with plate flaws & major varieties
(many with enlarged illUstration), including many newly catalogued items on recent
issues.
Special sections cover Specimens,
Ausser Kuxs, booklet stamps, Kocher, Hotel
and Railway stamps etc. Prices are given
for single stamps, pairs, blocks of 4, rare
franking combinations, F.D.C., Pro Juv. &
Pro Patria with marginal inscriptions and a
most comprehensive airmail section.
Since the previous edition 2 years ago
the continuing market activity in the stamp
of Switzerland & Liechtenstein has necessitated a complete revision of prices.
No serious collector can afford to be
without it. Available in Britain as shown
below.
WANTED:

60 centime PAX stamp
in a centrally cancelled block of four urgently required for completionof the set.
Will pay 50"A over Zumstein.
Offers to the Hon. Secretary.

1966

CATALOGUES

ZUMSTEIN
NOW AVAILABLE:

ZUMSTEIN

1966

JANUARY 1966.

EUROPE

50/- or with thumb index: 55/+ 3/- postage.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

The highlight of our programme:
Talk and Display by MR. JACK BEKEN on
THE STAMPS OF LIECHTENSTEIN.
Older members know this should not be missed - newer members are in for a treats
COIL

STAMPS

From Ur. C. Rauch of Chelmsford comes
Swiss newspaper cutting which indicates
that in addition to the normal rolls of
stamps of 5, 10, 20 & 50 Rp., there are
rolls of all values from 5 Rp. to Fr.2.80
which are in use experimentally in the
Post Office Mont-Blanc in Genevato frank
parcels handed in by customers. These
stamps are not on sale to the public.
The article suggests that the other
values may also have minor modifications
of design as on tie normal 5, 10, 20 and
50 Rp. coil stamps. A little investigation might prove interesting.
From Mr. J.H. Short:
EXCHANGE PAC10ET INSURANCE
To add to the difficulties of trying to
run an Exchange Packet, the Insurance
Company, as well as increasing the premium,
has laid down new regulations as from January 1st, 1966. Packets will in future be
covered only for a period of three months
at a time, after which the balance remaining unsold must be re-insured. This could
become expensive.
It will be necessary, therefore, to cut
down the circuit list for every Packet
which may be sent out and it is now imperative that ALL MEMBERS adhere strictly to
the 48 hour rule. All Packets must be
forwarded really promptly.
The Insurance Co. even recommends that
any Member failing to comply should be
taken off Packet lists, and his name forwarded to the Companyl

Pocket edition: 2/6 + 8d. postage
CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
26/- + 1/6 postage
32/- + 3/- postage
Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
27, Maiden Lane, London, 1.C.2.

He deal in STISS STAMPS and
have a good range of SWISS AIRMAILS mint and used.
A list of some of the stock
available has recently been compiled
and we will be happy to supply this
list to any member, free, on request.

Supplements are published in the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG

We are always willing to make
up approvals to meet your own special
requirements.

Annual fee: 24/-d.

*************
For FIRST CLASS stamps
Rarities of Switzerland and Europe
send your Want Lists to

LEEDS STAMP
CENTRE LTD

•••

ZUMSTEIN & CIE, (Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O.B. 2585,
CH.3001 BERN 1 ncher, Switzerland.

Just drop us a line giving
details of what you require.
We also welcome Wants Lists.
50, Great George Street,
LEEDS 1 Yorks.

PRESIDENT:

40,c

\(. \N ?Y‘\LA
\ wo.)) I

Edward H. SPIRO

I}137,SR{$1.54A/SMAAA4`.....,

No. 2.

FEB R.UA RY

1966

20TH YEAR

PUSHILFSSTEMPEL TEMPORARY CANCELS

raph
In the July issue of the 'News Letter' there was a parag
has long mystified many of
about temporary cancellations, the exact use of which
S.B.Z. aroused some amuseour members. Apparently the original comment in the
good friend HERR DOS. BilHLER
ment in Switzerland, but to our advantage, since our
has very kindly sent us the following:
l
tion to this category
"In a recent (Swiss) Bulletin 'Prophil drew atten
y of being collected, although
of date stamps which is indee-d inter-esting and worth
collection anywhere near completeit is to-day-hardly possible to 'get together a
further into the question and
ness. Nevertheless, it may prove of interest to go
to complete 'Prophil's notes.
These Temporary Cancels were first introduced'
in September 1889 and have ever since been
furnished mainly to the small offices as a
BE RIK ON
stop-gap when thel_r one and only circular date
stamp required revision or repair. The post14 1. 59.
offices with two or more date stamps had, in.
similar circumstances, as a rule to make do
with the remaining one crones.
Of varying sizes, i.e.
Each of the 11 Regional Postal Administ20 x 48 mm., 25 x 44 min.,
rations has a few such cancels at its disposal:
23 x 51 mm., etc. etc.
Zurich, for instance, possesses 7. As necessity
arises, the appropriate letters for the name of
and laterally fastened by
the office in question are inserted into the metal frame
a screw provided-for this purpose.
stv-gap cancels were
"At the beginning of the 1920's $ these temporary
ns:
required particularly often for the following reaso
as sobn as reasonably possible
(1) On the 10th July 1914 it was first decided that
should be replaced, above
the hatching in the circular date stamps then in use
below by the Roman figure
the bridge containing the date, by a Swiss cross, and
e belonged. At the same time
indicating the Postal Region to which each post-offic
d be replaced by asterisks.
the ornaments to the right and left of the name shoul
, and this necessitated
(2) On the 1st May 1919 the 24 hour count was introduced
class post-offices, of
the replacement, in all thecancels of the 1st and 2nd
of the forenoon, by
hours
the Roman figures which had heretofore indicated the
Arabic figures.
fore, to be altered,
"In the course of time all the date stamps had, there
tions a number of the Temporary
and where necessary replaced, and during these opera
es. Moreover, they are conCancels were constantly in use in the 3rd class offic
tting worn cancels in order
stantly required due to the constant practice of re-cu
instance in 1958, these
to ensure an irreproachably clear postmark. Thus, for
cancels were required in no less than 106 cases.
e, one of the date"During 1959, in preparation for the following decad
se it contained no
becau
ed
alter
reels of very many circular date stamps had to be
some 120 date
to
ed
appli
this
figure 6. In the Postal Region of Zurich alone,
in the meanring,
requi
es
offic
stamps, of which about 40 belonged to small posttime, temporary cancels.
cancels, the Region"It seems that in ordering and re-ordering temporary
exact size: at any rate
al Administration did not pay particulnl- attention to the
J.B.
Postal Region."
the writer has found many differences, even within one

Editor's Note:
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K ARL BICKEL

On 13th February 1966 Karl Bickel,
the supreme engraver of postage stamps,
celebrated his 80th birthday, and we feel
sure that Helvetia members everywhere
would like to add their congratulations
to those which will have reached him fro
all over the world.
Looking through the stamp album one
sees repeatedly the superb designs which
have delighted us for so many years. In
the studio of his house on the galenstadtberg, high above the quiet waters
of the Walensee, he has, between 1923 &
1964, produced no less than 98 accepted
designs for Swiss stamps, to say nothing
of several hundred trials etc., a colossal total, bearing in mind the exacting nature of the work.

FEBRUARY 1966.

LONDON GROUP: Hon. Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley
A lively evening was enjoyed by all
who turned up in force at the January
meeting, probably attracted by the fact
that an auction was on the programme. The
keen competition for the lots offered bore
witness to the interest of everyone in all
Swiss material.
While the Treasurer and his assistants coped with the resulting finances,
the remaining members utilised the rest
of the time by displaying a variety of
sheets covering many subjects: Pro
Juventute, fiscal stamps, varieties,
airmail covers, etc., to name only some.
The excellent attendance seems to
indicate the popularity of an evening of
this kind and efforts will be made to
repeat it in the near future.
STAMPS WORTH WATCHING

The first of this long series were
some of the airmails issued in 1923 Z. Nos. 3 & 5-9, which included the wellknown 'Pilot' stamps, and in 1927 the
first of his 'Pro Juventute' portrait
stamps, the head of Pestalozzi - which,
incidentally, remains his favourite stamp
even to-day. These were followed by
further portraits in the series of
'Famous Swiss', between 1932 & 1936
produced by copper engraving. Meanwhile the P.T.T. had decided on the use
of steel engraving and, in collaboration
with the P.T.T., Karl Bickel developed
the art of producing stamps by this method which brought him to the height of his
fame.

Recent 'tips' in the philatelic
press have picked out the following as
being on the up-grade:
The 1949 'Pro Aero f Fr.1.50,
already much higher catalogued on the
Continent.
Also the 1952 Swiss Telecommunications Centenary 40c., in short supply in
Switzerland & much in demand there.

Although his portrait stamps constitute probably his finest and most detailed work, he also engraved the designs for the 'Small Landscapes' of 1936,
and 'Large Landscapes' of 1949, the high
values. 3 - 10 Fr. of 1938, the fine
'Historical Series' of 1941 and the 3 10 Pr. 'Pax , stamps,among others.

We have set a deadline for selling
this wonderful collection en bloc as May
let. If unsold by then we will offer
parts of the collection in groups and as
individual items.
As we anticipate considerable demand
particularly for the many unique items,
clients wishing to see approvals from this
collection are now invited to contact us
so that a list can be compiled. It would
be helpful if, at the same time, an indication were given as to price limit per
stamp. There will be no item below 85/-d,
the majority of prices lying between this
figure and £10. Above this price, the
rarer items will be around £25 to £50 each,
with a few copies running into three figures.

By way of relaxation from this
intricate work he has constructed, over
a period of 25 years, in the grounds of
his home, his huge 'PAX-MAL I - monument
to Peace. (Those members who have seen
the P.T.T. film on 'Postage Stamps by
Steel Engraving' will recall this monument which was featured in it.) It comprises 15 groups of figures in mosaic
relief on the theme of the Creation and
Being of Mankind. Only last year this
life's work was bequeathed to the Confederation.
In order to honour this great artist
the P.T.T. have arranged a special exhibition in the Postal Museum, Helvetiaplatz, Bern, from 1st February to 11th
April 1966, and no-one who is fortunate
enough to be visitng Switzerland during
this period should miss the opportunity
to see it.
E.J.R.

LEHMANN
GOLD MEDAL
ESSAY
COLLECTION

Additional space has been acquired
adjoining our stamps at I STAMPEX 1 - Nos.
44 & 45 - where it is hoped to show parts
of the above Essay Collection, as well as
other items.
COME AND SEE US - March 18th - 26th ...
A.S.D.A.

H. L. KATCHER

BPA., PTS.

The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
151, Park Road,
St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.
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ming Mr. Jack Beken to the
The Chairman, Mr. E.C. Slate, while warmly welco
really need any introduction to members
meeting held in February, said that he did not
who had been looking forward to this occasion.
neighbourly relations,
Mr. Beken said he had tried to bear in mind the
d and, as far as
erlan
and Switz
philatelic and otherwise, between Liechtenstein
s with both countries.
ction
some conne
possible, he had tried to include items having
:
dered
to be consi
Philatelically there are roughly three periods
used, distinguishable by the
From 1850 - 1912 when the stamps 1of Austrial were
1.
'Forerunners.'
postmarks. These are known as Vornufer or
and Liechtens of both Austria
l
2. From 1912 - 1921, during Which period the stamp
l
'Co - runners.'
or
tuger
as EitlI
stein were used concurrently. These are known
tenstein postal service was transferred to
3. From 1st February 1921 when the Liech
changed from the Austrian
Swiss administration and the currency values were
Heller and Kronen to Swiss Happen and Francs.
ian stamps were examples
Among the early items of cancellations on Austr
s what they seem to be' and
which could be designated as 'Things are not alway
ctors when using postmarks as a means
illustrate some of the pitfalls for unwary colle
Austrian rule - there is a place
of identification. In Czechoslovakia - then under
easily be confused.
'ESCHEW, which can
I
called 'TESCHEN/ and in Liechtenstein there is
Switzerland
In
.
name of 'TRIESEN
Similarly with 'TRIEI STE' and the ILiechtenstein
with the
LICHTENSTEIG , while a pre-stamp cover of 1845
there is a town of
1
1
ted from Germany, since there is no
cancellation of . LIECHTENSTEIN actually emana
town of that name in the Principality.
s are rare - an example
Liechtenstein cancellations on Swiss postage stamp
for a period of only
use
in
1
were
of 'BALZERS on a pair of Tell Boys was shown, and
which were in use
s
stamp
due
ge
about 5 months - .',nd are more often found on posta
until 1928.
be found in almost all
The 1920 issue of Liechtenstein, at one time to
provide a wealth of interest since;
packet material, is now much more elusive and Can
in flaws and varieties. Some pages
like so many issues of that period, it abounds
les of covers with 'mixed frail:kings',
of these varieties were shown. Also many examp
her, or Swiss and Liechtenstein.
i.e. stamps of Austria and Liechtenstein used toget
g the First World War
An unusual piece of postal history occurred durin
nger service was
messe
a
rship,
when, to short-circuit the Austrian postal censo
d and VadUz. This
erlan
en in Switz
instituted across the River Rhine between Sevel
ibed 'Schweizer
inscr
ed,
print
was
was never officially authorised, but a 'sticker'
imen of this
spec
mint
A
fee.
Post Vaduz' and affixed to letters against a small
Sevelent
nte
Resta
Poste
d 'c/o
label was shown, together with two postcards marke
ugh they do
altho
nger,
ed by the messe
which, bi- the dates, were most certainly carri
not bear the label.
Heller value of the 1920
When the Swiss Administration took over, the 10
in Swiss currency and some pages of
issue of Liechtenstein stamps was overprinted
s and proofs for new issues.
this 2 Rp. value were shown, together with essay
s, again showing many
Then followed a selection of first flight cover
r Swiss - Zeppelin cover, a Gordon
examples of mixed frankings; Liechtenstein and/o
on flights, glider and helicopter
Bennett balloon flight, as well as later ballo
mail and so on.
section, with many examples
Postage due stamps provided another interesting
sizes. As in Switzerland postage
on cover, as well as essays in three different
with the
r used; instead definitive stamps are cancelled
due stamps are no longe
I
1
l date stamp.
large 1 T or smaller T' in circle, or with the norma
earlier stamps. It
Another section dealt with railway cancels on the
train, travelling from
by
e country
takes only 16 minutes to pass through this littl
s express trains as
time
ier
Buchs in Switzerland to Feldkirch in Austria. In earl
in the boxes attached
d
poste
and mail
l
well as local ones made stops at Schaan-Vaduz
dkirch or vice-versa.
s-Fel
'Buch
llation
to the trains received the very desirable cance
and although the local trains stop,
Nowadays the Arlberg express goes right through
there are no longer any post boxes attached.
ambulant cancellation on a
A particularly interesting cover bore a Swiss
, Vaduz
perf., with the Sevelen railway station date stamp
10 c. 'Sitting Helvetia'
1
thimble cancel and an R.L.' strike.
s on the 1950 'Official' series, wherep the '0'
An unusual printing flaw occurm,,_
-11)1 4,e
RA 2_ stam
(Cont.ovea
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LIECHTENSTEIN AT HELVETIA (Continued)

WARNINGS OF FORGED POSTMARKS

No.3 on the sheet.

In recent issues of the 'Schweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung l Herr Hans Hunzinger
has given warning of forged postmarks
which have come to light recently on
the 40 Rp. 'Pro Juventute l of 1922 and
on the Fr.2.- 'Pax'. Both have been
found with identical corner postmarks
of 'ZURICH 17.X ?',
Further forged postmarks have
occurred on miniature sheets purchased
in Vienna, as follows: On the BASEL
Centenary sheet: 'LOCARNO 22.V.45-1
and on the 'INABA': 'BERN - 13.x11.48--1
The absence of the time following
the date is suspect, as is also the
irregular appearance of some of the
lettering.

A number of modern stamps and covers,
many with special commemorative cancellations, were shown, including some of the
'Europa' series - which are always of a
design other than the one used generally
by the participating nations, and ending
with the superbly produced 'Minnesinger'
series, surely among the most beautiful
stamps issued anywhere in recent years.
This concluded the main part of the
display, but Mr. Beken had still another
( surprise in store.
In 1962 the Golden Jubilee Postage
Stamp Exhibition was held in Vaduz and
attended by eminent philatelists from many
countries. In order to preserve his memories of this wonderful occasion Mr.Beken
SPECIAL POSTMARKS
has gathered together all the items conn1. Arlberg-Kandahar
ected with it: the programme, invitations,
From 1 February - 13th March the post
photographs of the medals awarded to the
office
in Mfirren will use a special
prizewinners, also photographs of Princess
cancel
reading: '3825 MOREN - ARLBERGGina and two of her children, the CrownKANDAHAR-RENNEN'
with 'A K t in an
Prince Hans-Adam and Princess Nora. A
inverted triangle in the centre,inplace
special souvenir sheet and cancellations
of the normal publicity cancel.
were issued. This was also shown on a
specially designed cover bearing a portrait 2. World Figure-Skating Championships
of the first ruler and reproductions in
Davos 1966.
miniature of the 11 postal cancellations of
This event will be held from 21st Liechtenstein. (Incidentally these have
27th February. A mobile post office
now been altered to conform to the new
will be in attendance and a special
'Postleitzahl l system introduced in Switzcancellation will be used depicting a
erland and names will be future be preceded pair of skaters and the inscription:
/1270 DAVOS - WELTMEISTERSCHAFTEN1
by numbers in the 9000 series, and the
country shown as 'F. Liechtenstein' (FUrst- 3. 36th International Motor Show in
entum Liechtenstein - Principality of
Geneva - 10 - 20th March
Liechtenstein).) Further items were maxiThe special postmark to be used
mum cards of the portraits on the souvenir
during this exhibition reads:
sheet and finally autographed portraits of
'1211 GENEVE - date - salon de l'autot.
the Prince and Princess.
At the closing ceremony of the Exhibition the Prime Minister conferred on
Mr. Beken the Liechtenstein Order of Merit
The earlier issues of Swiss
for his services to Philately and members
were privileged to see the beautiful plaque stamps are still those which provide
the most interest for the specialist
depicting a post coach.
collector, with their infinite range
Mr.Slate, in proposing the vote of
of flaws, varieties, shades and
thanks, said that everyone would wish to
postmarks.
congratulate Mr. Beken on this very aell
deserved crowning achievement. His devotThese must be studied carefully
ion to philately was well known and the
in conjunction with the items already
splendid display bore witness to this, with in one's possession and this is where
every sheet showing something of outstandapproval selections from my stock can
ing interest. It was hoped he could be
be invaluable in helping to build up
persuaded to show more of his treasures in
a good collection.
the not too distant future.
Send now for booklets on the
E.J.R.
Strubeli, Sitting Helvetia pen, and
RECENT SLOGAN POSTMARKS
Standing Helvetia issues, etc., etc.
50 Jahre Schweizer Mustermesse Basel 16-26 April 1966
•
•
50 ans Faire Suisse Bale 16-26 avril 1966
•
50 anni Fiera Svizzera Basilea
16-26 aprile 1966
14, Low Lane,
(Solothurn, Zurich, Lausanne & Lugano)
Torrisholme,
7 Schweiz. Import-Messe Zurich 1966
25 Mnrz-3 April - 8000 Zurich (to 31/3)
MORECAMBE,
Gewerbeausstellung Kreuzlingen GEHA
Lancs.
19-27.3.66 - 8280 Kreuzlingen (16/2-26/3)

J.S.ARMSTRoNG

FFIBHUARY 1966.
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THE 190 PEACE ISSUE

AND

' vARIETIEs
Ts

by E.H. Bpiro
(Reprinted from an earlier issue of the 'Helvetia News Letter')
The Swiss postal authorities showed considerable optimism when they decided in
Stamps',
the autumn of 1917 to invite artists to submit designs for a series of 'Peace
which were to be issued at the end of hostilities after the Great War. In fact the
war went on for more thana whole year after the designs were prepared, and modern
historians are today of the opinion that it might have lasted even longer, if it had
not been for the outbreak of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, which was followed by
the revolts in Germany and the overthrow of the Kaiser. However, the fact is that by
of
the end of 1917 the Swiss postal authorities were in possession of a large number
designs, submitted by 10 different artists.
The choice made resulted in the selection of three designs by Otto Baumberger of
value) and
Zurich (for the highest value) by P.Th. Robert of • Blaise (for the middle
it
adopted
were
designs
the
When
value).
by Edouard Vallet of Savi6se (for the lowest
it
when
but
stamp,
c.
15
and
c.,
10
c.,
was planned that the set should consist of a 5
increased
was finally issued on August 1st, 1919, the postal rate for postcards had been
to 71-- c, and the lowest value was issued in this denomination.
The dies were engraved by J. Sprenger of Biel and the printing was executed by the
Federal Mint. The printers used a special (and expensive) paper, the so-called 'papier
The
couch& - a heavily chalk-coated art paper, supplied by the Sihl paper mills.
paper was watermarked (with the Large Cross watermark) but the coating was so heavy
that the watermark is hardly distinguishable.
The designs encountered much sarcastic criticism. None is particularly inspiring.
1919 when
The Ti 0. shows two soldiers - an Allied and a German - shaking hands, but in
gestthis
the stamp appeared, there was very little inclination on either side to make
ure. The heavy symbolism of a corpulent Angel of Peace flying somewhat precariously in
mid-air and strewing pretty little flowers (on the 10 c, value) caused much biting
criticism. The 15 C. value, depicting a wounded warrior, was perhaps the only one which
brought home the terrible casualties which the belligerent nations had suffered.

0. stamp was at first printedin a dull olive colour which was regarded as
The
so ugly that subsequent printings were made in a more lively greenish-olive - without
greatly improving the appearance. The total printing of this value amounted to 4,5°09000•
The 10 c. value also had two printings, which can easily be distinguished by the colour
- one in brick red, the other in carmine-red. The printing amounted also to 4,500,000
copies. Of the 15 c. value 5 0 000,000 copies were issued and the colours vary from dull
violet to dark violet.
Although the series had been prepared a long time ahead, the printing was not executed with the care that might have been expected, and a number of minor varieties exist
of all three values. There were also some major plate flaws.
Of the minor varieties one should mention the 'shifted' background and small hyphen
1
-like lines between 1-9-1-9' as well as interrupted frame lines, defective letters and
figures, which are particularly frequent on the 10 c. value (on the 3rd, 5th, 28th & 30th
stamps in the sheet) and the missing names of the engraver and designer.
To the major varieties belong the 'Angel with mask', and the figure '919' (instead
of '1919') on the 10 c, value, and the plate flaws on the 23rd, 25th, 48th & 50thstamps
of the 10 c. design, which show the 'broken elbow'.
A similar major plate flaw occurred on the 15 c. value where, on the 18th & 43rd
stamps, the wounded warrior can be found with a 'shattered knee'. Because this plate
flaw occurred on only two stamps in the sheet (and was later efficiently retouched) it
is much more scarce than the 'Angel with the broken elbow'.
Two other interesting flaws on the 15 c. are the comet-like break ahove the lefthand value figures, and a star-like light area above the right-hand value figures.
Finally there is a long break in the plate, which is visible as a jagged line from the
left-hand corner to the '15', and then curving to the second 9'. This plate break is
rarely encountered as the plate was quickly restored after the flaw was noticed.
GROUP

LONDON
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At the Kingsway Hall,
Subject:

MEETING
g

.C.2., on Wednesday, March 9th

AIRMAIL COVERS - All Members
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP:
At the February meeting, Mr. L. Moore
acted as Discussion Leader in a joint study
and display provided by members Ritchie,
Hoyle, Robertshaw and Highsted.
All the available works of reference
were consulted on the vexed question of
identification of Munich or Berne, but in
the end, after examination of much material
the Group came to its own conclusions.
In the process certain members were
persuaded that stamps they had marked as
'Berne' were rightly 'Munich' and in one
case it was the unanimous opinion that a
random purchase from (another) Club Packet
could properly be labelled 'First Munich
Print, 40 Happen pale yellow green'.

FEBRUARY 1966.

YORKS/LANUS GROUP: Hon.Sec: R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave,HuddersfieldRoad,Ralifax.

The Yorks/Lancs Group continues to
explore the highways and byways of Swiss
philately and the January meeting was a
joint study of 'GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL MAIL'
displayed and explained by Dr. Ritchie &
members Highsted, Gilchrist and Moore.
Beginning with a complete letter
dated 'Dix Sept Ventose l'an Cinq de la
Republique Francaise', bearing the Frank
of the 'Department du Mont Terrible' with
the straight-line '87 PORRENTRUY', the
display ended with the black straightline 'SERVICE DE LA POSTE' of 1965. In
between came a range of covers of all
periods. The French occupation(Empire)
was represented by letterswith the script
of the 'Prefet du Simplon', while
6 6 Frank
1
SUBSCRIPTIONS
the range of Helvetic Republic letters
These have been coming in very nicely ended with the red cursive script of 'Le
landamann de la Suisse' from Fribourg in
but there are still a number outstanding.
following Napoleon's Act of
1803,
it
along
yours
sent
not
have
If you
Several letters from CHUR
Mediation.
as
so
do
would
you
if
would be appreciated
or handstruck Franks of
manuscript
bore
$1.40
or
10/soon as possible:
the Graubunden Cantonal Administration,
some with the postmark straight-dine
AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE 1
I
COIRA I , the Romansch form. A letter
The Society still has a few copies of from the Police Dept. of Basel-Land when
the latest 1966 Edition available.
opened proved to be the description of a
Every member should have this in
wanted man: Some beautiful strikes of
order to keep up with the latest market
Ticinese ovals were on official letters
valuations.
of the 1850's & several different 'Route
Copies are obtainable from the Secret- marks' on those from the Jura region.
ary at 12/6d. + 1/- post and packing
Adhesive stamps ranged from the
'Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft' of World
CATALOGUES
1966 ZUMSTEIN
War I, to covers bearing stamps of the
League of Nations, International Labour
NOW AVAILABLR
Office (B.I.T.), Health Organisation and
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
all the other overprinted issues from
SPECIALISED at 32/Geneva. Normal officials, both with
+ 3/- postage
printed and perforated Cross led up to the
mailing Franks and Meter Marks of
bulk
CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
the present day. Roughly a century and
at 26/-d + 1/6d. postage two thirds coveredina single afternoons
L.M.
ZUMSTEIN 166 EUROPE
headed
S.O.S. One Helvetic cover
'Bureau du Timbres' mentioned in the text
50/- or with thumb index: 55/+ 3/- postage
of the letter the despatch of sheets of
'timbres As de Pique' (Ace of Spades).
Fiscal stamps presumably, but can anyone
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
e •lain ????
Pocket Edition at 2/6 + 8d. postage
We deal in SWISS STAMPS and have
range of SWISS AIRMAILS, mint
good
a
from:
Please order Catalogues
and used.
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.
A List of some of the stock avail27 Maiden Lane, London, ilLC.2.
able has becently been compiled and we
will be happy to supply this list to any
Supplements are published in the
member, free, on request.
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
A are always willing to make up
Annual Subscription: 24/-d.
Approvals to meet your own special requirements. Just drop us a line giving
FOR FIRST CLASS STAMPS
We also
details of what you require.
Europe
&
Switzerland
of
Rarities
welcome WANTS LISTS.
Send your Want Lists to:
LTD.
Sto.A4
ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch & Co.,
50, Great George Street,
1.
LEEDS
2585,
P.O.B.
Yorks.
.
Switzerland
Fncher,
1
BERN
CH.3001
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WISS PERFINC STAN/IDS

20TH YEAR

\\

by, Felix Ganz

PART I.

This article will, in addition to the U.S. Perfins Bulletin, also
appear in other non-perfin-specialist philatelic publications. For
y everyday
that reason certain information contained on the following pages is probabl
p
contents is due), but
knowledge to a s ecialist (to whom apologies for such factual
sought.
not-to a general collector, whose participation in this project is equally
stamp, cover and postal'
It is awell-known fact that an Overwhelming majority of
every
stationery collectors reSent and reject - if not immediately destroy - almost
reThese
stamp which has punched into it letter, monogram or design-forming holes.
or
s
initial
jects, to the specialist, are known as 'perfins' (stamps with perforated
chte
durchlo
insignia) in the U.S.A. as 'apifs' in British Countries, and as IFirmen
of Switzerland.
Postwertzeichen' in German-speaking countries, including the major part
meanS 1 - in
For Swiss stamps the German term is not really quite accurate because it
would exclude
English, 'business, or privately, perforated or perfined stamps' and thus
to about 1944 were used
the total 38 stamp denominations which since January 1, 1935,
Commands,
on mail by Federal institutions (National Museum, National Library, Army
fees (registry,
Federal Courts, experimental agricultural stations, etc.) to pay special
stamps all featspecial delivery) on inland mail and all foes on mail abroad. These
ured, by official order, a perfined cross of total 9 holes (later issues were overperfins-are
printed with a cross or with the word 'Official'), All official Swiss
ies of 8,000
highly sought after by collectors, since they were issued in small quantit
ed upon
to 120,000 pieces, and because much official mail was undoubtedly destroy
produced in
receipt. Privately perfined stamps, though certainly in many instances
s correspondeven smaller quantities, and probably more frequently destroyed on busines
ist for very
ence, usually go uncollected and (fortunately) can be had by the special
With his
little expense - off cover, rarely mint, or (what provides the specialist
and the
user
the
which,
from
,
address
s
busines
with
greatest joy) on complete cover
cataloguer
any
for
ined
ascerta
be
readily
can
meaning of the perfin's letters, etc.
of utmost importance.
at
A brief historical review on the beginnings of perfin stamps seems in order
the
Since
1840.
in
this point. The first postage stamps were issued in England
and exchanged
British postal system recognised stamps as legal tender for small sums
valid stamps
of
stocks
them for cash at every post office, business firms with large
, various
iveness
subvers
soon found that employee thievery thrived. To prevent such
reSociety
Union
Oxford
the
remedial methods were tried out The oldest, for which
to
similar
fashion
a
in
ceived postal permission in 1857 1 consisted in over-printing
between
red,
in
'OUS'
small
precancels - their stamp stock on the picture side, with a
n, although it
frame lines. Somehow, though, this was not found to be an ideal solutio
of Immethod
another
did
did eliminate cash exchanges by unauthorised personnel, as
ea
sometim
and
address
printing on the back of each stamp the business firm's name,
,
however
1876,
Around
more, as was the custom in several countries in decades past. p
machine
ion
private
erforat
the London firm of J. Sloper invented and patented the
March 13, 1868 1 the
on
and
stamps,
perfin
later
all
for
model
the
become
to
was
which
by business firms.
stamps
d
British postal authorities permitted the use of such perfine
among the
Other countries soon followed suit, and Switzerland seems to have been

Prefatory Note:
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SWISS "PERFIN" STAMPS (Continued):
first of approximately 125 countries, territories and postal units from which perfin
stamps are known to exist today.
Switzerland's earliest perfin specimen reported to date is a 25 c. 'Seated Eel...
vetia l , cancelled on December 28, 1874, on a letter from Zfirich to Frankfurt a/M.
It features the perfined initials 'SOS' (Soci6t6 Credit Suisse), the French translation for 'Schweizerische Kreditanstalt', which latter name and Zfirich branch office
address are imprinted on the envelope.
In comparison, German perfins (newly prohibited by an order of January 1, 1966)
are known only from 1877, French since 1885, Austrian since 1896, and U.S.A. items
since 1908. The big boom in perfins - in spite of the popularity of private, printed
-to-order postal stationery prevalent in some countries at the same time - came between 1910 and 1920. Since then,private franking machines (meters), have made heavy
inroads on the use of perfins; but they are still extant in many countries today,
including Switzerland, where the latest postal directions permit perfined stamps
(Verkehrsvorschriften PTT, A.1, XXE17).
Interestingly, the first Swiss postal communication concerning the use of petfins was issued only two years after the 'SCS I perf ins had been used. 'PTT Verffigungl
No.21 1 of April 22, 1876, states (translated) as follows:
"A Swiss business house has inquired about the propriety of perforating privately
- so as to gain internal control - their regularly bought stock of postage stamps with
one or with several letters. The postal authorities, expecting no inconvenience from
such a procedure, have responded in the affirmative, at least for the time being. We
thus pass this information to all post-offices, but wish to add that such perfined
stamps must be cancelled exactly in the same way as are all other stamps."
Within a few years from that date, the perfin idea had caught on, and of Swiss
postal issues the following are known privately perfined (no distinction, as a rule,
is made here between different watermarks, papers, gum application, perforation
differences, etc.)
A.

Postage stamps

(a) Regular issues:

Seated Helvetia 1862-81, 5, 10 aniline red,
20, 25 0.
Cross & Cipher 1882-1906: 2, 5 maroon/
5 green, 10 carmine, 10 red, 15 violet.
Standing Helvetia: 20, 25 gmn (incl.perf.
25 blue(Types I & II),30, 50 blue,
1 Fr. claret, 1 Fr. carmine, 3 Fr.
T.P.U. 1900: 5, 10, 25 c.
Tell Boy in frame: 5 c.
Helvetia 1907: 10 c.
Helvetia portrait 1909: 10, 15 c.
Seated Helvetia 1909-1940: 20, 20/25, 25,
30, 35, 40 red-violet/yellow, 40 lt.bl.
40 blus,40 red-v./gm, 50, 60, 70 violet
80/70 brown, 1 Fr.
Tell Boy, Types I-III: 2, 2i/3 or., 3 vlt,
3 or. 5 gmn on white paper, 5 or., 5
grey-vit., 5 red-vit., 7 gray
Tell Bust: 10 red, 10 gm, 10 bl-grn, 10
viiet, 15 violet, 15 brn-red, 20 claret,
20 red, 30 c.
High values: 3 Fr. red, 10 Fr. green
Coat-of-Arms, 1924: 90, 1.20, 1.50 & 2 Fr.
U.P.U. 1924: 20 c,
Disarmament 1932: 10, 20 & 30 c.
Views 1934: 10, 20 c.
Views 1936-47: 5, 10 dk-brn, 10 or-brn,
20 St.Gotthard, 20 Lake Lugano, 30, 40c.
Nat.Exhib.1939(Large): Ger. 10 & 20 c.
French 10 c.
Historical 1941: 50, 90 0. & 2 Fr.
Railway Centenary 1947: 30 e.
Small views 1948: 10 c. green
(Continued on Page 17)

There was a time
when we boasted we could satisfy 9*
of all enquiries received but, alas,
the percentage is down to about 75%
now and still dropping.
We say with confidence, however, that we are still able
to satisfy many more enquiries than any
other dealer and we will go as far as
to say that this includes our colleagues
in Switzerland.
TRY US
you may
get just the item you have despaired of
ever seeing.
P.T.S.
B.P.A.

( H.L. KATCHER )

A.S.D.A.

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.
Telephone: JUNiper 0616.
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SWITZERLAND -THE RAYON PERIOD
by: George W. Caldwell

A Translation Error

The Federal Constitution of September 12, 1848 changed Switzerland from a
loosely-held together Confederation of 22 sovereign republics into a united Federal
Republic. Article 33 of that document set forth the principle of a united postal
system. A decree dated June 8, 1849 authorised a unified postal tariff.
Under that decree the postal rates were based on distance and weight. The
distance was calculated according to the shortest postal route from the office at
which the article was posted to that from which it was delivered. This distance
plan consisted of four distance units which some refer to as zones or rayons. The
weight was based on the loth, equivalent to ounce (15 grams).
Thus, a first class letter not exceeding fr loth (i ounce), addressed to a point
If it
within the same distance unit where it was mailed, required 5 Rappen postage.
y.
necessar
been
have
would
had been addressed to the second unit 10 Happen
The error discussed in this article is in the route mileages reported by some
philatelic authors writing in English. They show the correct distance quantities,
but erroneously indicate these as miles. Obviously this was an error in translation which has been copied by later writers.
The table below indicates these distances correctly, based on equivalents which
can be proven. The miles have been rounded out to whole numbers without sacrificing
reasonable accuracy. This table is supplemented by certain basic equivalents and
definitions, together with their sources.
Basic Letter
Route
Kilo•
Distance
Rate
Niles
meters
Stunden
Units
Tariff of June 8, 1849 (Effective for first class mail October 1, 1849)

1
2

3
4

0-10

0-48

10-25
24-40

112g:1(2

0-30
30-75
75-120

over 40

over 192

over 120

5 Rappen
10 "
15
20

tt

(Effective January 1, 1852)

Tariff
2

3

0-2
2-10
over 10

0-10
10-48
over 48

0-6
6-30
over 30

* 5 Centimes
tt
10
t!
15

* The change from the Swiss to the French monetary system under Francs,
Declines and Centimes under Federal Assembly Resolution of May 7, 18501
was applied to the postal service effective January 1, 1852.
t
On page 30 of Zumstein s 1924 'Handbook' in the original German, are listed
the following useful equivalents taken from an 1838 resolution: A Wegstund is
equal to a Mello, to 16,000 Ms (feet), to 4.8 Kilometers. In that handbook the
distance units are given in kleilen (plural of Haile) for the tariff of June 8, 1849;
and in Wegstunden (plural of Wegstund) for the August 25, 1851 tariff. In the English
language edition of the Mirabaud 30 de Reuterskiold handbook (Paris 1899), the distance
units are indicated in leagues.
t
The New Cassell s German Dictionary (New York 1958) defines both a Wegstund and
t
a Meile as a league. Webster s New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Mass. 1953)
lists a land leaguaas three miles and a kilometer as 0.62137 of a mile.
Readers wishing to check the writer's computations can readily do so by using
the above equivalents and definitions. We suggest basing this check on kilometers.
This is a unit in the metric system, and as such has a common value through the
civilised world wherever it is used. Proceed thru one or both of the following:
(1) Multiply 4.8 kilometers by 0.62137 of a mile (0.62 is sufficient). The product
is 2.976 miles (use 3).
(2) Use the equation: miles are to kilometers as 87 is to 140; and multiply the
product by 4.8. Computing this by use of an engineer's slide rule gives a
result very slightly under three miles.
The minimal error in these computations, reflected in the above table, site
insignificant when compared with the distances undoubtedly used by the postal people
in carrying out the provisions of these tariffs.
(Continued on Page 16.)

LIECHTENSTEIN
TEMPORARY CANCELLATIONS

by Jack Beken
(Liechtenstein Study Circle)
The interesting Notes contained in the
February 1966 issue of the 'Helvetia News
Letter' dealing with the Swiss 'Aushilfsstempel t makes me think that Members
might be interested in the similar Liechtenstein t AushiIfsstempel t or 'WanderStempel'.
The Lieohtenstein cancels take the
same form and the dimensions are approx.
52 x 21 mm.
The very fact that these cancels are
temporary postmarks and only brought into
use in an ethergency when the normal date
stamp has.to be sent away for repair etc.,
will indicate clearly why they are seldom
seen, coupled with the obvious fact that
there is no advance notice given when they
will be taken into use.
My own collection of these very interesting temporary cancellations is, alas,
not complete, but with the aid of those I
possess, together with the exchange of
correspondence with members of ourtSister
Societies': Ring der LiechtensteinSammler in Germany and the V.L.S. (Verein
der Liechtenstein-Sammler) in Switzerland,
I have reason to believe that the following
listing of the Offices concerned and the
period of use is complete:
Feb. - 13 April 1962

ESCHEN

13

MAUREN

23 Nov. - 20 Dec. 1932
25 July - 8 Aug. 1961

RUGGELL
SCHAAN

8 - 27 March 1952
20 Feb. - 4 Apl. 1926
3 - 19 Dec. 1931.

t

AS-DE-PIQU Et

Our good friend, Mr. J.J.E. Eusebio,
has provided the answer to the query
raised by Mr. L. Moore in his report on
the February meeting of the Yorks Group:
"In Western Europe, since the late
Middle Ages and right up to this day it
has been the custom of licence playing
cards used in public places, restaurants,
cafes, clubs and so on. Thus public
authority vouched for the clearness, i.e.
ambiguousness of design and for the set
being complete. This was done either by
affixing an adhesive stamp on the Ace of
Spades or by marking by means of a hand
stamp, at the Stamp Office (Bureau du
Timbre).
"The next time you visit the Ticino
or Italy and go into an t osteria l , call
for a pack of cards and you will see
this.
"As a means of revenue, particularly
these days, it is no more profitable
than the dog licence in Britain."
RECENT SLOGAN CANCELS
Salon de l'automobile Gen6ve, 10-20 mars
1966 - 1200 Geneva
50 Jahre Schweizer Muster messe Basel,
16-26 April 1966 - Bern 1 to
20 March on alternate days
50 ans Foire Suisse Bale 16-26 avril
1966 - 1200 Geneva
50 anni Fierz Svizzera Basilea 16-26
aprile 1966 - 6500 Bellinzona
MEFA 3 Schweiz. Metzgerei Fachausstellung
Zurich 2-9 Mai 1966 8000 Zurich 1 to 8 May 1966
TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCEL
8808 PAFFIKON (SZ) Im Ofnerland am
Etzel (from 24 February)

SCHELLENBERG 3 - 31 Oct. 1953
TRIESEN

2 Apl.

29 . ,Tuly 1921

TRIESENBERG 1 - 25 Feb. 1921
26 Jan. - 17 Feb. 1933
9 - 25 June 1959
VADUZ

9 Jan. - 12 Feb. 1962

SWITZERLAND - THE RAYON PERIOD (Continued)
Who started this error is a mystery.
The earliest we have seen is in the
Philatelic Record Handbook No.6 (London
1910). This is a modified English translation from the German of the first
edition of Zumstein t s Handbook (1908).
The translator correctly used the term
'leagues' in connection with the June 8,
1849 tariff, but erroneously used 'miles'
in the revised tariff of August 25, 1851.

We deal in MISS STAMPS and have a
good range of awns AIRMAILS mint&used.

A list of some of the stock available has recently been compiled and we
will be happy to supply this list to any
member, free, on request.
We are always willing to make up
approvals to meet your own special
requirements.

Just drop us a line giving details
of what you require.
We also welcome Wants Lists.

50, Great ,George Street,
----000-

LEEDS 1., Yorks.

LIECHTENSTEIN

With the changeover to coding
numbers on postal cancellations in
Liechtenstein, 'Last Day' cancels of the
old type were used on 27.XI.65 for Vaduz
Camparin-Bendern, Nendeln, Ruggell,
Schellenberg, Eschen (with and without
stars on either side of date), Mauren,
Schaan (with & without stars), Triesen
and Triesenberg.
No less than 27 new cancels were used
on 29,XI.65. These have the numbers
0
- 9497 and place-name, and below
949
I
F. Liechtenstein'. In the upper segment above the date is a small shield
and below is the postal region number;
9, with letters a, b etc. for the various post-offices. Ruggell, Schellenberg,
Gamparin-Bendern and Nendeln only 9a;
Triesen, Triesenberg, Balzers, Eschen and
Mauren 9a & 9b; Schaan and Vaduz 9a -9e.
The only exception is the Philatelic
Bureau in Vaduz which uses the letterW.
SWISS "PERFIN" STAMPS (Contd.from front
page)
Landscape & Technical 1949: 5, 10, 20,
30 & 40 c.
Propaganda 1956: 20 c.
1957: 10 c,
- do 1958: 10 & 20 0.
do
1959: 10 & 20 c.
do
1960: 10 c.
do
Definitives 1960: 10 c.
Propaganda 1962: 20 c.'
(b) Semi-Postal Issues
Pro
Pro

Juventute 1915: 10 c.
1919: 15 c,
do 1923: 20 c.
do do - 1924: 10 c.
do - 1940: 30 0.
do 1941: 20 c.
Patria 1958: 10 0,

B.

Postal Cards

10 c. red (Cross in oval): print. date
IV/1899; Zumstein Postal
Stationery Catalogue No.28
10 c. red (Tell Bust): -do- No. 59
Type II):-doc. grey(Tell Boy
No. 64
Other stamp denominations, postal
cards and possibly wrappers, as well as
further postal stationery items may (or
do) exist but have not been reported to
date. Submission of any such items
would be greatly appreciated.
Officially perfined stamps (9 hole
cross) exist on these values;
Seated Helvetia: 35 1 4 0 , 50, 60, 70,
80 c. & 1 Fr.
Coat-of-Arms: 90, 1.20, 1.50 & 2 Fr.
Views 1934: 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 25 & 30 0.
Views 1936: (grilled & ordinary): 3, 5,
10 violet (T.I & II), 15, 20, 25,
C.

30, 35 & 40 c.
(to be continued).

A LITTLE KNOWN POSTAL SERVICE

ZURICH'S.TUBEMAIL

(Reprinted from an earlier 'Helvetia News
Letter')
The existence of an 'underground tube
service', which had a special postal rate
and applied special cancellations will be
news even to many collectors who possess
great knowledge of Swiss postal history
and may have been specialising for many
years.
As in many other cities, the main post
offices in Zurich are connected by an
underground tube system which conveys mail
to the central sorting office. The main
'tube' is between central 'Sihl-post' and
the central telegraph office (which also
has a branch post office) near the Fraumunstsr. In the twenties a large office
building was erected just above this tube,
the Schmidhof, housing a large number of
offices of industrial and commercial firms.
About 1930 the P.T.T. established a branch
office in the Schmidhof and built an extension of the the tube, thus connecting the
building directly with the central 'Sihlpest:
Tenants at the Schmidhof were allowed to use
the facility free of charge, thus securinga
much quicker handling of their mail than
when using P.O. boxes. Mail was sent by
tube in small batches almost every 20 minutes and sorted at once at the central office.
Other people could use this facility by
1
paying a special ROHRPOST' (tube mail)
charge of 10 c, per letter and the service
was handled, for some unknown reason, by
the telegraph office, hence the postmark
applied to such mail was an octagonal telegraph cancel and alongside a similar but
inscribed
slightly smaller octagonal cancel
f
1
1
Rohrpost - 11 Zurich 11' and 10 cts. in
the centre. The service lasted for 10 years
and was discontinued in 1941, though the
tube is still used for connecting the two
post offices. Letters cancelled with this
postmark are now rare.
E.H.S

e
RISE IN POSTAL RATES?

a

There are rumours of increased
postal charges in Switzerland. Suggested alterations are 70 c. instead of 50 0.
for foreign letters and Fr. 1.20 instead
of 80 c. for express letters.

NEW SMALL LANDSCAPE VARIETY?

A probable new variety on the 5 c,
small Landscape is reported in the SBZ,
in which the upper part of the tower is
seen to be damaged. Unfortunately the
cancellation on the illustrated item does
not include the date.

LONDON GROUP:Hon,Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gdns,Gants

YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec: R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Rd.Halifax.

AIRMAIL COVERS were the subject for
the March meeting and a tremendous range
of material was brought along by members.
Mr. Lienhard opened the proceedings by
showing the I Bundesfeier l (National Fete)
airmail cards - of which that of 1927 is
the rarest - followed by a selection of
stamps and covers, including the Bern
Pioneer Flight of 1913, the 40 on 90 c,
light red overprint, unmistakable in
comparison with the normal shade, several
balloon flight covers etc.
Mrs. Rawnsley, Mr. Harding and Mr. Short
fcllowed with further examples.
Mr. Traub presented a study on the first
50 c. propeller overprint stamp, including a cover postmarked 2 days in advance.
Mr. Prior, Mr. Redmill and Miss
Musselwhite also showed many fine items.
Altogether a very satisfactory evening,
covering the many facets of this most
fascinating section of Swiss philately.
-NEZT LONDON MEETING

For the Group's Annual Competition on
March 5th, there were 15 entries, and the
judges were Helvetia members, Miss V.Dales
and Mr. H.Thompson of Hull, who came to
Bradford specially for the occssion. The
winning entries were:

To be held on Wednesday, APRIL 13, at
6.30 p.m., on the controversial subject
of POSTAGE DUES, OFFICIALS etc.
All Members attending are asked to
bring along items for display and
discussion.

1966 ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES NOW AVAILABLE.

Philatelic Class:
1st: A study of Gutter Pairs, Tete beche
& S6-Tenant by Mr. R.A. Hoyle
2nd: A Study of the 10 c. Chillon Castle•
Stamp by Mr. A. Gullis
Postal History Class:
1st: The Postal History of Schaan
(Liechtenstein) by Dr.G.G. Ritchie
Thematic Class:
1st: "The Tops in Postmarks' by
Dr.G.G. Ritchie (A clever arrangement
of the highest post office marks Jungfraujoch, Juf, Zermatt, Matterhorn,
Medergen, etc.
The 'HIGHSTED CUP' for the best entry in
all classes:
1st: Mr.Hoyle's 'Tete-beche & Se-tenant'
Joint 2nd: Mr.Gullis t 'Chinon Castle'
and Dr. Ritchie's ISchaant
Members eApressed their pleasure in
the company of the visitors from Hull and
Mr. Thompson generously donated and
presented most acceptable prizes to the
runners-up.
The winners in each class go forward
to the Inter-Society Competition of the
Yorkshire Philatelic Association in May.

Z UTASTEIN 1966 EUROPE

50/- or with thumb index: 55/+ 3/- postage
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
Pocket Edition: 2/6d. + Sd. postage
TEINSPFCIALTSED
LA
SWz_zE
.ilDLLIEcR
.2'EN_si_
32/- + 3/- postage
CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
26/- + 1/6d. postage
Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
27, Maiden Lane, London, W.C.2.
Supplements are published in the
N-ZEITUNG

BERNER BRIE
Annual Fee: 24/-d.

L.M,

J. S. ARMSTRONG

With the _any facets of Swiss
philately one can maintain a lively
interest even after the main collection
is virtually complete.
Here are just one or twc
suggestions:
POSTAL HISTORY, for example,
offers unlimited scope.
BUNDESFEIER & PRO JUVENTUTE
cards make an enjoyable side-line.
POSTAGE DUES are well worth
studying.
COMMEMORATIVE COVERS AND
CANCELLATIONS are many and varied.

MIPII

For First Class stamps
...
Rarities of Switzerland and Europe
Send your Want Lists to
ZUMSTEIN & CIE. Propr. Hertsch & Company
P.O.B. 2585
CH.3001 BERN 1 F g cher, Switzerland.

Whatever your choice, send now
for approval slections while stocks
are still reasonably plentiful.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUES
We have very few left, so if you require one
please order quickly.
Price: 12/6d. +
postage and packing.

Edward H. SPIRO

PRESIDENT:

70.0.

WS

.ef (71111,1.0, S.,s473#0710.Vit,....4

•

. 31, Somerset Way,:4
IVER, Bucks. ]

No.4

••
sg .

..

M11,,USS3iitei,;, ' • " :.•
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Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDINC,1

T
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pion. Secretary & Editor:

MRS. E.j. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
f Gants Hill, ILFORD,Essex.
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tHon. Exchange Pkt.

Supt.:1

MR. j.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
CAVERSHAM, Reading.
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(Continued)

I:

PERFIN LIST OF SWISS POSTAGE STAMPS AND OTHER POSTAL PAPER
OFFICIAL PERFINS

00

Cross of 9 holes (5v, 5h)

II:

PRIVATE (BUSINESS)

Al

AF

7

mm.

A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8

mh (letters
share one vert. line) 8 mm
AH
h.
4
A. H. /C-92h
4i
A.H.G.
h
7.3/4
AS
h
9i ,
A W
h
7.3/4
A.W.LC.
2h
61A7ZE
2h
6-1-

A9

A. & C.

B1
B2

B (in circle)
B

B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

B. A.
B. B. / F.
BC
BC
B C / T

h
2h

8

h
2h

6

B8
B9
B10
B11

B. D.
B,E P
B E / F
B H

h
h
2h
h

8

514

6

8

5.3/4
9i

Swiss Government branches and offices,
from 1935 to about 1944

Zurich and St. Gallen

(Basel Centralbahnstrasse) ... Bucher,
Zeitschriften, Modenjournale
(circle diam. 12)
Soc. de Banque Suisse/Schweiz. Bank0.
esellschaft/Swiss Bank Corporation
.... fin6en
E...„)
Fribourg)
Basel)
(Bellinzona) (Banca Cant onale del
Ticino ?)
Basel)
Fribourg)
Basel
.Basel
W 3

N7

W4

Typical examples of perfined initials
B12 B H
B13 B K
B14 Bk
B15 B K / W
B16 BL
B17 BL
B18 BPS
B19 B. S.
B20 BS
B21 B.SA C 2B22 By
B23 B W
B24 B & 0 / E,

h
h
h
2h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
v
2h

Cl
C (fine holes)
Cla C coarse holes)
often dbly. perfed)
02
C B
h
C3
C E / G
2h
C4
C. F.
h
C5
C. F.
h
06
C F B
h
C7 • CI
h
CO
CL
in
09
CL
h
C10 C.S.
h

4
7
6
5.3/4
716

7
7i
615
,
6.3/4
B 61. W 57
ea

(St. Moritz)
French Switzerland)
Basel)
Postal district VI)
Chur)
(Winterthur)
Benziger & Co., Einsiedeln

(Basel 10)
41-• prob.
ably
the same
(Basel 10)
(Postal district VIII)
9.1/4
6
French Switzerland)
10.3/4
(Geneva)
4i
6C.F. Bally, Sch8nenwerd

4

4

L 15 mm
5.3/4
10.3/4

(Basel Gundeldingen)
Credit Lyonnaise, Agee. de Geneve
(To be continued)
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

ons issued
Given below is a check-list of official special cancellati

during 1965:

24, 4.65°- 9
At3Tf1MnBltPt1STBURc.A11
14
1

Vc7)

'44

°

-c17"MUSI

CP 25. 6.3. 10.

n

94,3,

CO

L.Lif)

'S

7

Vrkid01,4,

44,
11. 965 - 9

(\

0)

-7.11165 -

9

AU1OMOBILPOSTB1IREAL)4•

WitalAuttil

rn

Tc.

46 E RINE NATiONALE

23./24.10.65

NOTE0

COMPTG1R SUI3SE
LAUSANNE

13.

1. Publicity stamps 1965
2, 35th International Motor
Show, Geneva
3. 49th Swiss Trade Fair Basle
4. Pro Patria
5. Year of the Alps & Entry of
Vaud, Neuchatel and Geneva
into Confederation
6/7 International Exhibition on
Transport & Communications
Munich - Swiss Pavilion
8. Centenary. of the Matterhorn
9. National Day I
NABRA Bern.
10.
11. Europa, I.T.U. Congress and
World Skating, Davos 1966.
I

12, I.T.U. Conference
Montreux
Suisse,
ir
13. 46th Compto
Lausanne
14. OLMA, St. Gallen
15. International Philatelic
Gathering in Basle
16. Centenary of I.T.U. Bern
17. 20th Anniversary of
United Nations Charter, Geneva
18. 650th Anniversary of Battle of Morgarten
19. 150th Anniversary of Engelberg in Ct.
Obwalden
tute
20. Pro Juven
21. Day of the Stamp

SPECIAL CANCELLATION:

f)th Swiss Trade Fair at Basle
The postmark to be used from 16 26 April will have in the centre the
winged helmet(the Fair symbol)with the
date above and below '1916- 1966 - 50
Jahre', and round the rim: '4000 BASEL
- SCHWEIZER MUSTERMESSE'

TOURIST CANCELS: From 5th Jan, 1966
3033 WOHLEN b. BERN - Wanderungen
am see
rische
Histo
6204 SEMPACH STADT See
StHtte am
I

FLAG'

CANCEL

Salon de l'automobile Geneve 10-20
Geneva.
mars 1966

41.
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ISSUES

Four s±:amps will be issued on 26th
April 1966 for! NATURE PRESERVATION and
also on the same date a special stamp to
mark the 60th birthday of the Ruler,
PRINZ FRANZ JOSEF II. Details are as
follows:
A. 10 Hp. 'The Good Earth' (Plant) 1t.oliveldk.green
20 Rp. 'Clean Air' (Bird) - light &
dark blue
30 Hp. 'Pure Water' (Fish) - blue.grn/
ultramarine/lt.Blue
Fr.1.50 'Nature Preservation' (Sun) yell.or/yellow/red

NEWS OP THE INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS IN GENEVA
A post-office, not o n to the
will be opened on 18 April 1966
ul
p_214_2_,
in the new administrative building of the
World Health Organisation in the Avenue
Appia, Geneva. The normal cancellation
to be used will read:
1211 Geneve 27 Organisation mondials
de la Sante
in place of the former cancel of 1211
Geneva 10 Nations Unie, which will cease
as from 16th April.
The following will be the postoffices for the various international
organisations:

Louis Jager, Vaduz
Designer:
Courvoisier S.A.(heliogravure)
Printers:
White with brown& green threads ONU, OMM: 1211 Geneve 10 Nations Unie
Paper:
1211 Geneve 14 Palais Wilson
BIE:
36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)
Size:
1200 Geneve 20 Montbrillant
UIT:
No. of sheets: 4 - Nos. 1-4 each of 20 stamps
1211 Geneve 22 Bureau
BIT:
Portrait of Prince Franz
B.
international du Travail
Josef II.
1211 Geneve 27 Organisation
OMS:
From a photographic portrait
Design:
mondiale de la Sante
28 x 33.5 mm. (25 x 30.5 mm.)
Size:
(as from 18th April 1966)
Other details as above.
Special covers will be issued and a
First Day cancel used for all depicting
the 'Sun' symbol from the Fr.1.50 stamp
with the wording: VADUZ -9490 AUSGABETAG 26 APRIL 1966'.
NUMBERS

ISSUED

The following information on numbers
issued of commemorative stamps has just
been released by the P.T.T.

From 3-25 May 1966 the 19th World
I Health Assembly will be held in the
1 Palais des Nations in Geneva. During
this period mail will be franked with
cancellation reading: 'GENEVE :19e ASSEMBLEE MONDIALE DE LA SANTE'.

ZUMSTE1N 1966
CATALOGUES NOW AVAILABLE;
ZUMSTEIN

'EXPO'

LAUSANNE 1964

10 c.
20 c.

50 c.

• • •

69,152,000

•••
•
•••

46,355,000
15,677,000

111

1966

EUROPE

50/- or with thumb index: 55/+ 3/- postage
SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN

7,006,000

Pocket Edition: 2/6d.+ 8d.postage

lEuR011 11ELEIL1964
52,420,000
20 0.
50 c.
...
18,443,000

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED

75 0.

PUBLICITY ISSUE 1965

5 0.
10 0.
20 c.
50 c.

14,966,148
30,412,645
170978,815
9,790,121

ff.
•0.
••

•••

CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
26/- + 1/6d.postage
Please order catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
27, Maiden Lane, London, i.C.2.
Supplements are published in the

'NABRA' BLOCK

3 Fr,

2,338,139

112.201I11_12i2
5+ 5c. • • • 4,947,698
10 + 10 c.
• 7,508,373
6,496,203
20 + 10 c.
30 + 10 C.
3,595)772
3,888,998
50 + 10 o.
• Gt.

COMMEMORATIVE: EntryofValais, Neuchatel
and Geneva into Confederation.
20 c.

32/- + 3/- postage

15,073,000

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG
Annual Fee: 24/-d.
— _
For FIRST CLASS STAMPS •..
RARITIES of Switzerland and Europe ...
Send your Want Lists to ...
ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch&Cie.
P.O.B. 2565
CH 3001 BERN 1 Facher, Switzerland.
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LEVENTH RWNUftJ UP EMPETI

Kingsway, London, LC.2.,
will be held at THE KINGSWAY HALL (Room 31),
6.45 p.m.
on WEDNESDAY, llth May, 1966, at
n for the HELVETIA SILVER CUP
Once more the occasion of our Annual Competitio
s Group, who participate in
has come round. At the request of our Yorks/Lanc
per entry is being increased.to
many Competitions, the maximum number of sheets
.
TWELVE, to avoid entries having- to be re-mounted
services of MR. H.W. KANDER
This year we have been fortunate inxcuring the
telic world, to act as Adjudicatand MR. G. POLLARD, both well-known in the phila
entries, so as to make the evenof
ors, and we hope there will be a-large number
results often bring surprises
The
ing both interesting as well as competitive.
and you may be the lucky winner this year.
RULES
date determined by the Committee
1. The Competition shall be held annually at a
s from collections of Swiss
of the Helvetia P.S., as a display of album leave
l be held at a meeting
shal
lay
stamps owned by members of the Society. The disp
ent in Great Britain.
resid
rs
of the London Group and will be open to all membe
and not more than TWELVE sheets,
2. Competitors shall enter not less than EIGHT
special, postage dues,
. comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail,
flown covers, postal stationery
official or any other items; miniature sheets,
ugh judges frequently
(Note: Thematic entries will not be excluded, altho
etc.
with other more philatelic entries.)
find difficulty in assessing these in comparison
carefully and despatched by Registered
3. Entries sent by post should be packed
n Organiser, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley,
Post and must be in the hands of the Competitio
rd, Essex, not later than
and sent c/o 48 1 Etheibert Gardens, Gants Hill, .Ilfo
may bring their entries personally,
Monday, 9th May. Members attending the meeting
by insurance during the period from receipt
4. • All entries will be fully covered
until return to their owners.
the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries
A Jury appointed by the .Committee of
5.
of the entry which they shall
and award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to tho owner
n prize will be awarded.
select as most worthy. In addition a consolatio
based on teo following headings:
6. Entries will be judged by a system of points
30 (c) Writing up, arrangement
(a) General philatelic interest
25
and condition
15
y
nalit
(a) Origi
30
(b) Philatelic knowledge
remain in the possession of
The Helvetia -Silver Cup, awarded annually shall
7.
the Competition Organiser
the winner for 11 months and then be returned to
awarded to the next winner, but
named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be
Competitions the Cup shall become
if the same person wins 3 successive Annual Cup
de a now Cup for the next
his or her Property and the Committee shall provi
Competition.

L.SHRMS RUNG

Those odd stamps are becoming
ever more elusive. Check your
albums now and see that your pages
are complete.
Shades and varieties are well
worth collecting - send for approval
selections - any period - and add
further interest to your displays.
Airmail covers are also full of
interest, and much in demand.
All these - as well as other
sections - can be supplied from my
stock.
Prompt attention given to Want
Lists.
14 1 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley.
A bitterly cold night and the fact
that it was so soon after the Easter
holiday resulted in a smaller than usual
attendance at the April meeting. Neverthe-less, a surprisingly large amount
of material was brought along to provide
a most interesting evening.
t
The subject was POSTAGE DUES,
OFFICIALS ETC.* Miss Musselwhite and
Messrs. Lienhard, Mitchell, Prior and
Short gave a very comprehensive show of
the Postage Dues and Official stamps of
many kinds, including the perforated
cross, League of Nations and other
International Organisations, Frank
stamps, Gratis labels and so on, while
for the *ETCETERA*, Mr. Lienhard showed
about 40 sheets from his collection of
Fiscal stamps, material seldom seen.
Altogether a most instructive joint display.

YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec: Ro_ALjialt,
6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Rd. ,Halifax.
Despite the snow blizzard which raged
in the north of England on April 3rd, some
of the stalwart members of the Group
managed to reach Bradford to see the comprehensive display of 1949 'LARGE LANDSCAPES'
provided by Mr, R.A. Hoyle.
Most beautifully mounted, arranged and
written up, this included all varieties both
on the normal stamps and those with 'International' overprints, many in full sheets,
showing the positions of varieties.
A most specialised study of the 20 c.
Grimsel Dam - Dies I & II, coil stamps,
worn plates etc. - had been built up with
used stamps sorted from Kiloware (including
a strip of 4), not one single stamp bought
as a variety:
To demonstrate the differences between
Dies I & II and the coil stamps Mr. Hoyle
showed some very clear black & white photographs enlarged to album sheet size, together with his own drawings of the detailed
portions. The same method was used to show
clearly details of the worn plates and coil
stamps and the show concluded with a range
of brilliant coloured slides thrown on the
screen so that details of all varieties of
this stamp could be examined at the same •
time by everybody present,
Members agreed that this was a most
satisfactory way of showing details of
varieties and in this case they will remain
fixed in the minds of all, including your
reporter, who has not yet graduated to the
period of the Grimsel Dam stampi
L.M.

JORG JENATSCH
Older members will remember the account
of the purchase in a London auction by Mr. L.
Moore of Leeds of three letters written by
the Swiss patriot, J8rg Jenatsch, and later
presented by him to a friend in Arosa.
The career of Jenatsch and the part he
played in the political and religious
struggles in the Val Leventina and the
Grisons is full of interest and the mystery
of his assassination in 1639 has never
been fully explained.
The above letters, together with 27
others of the same period, written between
August 1620 and August 1621 to the Venetian
Resident in Zurich, provide the material for
a fascinating book on the subject:
JENATSCH UND DER ERSTE VERLUST DES
VELTIALMS'by Jean J. Winkler, which has recently been published and included photographic reproductions of many of the actual
letters.
AUTOMOBILE CANCELS:
Auto 3 Zurich - Schweizerische ImportMesse 25.3 - 3.4 - Zurich
" 3 Zurich SechselNuten 17/18 March
8020 Zurich.

Follomingthe recent 'Stampexl
Exhibition it is with much pleasure that
we congratulate MR. P.C. TURTON on being
awarded a Bronze Medal for each of his
two frames of 'Swiss Strubelisl.
The first frame showed the Munich
and Bern printings with shade varieties,
postmarks, silk threads and plate varieties such as the white thread on the 40 Rp.
green and the Broken I T' in 'centesimil.
The second contained 16 covers
illustrating some of the scarce postmarks
including a 15 Hp. with the rare 'La
Sagne l interrupted grille, and examples
of bisected stamps making up rate of 15Rp.
Farther afield, in the U.S.A., our
congratulations go to a new member:
MRS. L. GARABRANT of Brooklyn, N.Y., who
submitted an entry of 'T' Dues of Switzer
-landthroughtheAtoz Stamp Club (Chapter
567) of the American Philatelic Society
and has won a Second Award - Silver
Plaque - at the INTERPEX Philatelic
Exhibition in Now York City.
Back home again, MR. L. E. LISTER
continues to win awards in the Worthing
area and MR. J. _BOWMAN of Bexhill
recently gave a fine display of Swiss
stamps to his local Society.
Our thanks to all for helping to
keep Swiss philately to the fore.

CENTRE LTD

50 Great George Street,
LEEDS 1. Yorks.

As dealers in SWISS STAMPS we
have a good stock including a fine range
of
AIRMAILS
both mint and used ...
We have compiled a list of some
of the items available and will be happy
to supply this list to any member, free,
upon request.
We are always willing to make up
approvals to meet your own special
requirements.
Just drop us a line giving details
of what is required,
Wants Lists are

ra

allilLt
it,
*.10

WE must apologise for a slight error in
last month's London Group report:
The 1927 National Fete card,althaudithe
scarcest, is not an airmal card -which exist
only for 1928 -1931 - but in this case was
used for the special flight St. Gallen -Basle
on 8.8.27.

PRESIDENT

PIIIIITEIN

Letterit*Il

News
No. 5

Edward H. SPIRO

NAY,

1966

20TH YEAR

provided an even better
The increase in the number of sheets per entry to 12
cts were very varied.
subje
the
s,
than usual exhibition of Swiss material and, as alway
R and MR. G. POLLARD,
The Chairman, Mr. E. C. Slate, welcomed Mr. H. W. KANDE
rew to one end of the
the Adjudicators on this occasion. The members then withd
deliberation the results,
room so that they could pursue their task. After due
as follows:
from among the 12 entries submitted, were announced
ayed and most informgilako: MR. R. L. CHRISTIAN of Lincoln, for a well displ
qpwziAapgq.
:pR
sTgg
ative entry on 4Ap_
led display of
MR. L. E. LISTER of Worthing, for an extremely detai
ATINNER 77.Up:
the 1.900
—P...Yetge...U.q7eq.
London, for a fine entry on p4E-STAMP
of
S
STILE
E.
L.
..H.i_g_IqL ..Comendect: (1) MR.
.COVERS
NaLAggis,
.4411
on
(2) MR. I. TILLEN of Birmingham, for his entry
rd gave a brief
Speaking on behalf of Mr. Kander and himself, Mr. Polla
e. They were both
choic
their
for
ns
criticism on the various entries and the reaso
and would have liked
ial
mater
the
all
of
ard
impressed by the very even and high stand
s.
to have awarded more than the allotted number of prize
unusual material, very
The winning entry was chosen because, apart from being
trouble to find out
of
deal
nicely mounted, the fortunate owner had gone to a great
t be found in the catalogues.
the background information on the subject, which canno
U.P.U. issue, both
On this occasion there were two entries on the 1900
ngs of flaws and
drawi
led
detai
extremely good, but the amount of research and
It was somewhat
.
entry
r's
Liste
Mr.
of
varieties just tipped the scales in favour
first time, there were no entries
surprising to find that this year, possibly for the
The remaining
or 'Standing'.
at all on any of the 'Helvetia' issues - Imperf., Perf.
Juventute Arms, Pro Aero, the
entries covered such facets as Soldier Stamps, Pro
National Exhibition and the Grimsel Dam.
5 & 10 c. Definitives, Air Mails, the 1939
and undertaking this
Mr. Slate thanked both the Judges for coming along
s interesting to hear
difficult task. From the members' point of view it is alway
eyes, as it were, and
s
the criticisms, to see one's entries through someone else'
n
titio entries. The Society
the cements are most useful when planning future compe
s event and it is hoped that
extends its thanks to those who took part in this year' another try next year.
have
those who did not achieve an award this time will
matters of business and
During the judging period members dealt with several
to commence in October. When
also worked out a draft programme for the new season
be published in the 'News Letter'.
this has been completed and dates confirmed it will
study carefully the various
Sufficient time remained for everyone to be able to
gratifying to find that
entries and to chat informally on many matters. It was
ed to combine business with
members from as far away as Birmingham and Bath had manag
pleasure and so to attend the meeting.
everyone would have a good
In closing the proceedings Mr. Slate said he hoped
should all meet again in
we
that
summer holiday, with successful stamp hunting, and
t.
the autumn with much of philatelic interest to repor
E. J. R.
o0o-----
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FROM THE WORLDFAMOUS LERKANN
n
COLLECTION
S\Ail TZ
Space permits the listing of only a few items from this fabulous
collection. Several of these Essays are unique, or almost certainly so
and not even on show at the Swiss Postal Museum. Subject unsold we
shall be pleased to forward approvals on request. Further items may be advertised
next month.

T

PSIIIV
1 2

15 Rp., Fr.3.- & Fr.3.- Three litho designs in form of Miniature Sheet
000
000
(Considered unique)
on Art Paper.
embossed
large
on
Proof
Die
Girardet 'Helvetia & Fasces' design Single
•
=9A.AV4n-SL:WO:L
with 25 lip. value inserted

card 14

Very rare

...

...

and stamped by Messrs. Lachenal &
Ditto, but
marked 'final trial' - unique
Girardet);
to
advisers
Hudry (legal
cOpies of 25 Rp. stamp,
15
of
sheet
1/4
print,
Same design, unofficial
000
...
margins
sheet
corner
wide
As above, but colnElpte_Shaet , of 100 stamps of 10 Rp. value, 64th stamp
000
...
Exceptional item
showing re-entry.
0.0
0,0
Rp.
10
of
4
only,
block
.
As above
...
...
Ditto - single copy
Set
0.0
shape)
to
(cut
colours
different
4
Riltli Essay (25 Rp.)
0..
0.0
copy
Ditto - single
...
...
Ditto
Ditte - single copy as Die Proof
000
.00
rarity)
(
Great
Ditto - Pergorated
Set
.0.
colours
different
5
Rp.)
50
RUtli - Thecond design,
0•0
...
Ditto - single
5
of
set
Superb
Fr.3.Essay,
Monument)
Tell & Tellboy (Altdorf
•••
different colours
•••
•••

PERJu

£150
£50
£50
E90

£375
£15
75/£12
60/-

£5

£30
E2,/10/90/E32/10/130/E8

qam

£40
•••
Fr,10.- Bern, view of Parliament, large pictorial (very rare)
£40
Fr.3.- Lucerne, view of Pilatus & town, large pictorial (very rare)
£75
•••
Fr.5... Matterhorn (possibly unique)
£40
•••
•••
Fr.10.- Matterhorn (very rare)
£50
•••
000
Fr.20.- Chillon Castle (very rare)
EVERY ITEM OFFERED IS SUPPLIED WITH CERTIFICATE STATING THAT IT IS FROM
THE LEHMANN COLLECTION, WITH PHOTOGRAPH OP THE ITEM AND ITS SERIAL NUMBER IN THE
LEHMANN COLLECTION. ALL CERTIFICATES AND STAMPS CARRY OUR GUARANTEE MARK.

We respectfully suggest that a second opportunity of acquiring such outstanding Essay material may never recur.
B.P.A., P.T.S., A.S.D.A.
H. L. KATCHER,
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
Tel. JUNiper 0616
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, London. N.W.8.
NEW

1- la

COIL

....tat a.... al.:a...cat

STAMPS
ans.

As an experiment to expedite parcel
post deliveries in 32 post-offices, the
P.T.T. have put into use new coil stamps of
the values 40, 60 & 90 e. (in rolls of
1000) and Fr.1.- 1 1.30, 1.70, 2.20 & 2.80
(in rolls of 500).
These rolls cannot be purchased and
the stamps are only available from vending
machines. It is reported that Swiss
dealers are already offering them at three
to four times face value.
There are no differences in the stamp
designs, as in the case of the 5, 10, 20
and 50 0, coils, which have been in use for
some time, and only the control numbers on
the back of every fifth stamp indicate
their origin.
For this purpose the Fr.2.20 value is
that depicting Einsiedeln Abbey, which in
sheet form has been replaced by the
Liestal motif.

LEEDS STAMP CENTRE LIP
50, Gt. George Street, LEEDS 1, Yorks.
As dealers in SWISS STAMPS we
have a good stock, including a fine
..4„J 4. s - both
range of
mint and used.
We have compiled a list of some of
the items available and will be happy
to supply this list to any member, free
upon request.
We are always willing to make up
approvals to meet your own special
requirements.
Just drop us a line giving details
of material you would like to see.
Wants Lists are also welcomed.
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PROThePATRIA
J co O AND LA L.,INQUIEME SUISSE
'PRO PATRIA' stamps 1966 will be issued

on let June.
The 5 c. stamp is
dedicated to the author Heinrich Federer (1866-1928) while the other 4 values continue
the series commenced last year on 'Arts and Crafts', depicting scenes from the ceiling
paintings in the Romanesque church of Zillis in Graubunden (Grisons).
-9 0 of the net proceeds from the additional charge on the stamps goes to the
National Day collection 1966 for the benefit of the 'Aid to Mothers', while the remaining 10 is intended for various social institutions of national importance. Details are:
5 + 5 c. Portrait of Heinrich Federer - one colour: blue
, .
Remainder: Scenes from t zhp
iamAintaja182 as depicted in the ceiling paintings:
10 + 10 c. 'Joseph's dream' - 4 colours: green/blue/red/grey
20 + 10 c. 'Joseph on his way' - 4 colours: vermilion/blue/lt.brown/grey
30 + 10 c. 'The Virgin and Child' - 4 colours: violet/blue/lt.red/grey
50 + 10 c. 'Angel showing the way' - 4 colours: blue/red/lt.blue/violet

kesignArs: 5

c. Design and steel engraving by Karin Lieven, Chevrens (ceneva)
Remainder: Hans Schwarzenbach, Bern
Process _ & Printers:
5 c. Rotary line engraved intaglio printing by the Postage
Stamp Printing Office, P.T.T., Bern
Remainder: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
.11qa.P,A :All white with luminous substance and violet fibres
:
Starm_size:
24 x 29 mm .,
21 x 26 mm.
T1RtAr
at
Remainder: Two (A & B)
Four (Nos. 1 - 4)
No,.! of,allebs„2.e.F_fPri4SY4.114.9S: 5 c.
All:
P192-S.4
409SP.S.P,E.Q4,P.ftt:
50
The stamps will be on sale at all post offices and mobile post offices from 1st
June to 5th August(with advance sales from 27th May), and will have unlimited postal
validity. Also from PTT Philatelic Agencies from let June until stocks are exhausted
but not longer than 31st December 1966. Collection sheets, folders and first day
covers Will be available as usual.
A first day postmark, depicting the angel from the 50 c. stamp and reading:
'3000 BERN - AUSGABETAG 1.V1,66 - BUNDESFEIERMARKEN' will be used on the 'Pro Patrial
stamps, but not on mail items bearing stamps other than this series.
The P.T.T.
emphasise the following: 'On request all letters, cards and printed papers (excluding
bulk mailings of non-philatelic nature), prepaid exclusively with 'Pro Patria t stamps
will be postmarked with this canceller. Stamps should not be affixed to the back of
mail items and due allowance must be made for the increase in the registration fee for
foreign items. Postage for a registered letter weighing up to 20 grams is now Fr.1.20
i.e. 5 c. more than the foreign postal value of an entire 'Pre Patria l set. For the
return of stamped material a self-addressed envelope, prepaid at the letter or parcel
rate, as appropriate, should be enclosed."
'L A

C I NA,LLI E M

_S u .T SS Es

The organisation of the New Helvetic Society concerned with the Swiss residing
abroad will commemorate its 50th anniversary this autumn. Various events in Switzerland and abroad, as well as an exhibition in Bern, will mark this occasion, drawing
attention to the wide range of work performed by Swiss citizens throughout the world.
The special stamp to be issued on 1st June 1966 will depict the emblem of the
Swiss residing abroad and is designed to mark the jubilee and demonstrate the close
ties existing between the Swiss abroad and their homeland.

Post offices and mobile post offices will sell this special stamp in place of
ordinary stamps - unless others are expressly asked for - from 1st June until stocks
are exhausted. Also obtainable from the P.T.T. Philatelic Agencies in Bern, Basle
and Zurich.
Collection sheets, folders and first day covers will be available.
The first day special cancellation shows the globe and Federal Cross emblem with
wording in three lines: '3000 BERN - 1.6.1966 - AUSGABETAG'. The first day cancel
for 'La cinquieme Suisse' will not be used on mail items which, in addition to the above
special stamp, bear any other stamps, for instance the National Day stamps 1 ,Pro Patria'
appearing on the same day.
-----o0o
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Part III
By Felix Ganz
known examples:
To continue the cataloguing of
7.1/4
h
C.S.C.
C11
9+
D
D1
Zfirich; St. Gallen, Wil SG)
8
f.)
per
bly
dou
ten
(of
D
variation
D2
possibly an incomplete perfin
/4
7.1
h
D.C.
D3
of D8; Basel 3 Spalen)
Danzas & Cie, Basel
5+
h
D C
D4
Damond, Coulin & Cie, Geneva
6+
h
D.C.& C.
D5
9i
h
D D
D6
(Zurich)
5
d
DECO
D7
7.3/4 (Basel 3 Spalen; cf. D3)
h
D.& C.
D8
(Zofingen)
7
h
D & C
D9
10
h
E
El
7.3/4
h
E2 LB
8
h
E.G.
E3
(Einsiedeln)
8
h
E.K.
E4
2h
7 / 6+ (Zurich Selnau)
EJL/ Z
E5
(serifs on Z only)
(Luzern Kleinstadt)
8
h
Fiejl,
E6
( Zurich)
7i
h
E.M.
E7
7i
h
ES.
E8
5 / 4.3/4 (Zurich)
2h
.
./C
E.W
E9
10+
F
Fl
6i
h
F.C.W.
F2
(Chiasso)
7i
h
F.G..
F3
(Broc)
6
h
y.L.q.
F4
61h
P.M.
F5
3/4
16.
cy)
(fan
in
F6
FHRLC
F (reversed)
(Chiasso)
7
h
F & R
F7
7.1/4 (Bazenheid)
h
ln)
G.B.
G1
(Gebrfider Benziger ??) (Einsiede
5+
h
B
G
G2
7.3/4 (Basel 2)
h
G C
G3
e holes)
fin
in (G 152
G H
G4
rse holes)
coa
10
(H
rrich)
9
h
G.H.
G5
(Basel)
10
G
14;
in M
GM
G6
h
9+
G.R.
G7
(Basel)
7+
h
G.R.
G8
rilder Sulzer, Winterthur
Geb
8
h
G.S.
G9
5.1/4
h
G.Sch.
G10
rthur)
4.3/4 (Gebr. Volkart ?) (Winte
h
Gll G.V
2
el
Bas
65
203
Postfach
?
h
G12 G Z
7i
h
G13 G & C
St. Gallen; Zurich
ai
H
H1
7 and 5
h
Haas
H2
(Thalwil)
737
h
H.C.
113
(Zurich 13 ?)
/4
7.3
h
rs:
H D
H4
en occurs in mirror-reversed pai
oft
/4
5.3
lett.
HP_ in palette- m
H5
(Le Lode)
frame 15+
like frame)
5+
h
116 H.H.
71
mh
D21
117
.
(Zurich)
8
h
118
H.T.
& Co. (Shoes ? or music ?)
Hug
6+
h
HUG
H9
(St. Gallen)
6
2h
Il I.D.E./& C?
)\ International Harvester Company
m (I 121 H 9+
I.H.C.
12
C 15+ - tot. 80 holes)
I and C 11.3/4
in
I H C.
13
onal
H 10+ - tot. 45 holes) Internati
seen incomplete)
ens
cim
spe
l
(al
her than 12 mm.
hig
in
R
I
14
(Postal district XI)
8
h
J.M.
J1
7+
h
JAM
J2
(Zurich)
5
2h
C?
./&
J.M
J3
(To be continued)
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SOLDIER STAMP EXHIBITION IN BERN
Anyone who is visiting Switzerland
this year should not miss the chance to
visit the P.T.T. Museum in Bern, where
a special exhibition of SWISS SOLDIER
STAMPS AND FIELD POST CJ,11JCELLATIONS,
1914-18 and 1939-45, is being held from
13th April to 3rd July.

1K

. •4

310,14

MAY 1966
4-14-

444.1

4
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yORKSAANCS_GROUp, : Hon.Sec. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

At the A.G.M. on May 14th, the Group
elected its first Lady Chairman:
111,ps_13,_N. soLLY of Harrogate.
Well-known
for her collections of G.B. Classics and
New Zealand, Miss Solly is an enthusiast
for the Pro Juventute issues of Switzerland. She is Past-President of both the
CORRIGEkD,A.
Harrogate and Bradford P.S., and a member
of Several others in Yorkshire, including
We must apologise for two recent
Leeds
and the Yorkshire Postal History
errors:
Society. Her Father, Dr. Solly, was a
'As:de:pique (March issue). This
well-known and well-informed philatelist
should have read: ' .... clearness,
and had a remarkable collection of G,B.
i.e. unambiguousness of design ....
Blacks and Blues. Up to his death some
years ago he was custodian of the stamp
arejenatech (April issue). In
colleptions,4.Lecds,University.
paragraph 2 it should have stated:
Miss Sony; however, is known and
.... political and religious struggles
appreciated
in her own right and can give
in the Valtellina and the Grisonst.
displays to Societies from a very varied
repertoire. She is usually to be seen
STANDING HELVETIA
at the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain,
- It is stated in the 'Schweizerwhere she gives great help, mainly on the
Briefmarken Zeitung that the excellent social side.
article at present being published on
She has been Social Secretary of the
this subject, with its many superb
Yorkshire Helvetia Group and members now
photographs, may be reprinted as a book- look forward to a happy and useful new
let, if there is sufficient demand
session under her able Chairmanship.
No details are yet available as to the
The other Officers are:
probable cost.
We shall, of course,
obtain a copy for our Library, but would Resident Vice-Chairman: Mr. J.N. Highsted
like to know whether any members would
Hon. Secretary: Mr. R. A. Hoyle
be interested in having a copy of their
" Treasurer:
Mr. J. A. Eastwood
own. The text, needless to say, is in
" Librarian: Mr. H. W. Robertshaw
German.
Social Secretary: Miss N. Chatburn
E.J.R.
Hon. Translator: Mr, U.J.F. Gosling
Public Relations Officer: Mr. L. Moore
1966 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES
The new season s programme will be
NOW AVAILABLE:
published as soon as available.
L.M.
4
.R. ?.
50/- or with thumb index: 55/+ 3/- postage
(
PU.I.T.ZE APIPACHTERPTqTN
Al]. tozval;Res , of Charity stamps
Pocket Edition: 2/6d. + 8d. postage
and commemorative sets are on the
upgrade. You are advised to complete
0F
AP
YPATAJ
TATgPligRY
your sets now.
26/1/6d. postage
Blocks of four are becoming
svg_TzE,RjApiki,Eol*TAI EIA. spEciAkis.EA
increasingly popular, and add interest
to album pages, as do Varieties and
32/- + 3/- postage
Plate Flaw:.
Please order Catalogues from:
May I quote for such items or
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
submit approval selections?
27, Maiden Lane, London. W.C.2.
Other material - mint or used Supplements are published in the
miniature sheets, items on cover,
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
postage dues, etc. etc. - is available
Annual fee: 24/from
my extensive stock.
** * *

t

t

t
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For First Class stamps
......
Rarities of Switzerland and Europe ...
send your Want Lists to
ZUMSTEIN & CIE (Propr. Hertsch & Co.),
P.O.B. 2585
CH.3001 BERN 1 Facher, Switzerland

Write now to:

S REIMSTROC
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

Edward H. SPIRO
PRESIDENT:

/
"
r
tte
Le
V
V News
s

Hon. Treasurer:

MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
IVER, Bucks.

I

--------- ----------Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens
Gants Hill.ILFORD,Essex

4.0••••nn•••••••

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Supt.:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
CAVERSHAM, Reading.

RIES
RALDEFINITIVESE
ITECTUale
NOTES ON THE ARCH
II
Part
by Edward Swind
come the following:
Continuing these notes on the buildings depicted
The Monastery of St. Gall goes
CATHEDRAL, ST. GALL (ST. GALLEY).
80 c.
back to the 7th cent., being built
as a hermit. The present
on the spot where an Irish Monk, Gallus, had lived
Beer in 1755-69 and is
J.Y.
Cathedral was built from designs by P. Thum and
Switzerland. The
in
h
widely held to be the most beautiful baroque churc
ries the Abbey was
centu
llth
twin towers are 216 ft. high. Durinrc the 9th ry, housed in a
libra
s
famou
a leading school of learning in Europe and its
this early
from
MSS.
2,000
magnificent baroque room by Thum, contains some
period. The Abbey was secularised in 1905.
The town, on the Rhine, has
LUITO2 TOTER, SCHAFFHAUSEN (;SCHAFFHAUSEN).
90 c.
been guarded for 400 years
took 20 years to
,
thick
ft.
by the round Munot Tower which, with walls 16
floor, now used
top
open
the
to
build from 1564. Inside a spiral ramp 'cads
and vinewalls
town
old
The
s.
for reunions, dances and other social event
.
above
tower
yards climb the 1,430 ft. Emmersberg to the
The Town Hall was built in 1522, the
Fr. 1. - FRIBOURG TWN an (FRIBOURG).
little octagonal clock tower being
has stood in the Town Hall
added in 1642. For centuries the Forat Lime Tree
of TJorat (22nd June 1476)
e
Battl
square. Legend tells that on the day of the
victory and then died of
the
of
a young soldier of the town returned to tell
to commemorate the
ed
plant
and
exhaustion. A twig was taken from his hat
Lime which is now
Morat
the
into
victory and in his memory. This twig grew
well propped up in its old age.
Apart from Trier, the Roman
Salodurum was the oldest town
watch and precision
ing
North of the Alps. To-day the home of a thriv
ancient monuments and
of
host
a
s
instrument industry, the town also boast
fications of the
forti
val
medie
vorks of art. The Basel Gate, one of the
ries.
town, dates from the 15th - 16th centu

Fr. 1.20 BASELTOR, SOLOTHURN (SOLOTHURN).

The capital of one of the
foundin,7 Cantons of the
lies in a picturesque valley
Confederation, Schwyz is steeped in history and
ach stands Ital Reding's
at the foot of the Mythen. On the road to Dorfb
The wealth which built such
fine patrician house, one of many in the town.
in a foreign army,
homes was usually acquired by mercenary service

Fr. 1.50 ITAL REDING'S HOUSE, SCILin (SCHWYZ).

The Benedictine Abbey of Our
Lady of Einsiedeln is built on
was murdered here in 861.
the site of the hermit cell of St. Yeinrad, who
h was built between 1704-35
Designed by Caspar' Moshugger, the present churc
e in front of the Abbey.
and is shown in the design from the great squar
cell, is the Holy Chapel
Inside the Basilica, on the site of St. Meinrad's
e of the Madonna, an object
containing the 15th cent. miraculous Black Statu
is now withdrawn.
stamp
of veneration for countless pilgrims. This
(To be continued)

Fr. 2. - ABBEY CHURCH t EINSIEDELN (SCH7IYZ).
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From the 'ECHO'
A SILVER JUBILEE
For a quarter of a century the
Swiss flag has now been flying on the
high seas. On 9th _pril 1941 the
Swiss Confederacy decided, due to the
increasingly difficult supply position,
to sail its own ships and by 1944
14 ships flew the Swiss flag.
To-day Switzerland possesses over
30 ships with an approximate tonnage
of 270,000 and can boast numerous
officers and sailors of Swiss nationality.
E. Lienhard
(Ed. note: Remembering the Rhine
Navigation stamp of 1954 it is a little
surprising that this event was not
considered for this year's Publicity
issue. Perhaps one day we will even
be lucky enough to obtain some genuine
Swiss paquebot marks!)

JUNE 1966

MORE NEWS ON 'EXPRESS' LA.BELS
Mr. Tillen and Mr. Beale are
;still making new finds in this field
I and have just reported the following:

Dringlroh

Urge n

then re

1

TYPE 13 - As Type 11 but on very pale
pink paper with black border
and wording. No large t U t . Previous
example was on violet paper. Only
date so far seen is 1.VIII.28.

Incidentally we are very pleased
to report that at the A.G.E. of the
Birmingham P.S., held while he was
actually attending our own Cup CompetOUR 'NEWS LETTER'
ition, Mr. Tillen was awarded the
GRINDALL
CUP for 1965/6.
Owing to holidays this issue has
This
is
awarded for the best
been prepared immediately following the i display on Postal
History given during
previous one, for early despatch, and
the
year
and
was
won
by Mr. Tillen will
is, therefore, reduced to 4 pages. We
a
24
page
display
on
SWISS
EXPILLSS
will be back to normal next month.
LABELS.
We also send our apologies to
Knowing the zeal with which he
members overseas for any delay in
has
been
t'iis subject for
receipt of both the May and June issues,1 some timepursuing
now,
we
feel that this is a
due to circumstances beyond our control,i very well deserved honour
we wish
i.e. the seamen's strike, which is aff- him even further success and
in
the
future.
ecting surface mail.

1966 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES t
iI1
NOT 1 AVAILABLE:
li
ZUMSTEIN 1966 EUROPEi 1
50/- or with thumb index: 55/I.1!
+ 3/- postage.
SAITZERLd4D/LIECUTENSTEIN
C-UN/Z 5: 11
Pocket Edition: 2/6d. + 8d. postage.1
Clients from eve y corner
CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
; of the globe write to us for their Swiss
II
26/- + 3/- postage
!.requirements and are astonished at the
!diversity of our stocks and the service q
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTT/STEIN SPECIALISED
we can offer. Overseas clients who havq
32/- + 3/- postage
ii previously obtained their requirements
1
ii in Switzerland are increasingly turning
Please order Catalogues from:
ti t° us. Even collectors in Switzerland,
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
!9i
through recommendation, are sending us
27, Maiden Lane, London, W.C.2. li0irtheir
1
orders.
h4i
4
Supplements are published in the
if
The reason is simple;
BERNER BRIEFEARKEN-ZEITUNG
iionot only are our stocks better than
Annual fee: 24/Igenerally
available in Switzerland, but
++++++
t
our prices are considerably cheaper too.
We can afford to be cheaper ... we are
For First Class stamps .......
so much more.
Rarities of Switzerland and Europe ....... Pselling
1
4
A•S•D•A• li,
H. L. KATCHER
HB.P.A.
send your Want Lists to
it
ii P.T.S.
ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch & Co.,
The
Amateur
Collector
Ltd.,
P.O.B. 2585
1 1 151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
g
CH.3001 BERN 1 F cher, Switzerland
London,
Telephone: JUNiper 0616
q

!I

I /

I
)

k

SW iss

F1N11STAMDS

SWISS D

34
35
36
J7
38
J9
Ni
K2
K3
K4
Li
L2
L3
L4
L4a
15

L6
L7
L8
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Part IV.
by Felix Ganz
Continuing the cataloguing of known examples:
(Luzern)
h
9-1-•
J.0.
(Chiasso)
h
9
J.R.
6
2h
J.S/80 c
eil- h
J .T .
crossed
(and
10
h J
J.Z
(Ziegelbracke)
through); Z 8i
7-1J.& C.
h
(St. Gallen 1)
(Zurich 6: 7)
6j,
2h
au)
(Schachen-Herisau; Wilen-Heris
alh
K H
,
ZUrich
j,;
Co.
6 KOnigsberger, Schimmelburg
h
KSC
L.C.
LC
L F
L.L.
L.N
Loeb
L.S.
L & C
L & S

7.3/4

L 7; C 8; total 11-1(Chiasso)

8

(Zurich)

5-i

(St. Gallen)

8
4i

Le Coultre & Cie Le Sentier

7

(Oerlikon)
Maggi & Co., Kemptthal

7

(Buchs, St. Gallen)

8.1/4

M1
M2
113
114

M.

Ni
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7

11 (Note: could poss. be a 'Z')
N (often incompl. perf.)
(Geneve 1 & 2)
fine holes; 9 holes in C
5-i;
2h
N.C./A.J.
C (Geneve 1)
in
holes
10
holes;
coarser
5?-1
2h
N.C./A.J.
)
Seidengasse
(ZUrich
h
7-1N.O.
(Chur)
h
H.P.
7.3/4
(Zflrich 3)
84,
h
N.R.
I
(Basel)
h
N T
Tn-a huge oval, often sideways; 14-- x 10 mm
0
(Basel 1)
9.1/4
0
Possibly
10,1,- the
0
same- used with cancel 'Oarlikon'
10L8
Orell FUssli-Annoncen, ZUrich 1
6 1/4
. h
OF (close spaced)
(Orell F4ssli ?) (ZUrich)
0 F(wider spaced h
5-132(Herisau)
7
h
OL

01

02
03
04

05
o6

07
P1
P2
1)3
P

4

P5
P6

R1
R2
R3

R4
R5
R6
R7

R8
R9
R10
R11
Si

S2

MAUS
M.C.

ci

P
h
P.M. Y.
2h
P.R./C
triangle after C)
2h
P .R .. C 2
(Line under o after C)
h
P.S.

10
Ti

6i

(Winterthur)

6

(7interthur)

Used in Neuchatel 3 Serrieres
(? Suchard)
Ph. Suchard, Chocolate, Neuchatel
5;1- to 6
h
P S
(this perf in, after 1915, is more and more ragged and uneven
looking - closer or wider spacing depending on wear)

R
h
R A
R C (jumbo holes) h
h
R.F.
h
R.H.
h
R.H.& C
2h
R.J.i/C
.
2h
7°,.
R.S/& C =
R.S.& C d
2h
R.St./Z
h
R & C
S
S

7.3/4

9-',J
8.3/4

10

(ZUrich)
(TOss bei Winterthur)

6.1/4

8-2,5.
5,12-

6-7,
41
4.3/4
5.3/4
7

14

interthur)
Thalwil)

Neuchatel)
(ZUrich)
(Geneve)

5.3/4

(To be continued)
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POSTMARK NEWS
iRECENT SLOGAN POSTMARKS

SPECIAL CANCELS

1. 50th Swiss Trade Fair at Basle. The lInternationale Juni-Festwochen
postmark used from 16-26 April had
; 1966 - 8000 Zurich 1; 1 May - 30 Jun.
in the centre the winged helmet (the Fair; INehmt tell am Eidg. Peldschiessen symbol), the date above and below '1916- i Tag der Schgtzen 4/5 Juni 1966 1966 - 50 Jahre', and round the outer rim: 3600 Thun 1 to 4/6 3400 Burgdorf
'4000 BASEL - SCHWEIZER MUSTERIMSSE'.
1-.16 May, 3000 Bern 17 May-4 June
2. Inauguration of new site of the World! (17-31 May on alternate days)
1
Health Organisation in Geneva: The Jeder Schweizer ans Eidg. Peldschiessen
4-5 Juni - 8000 Zurich 1, 8600 Uster,
new headquarters of the W.H.O. (0.Y.S.)
in the Avenue Apia were opened on 7th ! 8400 'ilinterthur, 16 May - 4 June
!Fiesta del fiori - fete des fleurs May. Mail posted had a special cancel
Blumenfest Pencecoste Locarno showing the new building with the
.I 6600 Locarno to end of May
inscription: '1200 GENEVE - 7.5.66 1Kramgasse Bern Rendez-vous der Welt
ORGANISATION YONDIALE DE LA SANTE'.
9 bis 25 Juni 1966 - 3000 Bern 1 to
i
3. 50th International Labour Conference
26 June (alternate days with others)
in Geneva. This is being held from
30th May to 23rd June in the United
! AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
Nations Conference Building in Geneva.
will
!
Mail posted during this period
Auto 3 Zurich Schweizerische Importreceive a cancel reading: 'GEUEVE messe•25.3 - 3.4
CONFERENCE INTERNAT. DU TRAVAIL'.
tt
1 Montreuz - 303 anniversaire du.
Club philatelique de Montreux 4. 24th Federal Music Festival in Aarau
8 May
will be held from 10-12 and from
2 Bern BEA - 7 - 17 May
17-19 June.. The Mobile Post Office No. 4i
t,
3 Zurich NEPA (Schweiz. Metzgereiwill be in attendance on 11/12 & 18/19
fachausstellung) 2-9 May
June. Mail posted will receive a special!
2 Windisch, Aarg. Kantonalturncancel depicting a musical instrument
•
fast - 25/26 June
and inscribed:. '500DAARAU - 11/12 +
3 Stans l Delegiertenversammlung
18/19.6 EIDG. MUSIEMST 1966'.
des Verbandes Schweizerischer
5. UICNCOngress (Congtess of InterPhilatelisten-Vereins 4/5 June
national Union for Conservation of
3 Horw, 40. Luzerner KantonalNature and its Resources) L Lucerne 1966. I
Gesangfest - 18/19 June
This will be held from 25th June to 2nd 1
3 St. Galler Kinderfest July 1966 in the Kunsthaus, Lucerne.
St. Gallen, 28 June
Mail posted during this period will have 1
4 Basel clam), 8. DIDACTA
a special cancel depicting a symbolic
(EuropLische Lehrmittelmesse)
tree with initials 'UICN' and dates:
28-28 June
25.6 - 2-.7.66 and '6000 LUZERN - INTER- 1
!
NATIONALE UNION AR NATDRSCHUTZt.
TOURIST PROPAGANDA - From 28 April
8488 TURBENTHAL - Kirche-Schloss-Alder
It

ARMSTRONG LE-DS STAM
ENTRF Li

While summertime with its counterhattractions of holidays and sport may
1
!bring a temporary lull in active
collecting, it is also agood time to
gplan fut#re progress.
1i
4

There are many interesting paths
.0, follow, for example:
P

to

Postal History •- an inexhaustible
subject, leading to

1

Postmarks - with an infinite variety of
types, both ordinary and
i!
commemorative.
PAirmail Covers

We deal in SWISS SLUTS and
a good range of SWISS AIMULS
have
1
1- mint and used.
1

1

A List of some of the stock
! available has recently been compiled
1' l and we will be happy to supply this
i
List to any member, free, on request.
are always willing to make
up approvals to meet your own special
u requirements.
Just drop us a line giving
details of what you require.

- much sought after and
well worth collecting.

We also welcome Wants Lists.

Send now for approval selections
r send in details of your requirements

y

50, Great George Street,

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

LEEDS 1, Yorks.
1

Edward H. SPIRO
PRESIDENT:

%‘ News VLetterit4

4

Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
IVER, Bucks.

No.7

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Etheibert Gardens
Gants Hill.ILFORD,Essex
JULY

1966

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Supt.:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
CAVERSHAM, Reading.
20th Year

Two LITTLE KNOWN EARLY POSTALFLIGHTS
Translation & Precis by J.J.E. EUSEBIO
attractively
last year the Philatelic Circle of Bellinzona published an
were made at
that
s
flight
postal
two
illustrated brochure giving the full stogy of
gist of
the
is
ing
follow
the
s
their instigation. For the benefit of our reader
this very interesting study, which is in Italian.
zona, on the
The first flight was in 1927, between Zurich and Bellin
event of which was the
occasion of the Second Aviation Meeting at Zurich, the main
s: Zurich-Thun (105 Km.),
Circuit of the Alps air race. This comprised three stage
The second flight in
Thun-Bellinzona (125 Km.) and Bellinzona-Zurich (137 Km.).
t of Europe, which was
1932, in conjunction with the Third International Air Circui
Rome, over Krakow,
to
Berlin
from
1.
:
likewise in three, albeit longer, stages
Rome to Paris, over
Prague, Brno, Vienna, Zagreb, Vicenza and Rimini; 2. from
3. from Paris to
Bonn;
and
art
Stuttg
Florenze, Bellinzona Turin, Cannes, Lyon,
agen and Gothenburg.
Berlin, over Deauville, Rotterdam, Dortmund, Hamburg, Copenh
1. The Zurich - Bellinzona - Zurich Flight in 1927
Carmine. He
This was entrusted to the Bellinzona airman, Ft/Lt. Olinto
August 1927 at 0812 hours
flew from the then Zurich airport at DUbendorf on the 22nd
with an aircraft of the
35s
Hgfeli type
354
353a
353
DH-5 No.459.
This was a
normal twoPrma posts acre"
NTERNATIONALES
seater fightBollinzona.Zurigo
er in use
AUG.1927
ZURICH
Apsto 192
with the
FLUGMCETING
Swiss Army.
Nrbi9b
It had a
Nrb-9a
single LFW
(LokomotivFabrik, Winter-thur)
192.7
/2-21
engine devzURIcH
AuGuST
eloping 220
fLUGMEETtr%
INTER
NATO
HP, with a
maximum of
186 Km.p.h.
at a ceiling
of 5000
metres.
registered
On the outward flight he carried 15,379 letters and postcards and 2,997
flight, the
the
packets. Although the weather conditions over the Alps did not favour
at
field
on
zona aviati
young pilot kept to his course and landed safely at the Bellin
r:
delive
before
09.30 hours. The mail was carried to the Post Office to be handstamped
ered
The return consignment consisted of 5,397 letters and postcards and 1,959 regist
the outward
packets. The pilot took off at 1745 hours and with better weather than on
journey, landed at Dubendorf at 18.55 hours.
O. Baumberger and
The official postcards used had been designed by the artist
were of two types:
(Continued ...
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a) for inland use, with printed 25 cent
airmail stamp, blue; with a view of
Zurich on the other side, price 75 0.,
total sale: 10,500.
b) for abroad, with printed 40 c. airmail
stamp, violet (pilot), with a view of
the Matterhorn on reverse, price 1 Fr.,
total sale 5,000.
Both cards were Obtainable without the
stamp imprint at 30 c. each; about 1000
copies were sold.
Ordinary envelopes and postcards were
also accepted for the flight, provided
they were duly franked with the airmail
postage.
A geneva firm sold special envelopes
with printed stamps; 5 0. (Tell Boy),
10, 20, 25 & 30 c. (Tell); these being
privately printed have no special philatelic value.
For propaganda purposes the Organising Committee issued a dark blue vignette
with white aeroplane in the top right-hand
corner, and wording, also white, on the
bottom: 'Meeting aeronautique international de Zurich 12-21 Adilt 1927' (ill. C/9b).
The same vignette also exists with German
wording: 'Internationales Flugmeeting
Zurich 12-21 August 1927' (ill. C/9a).
For the flight Zurich-Bellinzona, on
departure, a handstamp, oblong: 'Internationales Flugmeeting Zurich Aug. 1927'
(ill. 353) was used, and on arrival the
round stamp: 'I Posta aerea Zurigo- Bellinzona 22.8.27' (ill. 355). For the return flight Bellinzona-Zurich, on departure an octagonal stamp: 'Prima posta
aerea Bellinzona-Zurigo agosto 1927'
(ill. 354) was used, and on arrival the
normal round cancel: 'Zurich-Flugpost
22.8.27-20111.353a). Both the arrival
and departure cancels were black. At
Zurich were also used both before and
during the air meeting 2 propaganda stamps,
one a machine cancel oblong (pennant on
right, and the office stamp on left,
applied by one of the following offices;
Zurich 3 Bahnhof, Zurich 3 Fil. Bahnhof,
and Zurich 1 Briefversand) with aeroplane
design in centre and the wording:
'12-21 August 1927 Zurich Internationales
Flugmeeting l (ill. B) and a round cancel
with text; 'Internat. Flugmeeting Zurich'.
(Conclusion next month)
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P EX " 1966
Switzerland was well represented
at the Sixth International Stamp Exhibition in Washington. In the Class of
Honour was a wonderful range of early
classics from Walter Richner of Aarau,
and Gold Medal went to Henry Blum of
Demarest, New Jersey, for a composite
range of Helvetic epublic covers, together with early stamps from 1843 to
1862. Herr Liniger, the Postal Historian of the P.T.T. Museum in Bern, gained
a Vermeil medal with his 'Military Mail
1450 - 1850', his own private (and
believed to be the only existing) collection of letters written by Swiss soldiers
in foreign service. Hans Hunziger of
Basel won a Silver with a study of shades,
cancellations and covers of 'Sitting
Helvetia perf. 1862-1882', while a Bronze
-Silver was gained by Max Bisang of Basel
for his 'Modern Swiss 1900-1965'.
Our Helvetia member Lawrence
Moore of Leeds gained a Silver with his
'Silk Threads' (1854-1862), demonstrating
methods of recognition of the various
printings, with major varieties, bisects
and mixed frankings.
Other exhibits included 'Swiss
Tourism Slogans' by M.E. Young of Great
Missenden, England (also a Helvetia
member) and 'Official Overprints' by E.N.
Reiser of Oxon Hill, Maryland.
One of the greatest honousswas a
special award from the Philatelic Club of
Portugal for the best general collection.
This went to our Honorary Member, Mrs.
Edith M. Faulstich of Yonkers, N.J., for
her 'Saga of the Mails - 2600 B.C. to
U.P.U. 1874', showing clay tablets in
cuneiform, papyrus, parchments and other
early writing equipment, also the first
stamp, the 'Penny Black' and the first bicolour stamp, the 'Baseler Dybli' - the
'Basle Dove' on covern
Our heartiest congratulations to
Mrs. Faulstich, Mx. Moore and Mr. Young on
their successes. Incidently we learn that
Mr. Moore's entry was exactly what he displayed at Bradford a few months ago as his
contribution to the general discussion and
display on the 'Strubeli' issues, which
just goes to prove the very high standard
of displays given by our Yorks/Lancs Group.
Ed.

P.T.T. NUMBERS OF STANIS ISSUED
The following figures have just been
released by the P.T.T.
Definitives: 35 c.

70 0.

8,095,000
•.. 11,403,000

2 Fr.

8,411,000

While on the subject of awards
it also gives us great pleasure to hear
that Mr. J. C. Cummings, who is a member,
achieved first place in the Belfast
Philatelic Society's Annual Competition
with an entry on 'Swiss Tele-Beche and
Si-Tenant'.

.S.
S,./K
S BG
S.C.
SOS

53
S4

S5
56
S7
S8
S8a
59
310
Sll

SF
SF
S K
S K
SKV

512

S I

m (fancy)
(in

S.&
S.&

Ti
T2

TC/B

,U1
V1
V2
V3
V4
v5
v6

Schweiz. Kreditanstalt
(Societe Credit Suisse),
Zurich et al.
Maschinenfabrik Schaffhausen
Chaux-de-Fonds 1)
(Bern)

(Basel 18 Ausseres Gundeldingen)
13 (tot . 37 holes)

58; V17-1-1K11

star) m (fancy)

TF/Z
T K
T.S
TOBLER
U.E.A.

2h

6i

2h

5.3/4

(Rorschach)
St. Gallen)

7

a
J./B.S.

322

T5

(Basel 1)

y

S21

T4

516.3/4

8.1/4

318
319
S20

T3

8

2h
2h

7

St F/R
St.W
S.V
S V/G
S.V./U.
S.Z.
S & C

515
316
317

Ii

5i

(ma be SIW
513
S14
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2h

5.3/4

2h

6i

h
2h

6i

2h
2h
h

5.1/4 /

( Glarus)

(Uster)
(Zug)
(reported in existence; no
specimen seen)
(Walen-Herisau)

5.3/4
7

h
d

9i

2h

7
ai tot.

Zurich)
Weinfelden)
postal district IX)
l Bern)

7 holes
V(very wide angle)
tot.
2i
5 holes) Postfach 20757Basel
V acute angle)
( Basel 2)
6
h
V.G.C.
er Landeszeitung ftir fortBern
7i
s)
h (tot. 26 hole
VW
schrittliche Politik &
Volkswirtschaft
22 holes) 7

5.3/4

via
W2

( Zurich 11)

7.3/4

W3
W4
Zl

Horgen)

12

00

In addition there are a number of

t

designs t , e.g.

(three circles) 2h

5-1-. each

d2

(two semi-circles)

5- (upper

d3

(semi-circle)

(total 7 holes)

di
es.

d4
d5

flIMMINOMP.O.

4,

lower 5 holes)

.
holes
(2 horizontal lines) length 9 6 4 mm, apart; tot.14 (Bern)
9- (tot. 13 holes)
(simple cross)

(continued overleaf
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'PERFI N'

SWISS
d9

STAMPS

(Continued)

d10

(circle with diag. line) 11 (tot. 25 holes) (Ztrich 2; Basel Gund. )
(circle with 3 'spokes') 12 (tot. 30 holes)

dll

(circle around cross)

Dlla

(prob. as dll, but 1 pen, missing) 12 (tot. 36 holes)

12 (tot. 37 holes)

lai (tot. 40 holes)

(circle with 5 spokes)

( D12

(113

<

A

(Luzern)

(tot. 12 holes)

(4 triangles in diamond arrangement)

V

(crossed double diag. lines) 11 (tot. 28 holes)( St. Gallen)

d14

ari

d.15

d16

lai

(key design)

(tot. 28 holes)

(Basel)

(bed-like design of 2 triangles) 11 (est. tot. 27 holes
(Basel 11 ?)
(2 interlocked incomplete diamonds)

d.1 7

Dozens, if not hundreds more of perfin initials and designs may exist
on Swiss stamps, and it is sincerely hoped that holders of unlisted items will come
forward and report their holdings. At this time a special 'thank you' is due to Mr„
Rob. Wirlimann, Biel (Switzerland), President of the Postal Stationery Society of
Switzerland, and to Mrs. Robert Weisz, Librarian and Mr. D.C. Stump Editor, and several
members of the U.S. Perfins Club, since without their help and valuable assistance the
present list would have been much less complete.
Since publication of this article began a number of additional items
have been reported by members and others. These, and any more which
may have come in the meanwhile, are being listed and will be published a little later
as an addendum to this article. It is also hoped to provide some additional illustrat-

Editor's Note:

(ions.
SALE OF COIL STAMPS

A WARNING TO COLLECTORS ...

is given in the S.B.Z. of back-dated
postmAxks of WALDENBURG (BL), found on
the following miniature sheets: Pro
Patria 1936, Bundesfeier of 1940, 1942
&1960and Pro Juventute of 1937 & 1941.

THE SHAPE OF
THINGS TO COME
The complimentary remarks on our
'Helvetia News Letter' which appeared
in a recent issue of 'The Philatelist'
give us encouragement to continue the
task of maintaining the standard of our
bulletin.
It may be of interest, therefore,
to our members to know that articles in
preparation for future publication will
cover such subjects as Modern Varieties
Sitting Helvetia Perf., Postal History
Markings; Printings of the 1938 High
Values and the Extra Courier Markings.
Still more will be required and further
contributions from members will be most
welcome.
'

" . The London Programme for the
Season 1966/67 will be published next
month.

In the P.T.T. Weekly Bulletin it is
announced that orders can now be accepted
for coil stamps as follows:
DEFINITIVES - in strips of 5 stamps
of each value, one stamp of each strip
bearing a control number on the back:
a)

5, 10, 20

& 50 Rp,

b) 40, 60, 80 Rp. &

•

Fr.

4.25

••

Fr. 14.50

••

Fr. 40.00

c) Fr.1.3°, 1.70, 2,20
& 2.80

These can be supplied only in the
sets as indicated. Individual strips
are not obtainable. Orders may be
placed with the P.T.T. Philatelic Bureau,
Parkterrasse 10, 3000 Bern.

EUROPE EXHIBITION AT P.T.T. MUSEUM
To mark 10 years of Europa stamps, a
special exhibition has been arranged at the
P.T.T. Postal Museum in Bern from 5 July to
4 September 1966,
This will cover Swiss issued from 1956

-1965 with designs and printing trials.
Europa stamps of other countries will
also be on view.
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S
ITIVE SERIE
FIN
DE
AL
UR
CT
ITE
(Conclusion)
NOTES ON THE ARCH
dale
Swin
by Edward
added in designs previously
On the 4th February 1963 four new values were
issued. These were;
The Guildhall of the Woodcutters Bienne
Fr. 1.30
The Abbey Church, Einsiedeln
FT. 1.70 & 2.20
na
The Collegiata SS. Pietro & Stefano, Bellinzo
Fr. 2.80
The first three have now been superall of which have been previously described.
seded by new designs.
ember, 1964:
The first of these appeared on the 14th Sept
tal of the half canton of BaselOBERTOR, Tjpmgl_jpAsgrL.T2Aul. Capi
Fr. 2.20
Land, Liestal is known as the 'Home of
by the poet Carl Spitteler (1845-1924) who
Poets'. The Obertor was made famous
was born here.
1966, complete the set for the
The two recent issues, on the 21st February
moment. These are:
This small village church,
IS.
VALAI
ES L_
IERRE
Fr. 1.30 EHURCHOFS
7 miles from Sion, on the
ine Priory and is a fine Romanesque
road to Martigny, once belonged to a Benedict
s. The nave is very dark and contains
building dating from the llth & 12th centurie
. The church has three apses and its
massive pillars supporting ribbed vaulting
sept crossing.
two-storied octagonal tower surmounts the tran
st part of the castle, the
CASTLE OF FRAUENFELD (THURGAU). The olde
Fr. 1.70
tower, is llth century, but the hipped
buildings are of later date. The seat
gable roof crowning it and its surrounding
le to-day houses a historical museum.
of the Federal Bailiffs from 1532-1798, the cast
THE END

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS:
Auto 4 Fete cantonale vaudoise de
gymnastique Vallorbe 8-10 Jly
" 2 Biel-Bienne Braderie - 2/3 July
3 Biel-Bienne - Bernisches
"
Kantonalturnfest/Fete cant onale
bernois de gymnastique 8/10 July

TOURIST PROPAOANDA CANCELS: As from
6th June:
8361 OBERWANGEN (TG)
Ruhe & Erholung
9044 WALD (AR)
96 2 M.U.
k9304 BERNHARDZELL Sehenwerte Baro
kirche
9205 WALDKIRCH Im Furstenland
6816 BISSONE Lago di Lugano
SLOGAN CANCELS:

E EDS

L

STAMP CENTRE

We deal in SWISS STAMPS and

have a good range of SWISS AIRMAILS
- mint and used.
A list of some of the stock
available has recently been compiled
and we will be happy to supply this
List to any member,free t on request.
We are always willing to make
up approvals to meet your own special requirements.
Just drop us a line giving
details of what you require.
We also welcome Wants Lists.
*****
50, Great George Street,
LEEDS 1, Yorks.

2 Nationale Jugend-Briefmarkenausstellung
Luzern 8-10 Juli 1966
6000 Luzern 2 to 10 July
2e Salon international de Galeries
pilotes juin-sept. 66 Lausanne 27.VII 3.11III 6. Schweizerisches
Pfadfinder Bundeslager 1966 Domleschg
7000 Chur 1 to 3 Aug.
Bieler Sommerfest - 30 Jahre - and
braderie - 2/3 Juli juillet Fete d'ete bienoise
1
2500 Biel/Bienne
,
6re
Sion
Lumi
Spectacle 'Son et
30
Sept.
6 July
Concours hippique national Tramelan
Biel/Bienne &
4 au 7.VIII.1966
Aug.
4
to
Delemont
st 1966 Augu
27
ch
Seenachtfest Zuri
Aug.
27
to
Zurich 1
Fetes de Gen6ve 12-14 aout 1966 Geneve 1, 6 July - 14 aug.
From 20th June a rectangular pictorial
slogan cancel will be in use:
BUCHS (SG) - VEBKEBRS t, EINKAUFSZENTRUM,
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec: R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave. Huddersfield Rd. Halifax.
Yorks.

CANCELLATION

At the Group's Annual General
Meeting, held on May 14th, the following
Officers were elected for the season

a)

1966/67:

President:

Miss R.N. Solly

Hon. Secretary:

Mx. R. A. Hoyle

Hon. Treasurer:

Mr. J.A. Eastwood

Hon. Librarian:

Mr. H.J. Robertshaw

Hon. Pkt. Supt.:

Mr. I. Gilchrist

Hon. Press See.: Mr. L. Moore

NEWS:

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS:
International Al me Balloon Sports
Week in Marren: From 15 June to
27 August the normal publicity cancel
will be replaced by one showing a balloon
and mountain ridge with inscription:
'3825 MEM - Internat. Alpine
Ballonsportwoche'.
b)

2 National Junior Philatelic Exhibillmuliaatm_12g1 Held from 8 10 July, a special cancel shows the heads
of a boy and girl - date - and '2 NAT.
JUGEND-BRIEFMARKENAUSSTELLUNG'.

c) 22th International

Hon. Translators: Mr. U.J.F. Gosling
Mr. L. Moore
Social Secretary: Miss N. Chatburn
Y.P.A. Delegate: Mr. R.A. Hoyle
Delegate to Congress: Miss R.N.Solly

Conference on
Public Instructions: Held from 7 16 July at the Palais Wilson, Geneva,
mail posted during this period received a
cancellation with the inscription:
'1211 Geneve - Conference internat.
instruction publiquel.

d) 6 Swiss

The Programme for the coming
season will be published next month.

At the beginning of September will be
published the
NEV ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES

EUROPE 1961
and
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN

1911

Pocket Edition
Text in French and German considerably
enlarged by inclusion of number of stamps
issued, the most popular varieties,
prices for blocks of four and F.D.C.
About 160 pages, bound.
Place your order & ask for prices with
Harris Publications Ltd.,
27, Maiden Lane, London, WW.2.
fromwhomyou can also order the ZUMSTEIN
SWISS POSTAL
at:

sTATITEgmclg

26/-

aigg12EL

1/6d. postage.

Supplements to the Zumstein
Catalogues are published in the
BERNER B

ZEITUNG

National Scout Camp 1
Domleschg.
To be held from 27 July
to 3 August at Bonaduz. Mail posted
from the camp will have a special cancel
reading: '7402 BONADUZ - 27.7. 8.8.66 - 6 PFADFINDER BUNDESLAGER
DOMIESCHG1.
e) Bundesfeier (National Day). On let
August mobile post-offices in Bern
and Zurich will cancel mail with a
special cancel depicting a bonfire and
reading:
3000 BERN - BUNDESFEIER 1.8.1966 or
8000 ZURICH - BUNDESEEIER 1.8.1966

r)

Bundesfeier at the Ratli. A similar
cancel will be used at the Hatli on
let August. The inscription in this
case reads: '6441 RTTLI - 1.8.66 BUNDESFEIER AN HISTORISCHER STATTEI.
The so-called 'MIDDLE ISSUES'
of Switzerland are now beginning to rise
in value. For too long regarded as
common stamps, these sets should be completed now, especially colour changes
plain and chalk papers, unusual cancellations, etc., etc.
The 'Provisional Issues' also
make an interesting study, especially
when covers are included.
For approval selections of these
and many other sections of Swiss philately, send to:

Annual fee: 24/-

S EMS "ING

For first class stamps:
send your Want Lists to..
ZUMSTEIN

&

CIE

Propr. Hettsch & Co.
P.O.B.

2585, CH

3001 Berne 1, Switzerland

14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
---o0o---

Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
IVER, Bucks.

No.8

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens
Gants Hill.ILFORD,Essex

AUGUST

1966

-

Hon. Exchange Pkt.
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
CAVERSHAM, Reading.

2C1211 YEAR

ON THE TRAIL OF MODERNVAR1ETIES
ier this year, which aroused
An entry in our Annual Cup Competition, earl
a study of varieties on the low values
great interest among the members present was
cting the earlier mail carriers.
of the current definitive series, those depi
can be discovered if time is
It is felt that others may like to see what
plentiful and MR. A. GULLIS, of our
taken to study these stamps while they are
has very kindly consented not only to
Yorks/Lance Group, who submitted the entry,
US the sketches which he has made.
share his findings, but has also loaned
s on the subject of the
For the benefit of newer members a few word
designs themselves may not come amiss.
TBE CANTONAL MESSENGERS

ration and relations between
To meet the requirements of Cantonal administ
Middle Ages, a system of messengers
allied territories and friendly powers in the
ed. The first regular service was
for the transmission of news etc. was institut
at first these messengers travelled on
established as early as the 14th century and
s also on private missions, within
foot, mainly for the authorities, but sometime
on occasions to neighbouring countries.
the boundaries of Swiss territory, but also
ons, representing the might
The Cantonal messengers were privileged pers
travelled. On their doublets they bore
and standing of those in whose service they
were in the Cantonal colours. As
the insignia of the Canton and their clothes
privileged persons, enjoying free passrepresentatives of the authorities they were
secrets of the messages which they carried
age and safe conduct through towns. The
carriers or of the letters themselves
were inviolate and the seals of the letter
could be severely punished and to kill
could not be touched. Delays or mishandling
s.
a messenger could lead to war-like reprisal
oath and their duties were
For their part the messengers were bound by
ce to the authorities, to serve
laid down precisely. They had to swear allegian
s of their employers, and must be ready
with truth and honesty, protect the interest
ch of confidence could be punished
for service by day or night. Negligence or brea
e duty and the messengers were recompensed
by imprisonment. The service was a stat
received substantial rewards from the
by the authorities. In addition they often
recipients of the messages.
of the modern postal organThis system of messengers was the beginning
not carried personally from sender to
isation, except that nowadays the letters are
to the mounted post-carrier until
recipient. Soon the foot messenger had given way
sport, but that is jumping too far
he, in turn, was superseded by mechanised tran
ahead for our present purpose.
nitive set have been
To date 3 of the 4 low values of the current defi
ing results. The differences between
studied closely and have shown some interest
logued, but have been included
the sheet and coil stamps are well known and cata
here for the sake of completeness.
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ON THE TRAIL OF MODERN VARIETIES (Cont.)

igazogamgo OF

5 c.

alaMag

(a)

17th century

(b)

(b) Coil stamp:

4 strokes on lance behind the hand
3 strokes on lance behind the hand

(c) Variety:

Spot near tip of lance

(a) Sheet stamp:

(a)
10 c.

(a)

(0)

(e)

FOOT MESSENGER OF SCHWYTZ -

15th century

(b)

(0)

(d)

(e)
15 c.

PACK ANIMAL DRIVER - So far this value has not yielded sufficient
items of interest but may be dealt with later.
(Continued)
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td.)
ON THE TRAIL OF MODERN VARIETIES (Con
19th cent. (Design from an old seal)
20 a. MOUNTED POST-RIDER - Early

(b)

(a)
(a) Sheet stamp:

(
(ld

Coil stamp:
Variety:
Variety:
Variety:

10 points on mule's harness
below the tail
9 points on harness
Broken lines above collar
and short shading lines
on horse's leg
Coloured patch on chin
Spot between I and A
of 'HELVETIA/

(a)

(e)

e members to look more
It is hoped that these notes will encourag
on and details of any further discoveries
closely at the stamps in their possessi
be most welcome.
relating to this issue or any other will
A.G. & E.J.R.
AUTOMOBILE CANCELS
Auto 1 Course internationale de cote
Sierre Montana-Crans
Sierre 27/28 Aug.
" 2 Bieler Messe/Foire de Bienne
Biel /Bienne 25.8 - 4.9
II
3 Concours hippique national
Tramelan - 4/5 Aug.
It
3 Marche-concours national de
chevaux Saignelegier 6/7 Aug.
3 aircher Seenachtfest Zurich 27 Aug.
Solothurnisch -Wassere
Jahr
1 500
gstetten 3/4 Sept.
Krie
amt
Briefmarkeniz.
chwe
Osts
2 3.
brugg 24-25/9
Heer
ung
tell
auss
tage
tten
Kade
4 Eidg.
Wettingen 3/4 Sept.
ft
hiessen - Zurich
ensc
4 Knab
10/12 Sept.
4 Ausstellung Karl Bickel Winterthur 24/25 Sept.
4 Zarcher Herbstschau Zurich 29.9 - 9.10

As summer wanes interest in
indoor hobbies revives.
Soon the autumn stamp season
will be in full swing, with Conventions
and Exhibitions, and keen philatelists
preparing displays.
For this you will want to make
sure you have not only completed all
issues, as far as possible, but that
you have included those varieties and
other unusual items which contribute
so much to make the pages outstanding.
Prices continue to rise .....
make sure of the items you need before
it is too late by sending your Want
Lists or requests for Approvals to

...S.PIRIVIS BONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholma,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

NEWS FROM LIECHTENSTEIN

ADDITIONS & AMENDMENTS TO
MEMBERSHIP LIST

A. Special Cancellation
A commemorative cancellation will
be used on 20th August, as follows:
"9494 SCHAAN - 20.8.66 SEL MARIA DE MATTHIAS 1866 - 1966 - GRUNDERIN
KONGR. ANBETERINNEN D. KOSTB. BLUTES."
B. New Stamp Issues
On 6th September there will be an
issue of 4 more stamps depicting coatsof-arms, but on this occasion they will
be of a different style from previous
issues, inasmuch as they show the shield
and the helm, as in an ancient manuscript,
whereas previous issues showed the shield
only. The 1966 I EUROPA'(CEPT) stamp
will also be issued on the same day.
Details are:
a) ARMS STAMPS
20 Rp. Herren von Richenstein
5 colours: lt.grey/blue/red/
black/gold
30 Rp. Junker Vaistli - 6 colours:
lt.grey/green/red/black/gold/
silver
60 Rp. Edle von Trisun - 5 colours:
lt.grey/blue/black/silver/gold
Fr.1.20 Die von Schiel - 4 colours:
lt.grey/black/gold/silver
(Note; The French translation of the
official notice gives the
titles as: Seigneurs de Richenstein;
Gentilhomme Vaistli; Nobles de Trisun
and Seignerus de Schiel).
Designer:
Louis Jager, Vaduz
Stamp size: 28 x 33.5 mm. (25 x 31 mm.)
Process:
Heliogravure by Courvoisier
S.A.
Paper: White with brown & green threads.
Sheets: 4 (Nos.1-4) of 20 stamps each
b) EUROPA (CEPT)
50 c. Stylised boat with crescentshaped sail - 4 colours:
blue/green/brown/orange
Designers: Adapted for Liechtenstein
by Georg Malen, Mauren,

from the design by Gregor & Joseph
Bender of Regensburg & Bonn.
Stamp size: 28 x 34.5 mm. (25 x 31.5 mm)
Process: Intaglio by Joh. Enschede &
Zonen, Haarlem
Paper:
White, without threads
Sheets: Unnumbered sheets of 20 stamps
A simple cancellation will be used
in each case reading: 'VADUZ 9490
- AUSGABETAG - 6 September 1966.1

NEW MEMBERS
BROWN, A.J., 54, Coniston Avenue,
Upminster, Essex.
BRUDON, W.L., Dept. of Anatomy, E.Med.
Bldg., Univ.of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mich. 48104, U.S.A.
COHEN, Mrs.J., 11, Llwyn-y-Grant Road,
Penylan, Cardiff, S.Wales.
DeMOUTH, W.J., 258, Horseneck Road,
Fairfield,NJ,07007, U.S.A.
DUIGAN, G.P., P.O. Box 819,
Johannesburg, S.Africa
KELLY, S.F., 'Hardendale l l P.O.Box 12,
Ivy, Virginia 22945, U.S.A.
RILEY, A., 48 St. George's Avenue,
Northampton.
ROGERS, F.T., 9, Ramona Avenue,
San Franoisco,Ca1.94103,USA.
STONE, H.F., 48, Division Avenue, Summit?
N.J. 07901, U.S.A.
CHANGES OF ADDRESS
ETHERIDGE, E.S., 'Exton', Crimchard,
Chard, Somerset.
GILCHRIST, I., 'Hill Rise', Avenue des
Hirondelles, Poole-in-Wharfedale,
Nr. Leeds, Yorks.
KOFRANEK, A.M., 10549, Ayres Avenue,
Los Angeles, Cal. 90064, U.S.A.
POLLOCK, J.S., 1520, 29th Ave., S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
RAVEN, R.N.E., 15 Ashton Road,
Kings land, Shrewsbury.
Six pages per month need a lot of
filling!! If you have any articles to
contribute they will be very welcome.
Also news of any original research, new
discoveries
even queries which may
provoke controversy ... send them
along.

II__ 11E

FED 14)

STAMP
CENTRE
We deal in SWISS STAMPS. We

D

have a good range of material to offer,
including officials and International
Offices, as well as AIRMAILS, mint/used.
A list of some of the stock available has recently been compiled and we
will be happy to supply this List to a
member, free, on request.
We are always willing to make up
approvals to meet your own special
requirements.
Just drop us a line giving details
of what you require.
We also welcome Wants Lists.
50, Great George Street,
LEEDS 1, Yorks.
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TWO LITTLE KNOWN EARLY POSTAL
Translation and Precis ----- by J.J.E. EUSEBIO

(Conclusion)

The contract for the transportation of the mails from Geneva to
press'
Bellinzona and return was arranged with the company 'Borner-Geneve-Air-Ex
Fr. 500.
of
fee
a
for
Geneva
of
Borner,
r
M.derne
,
and signed by the pilot himself
tions:
instruc
ng
followi
the
ed
publish
The official PTT bulletin issue of 3.8.32
the
"On the occasion of the Europe Air Circuit which will take place from
onaBellinz
21st to the 28th August an extraordinary postal flight Genevaon the 21st and
Geneva is authnorised. The outward journey will be made
20 grammes,
of
the return on 28th August. Letters only up to a weight
y and
localit
ordinary postcards and registered letters destined to any
airmail
with
State will be accepted. The frankings may be effected either cent. On
75
or ordinary postage stamps: Switzerland 65 cent and abroad
will be
registered packets the usual registration fee of 20, resp. 30 cent
reading:
tamp
hand-s
paid. The stamps will be obliterated by means of a red
"Giro aereo d'Europa
OR
"Tour aerien d'Europe
posta aerea
I.re poste aerienne
zona Ginevra
Bellin
Geneve - Bellinzona
1932"
VIII
28
21 VIII 1932"
On arrival at Bellinzona or at Geneva the items carried by the special
flight will be stamped on back with an ordinary date handstamp, colour
blue, and then forwarded by ordinary means .....
It may be briefly observed that this notice did not mention letters
tobe sent and franked with postage stamps of Liechtenstein.
The
The flight took place as advertised on Sunday, August 21st.
down
aircraft "Aigle de Gen6ve" took off from Geneva at 06.50 hrs, and touched
were
kg.
24.5
of
weight
total
a
of
bags
mail
Two
at Bellinzona at 09.15 hrs.
on the
off-loaded and in addition a further bag containing mails to be carried
the Bellinzona
return flight. Addressees- were able to collect their letters at
g had consisted
post office on the same day (Sunday) at 11.00 hours. The sendin
and 297
of letters and postcards as follows: 2,826 to addresses in Switzerland,
abroad. There were only 37 packets franked with Liechtenstein stamps.
The return flight, due for Sunday, August 28th, was delayed owing to
day, Monday
bad weather over the Alps. It eventually took place the following
off
took
It
hours.
29th, the same aircraft landing at Bellinzona at 11.00
at
safely
back
landed
again, after loading of the mails, at 13.15 hours and
Geneva at 15.30 hours.
The mails on this occasion consisted of: 3,991 items for addresses
Liechtenstein
in Switzerland; 454 for foreign destinations and 87 franked with
stamps.
ls).
The air circuit race was won by the team entered by Germany (Heinke
wall?
the
on
writing
Should we then in Britain have taken notice of such an early
For the Bellinzona organizers of thel flight there was a happy sequel.
2,750) and
The profit made was shared between the local Aero Club' (about Fr.
the Philatelic Club (Fr.500).
A CURIOUS COMMEMORATIVE
The 20 c. value of this year's
Publicity stamps was issued to mark
the 50th year of the Swiss Trade Fair
- Schweizer Mustermesse. But does it?
As pointed out in the S.B.Z. the
special cancellation reads (among
other wording): '1916-1966 - 50 Jahrel,
but the inscription across the top of
the stamp sheet reads: 50 Jahre
Schweizer Mustermesse Basel 1917-19661.
AS the first Pair was opened on

15th April 1917, the Jubilee, strictly
speaking, should have been celebrated
Why the premature issue?
in 1967.

NEW-STYLE ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE
We are advised that the so-called
'Pocket Edition' of the Switzerland/
Liechtenstein Catalogue 1967 will have a
brand-new look: Entirely modified
layout, bilingual text in German and
French, it includes a listing of the
most important varieties; prices for
mint and used blocks of 4 and F.D.C's,
also number of stamps issued.
Enlarged to 180 pages this up-todate catalogue, with revised prices,
will be invaluable to every collector
of the stamps of Switzerland and
Liechtenstein.
Out on September 2nd
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YORKSHIRELA
HREGROUP:
Hon.Sec: R.A.Hoyle, 6, Limes Avenue,
Huddersfield Rd., Halifax, Yorks.

LONDON GROUP:
Hon.Seo: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley.
Meetings will be held on the
SECOND WEDNESDAY EVENING of each month
from October 1966 to May 1967 6.30 - 8.30 p.m., at the Kingsway Hall,
Kingsway, W.C.2. 1 commencing with ...

'Meetings held at the residence of Mr. J.N.
Highsted, 4, Park View Road, Heaton,Bradford,
Yorks.

MEMBERS' DISPLAYS

PROGRAMME

on October 12th.
Further details later.

AUTUMN Nu1'EDL4:
E..x14)8)T i oN N uprom
This will be held from
NOVEMBER 3rd - 5th 1966
at the Seymour Hall, Marble Arch,
London, W.1.
The prospectus has not reached us
yet but we understand there will be
competitive entries as well as invited
exhibits. Specially selected items
from the National Postal Museum will
be on show, as well as hitherto unexhibited items from the archives of the
• General Post Office.
Further news next month.
On September 2nd will be published the
NEW ZUMBTEIN CATALOGUES:
EUROPE

1

967

and
SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN
,

AUGUST 1966

1261.

Pocket Edition

The latter now has text in French and
erman and is considerably enlarged by
the inclusion of number of stamps
issued, the most popular varieties,
prices for blocks of four and F.D.°.
180 pages, bound volume.
Place your order and ask for prices
with:
HarrAs Publications Ltd.,
27, Maiden Lane, London, W.C.2.
from whom you can also order the ZUMBTEIN

1966 - 196/.

Oct. 1 National Fete Issues Mr. J.W. Robertshaw.
Nov. 5 President's Display Miss R.N. Solly
Dec. 3 Standing Helvetia - Impressed
Control Mark - Joint Study Discussion Leader: Mr. L. Moore.
Jan. 7 Postal Stationery - illustrated
by slides - Dr. G.G. Ritchie.
Feb. 4 Fiscal Stamps and Lake Steamer
Marks - Mx. J.N. Highsted.
Feb. 24 Group Visit to Harrogate P.S.
Mar. 4 Group's Annual Competition
Apr. 29 A.G.M.
May 6 Yorkshire Philatelic Association
Convention.
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
1. AMIE DE LA CINWIEME SUISSE - Fifth
Swiss Year. Special events will be held
in Bern from 29 Aug. - 1 Sept. on behalf
of the Swiss Abroad.
On the principal day, 30th August,
a Mobile post office will be in attendance
at the Kursaal in Bern. Mail posted there
will have a special commemorative cancellation depicting a globe bearing a superimposed
Swiss cross and encircled by the inscription:
'3000 BERN - AUSLANDSCHWEIZERTAG 30.8.66'.
2. NATIONAL FAIR IN LAUSANNE (Comptoir
SuiTS7). The 47th National Fair will be
held in Lausanne from 10-25 September.
During this period mail posted at the Fair
will have a special cancellation showing
the
building, with the inscription:
1
1000 LAUSANNE - date - 47e FOIRE
NAT IONALE COMPTOIR SUISSE - LAUSANNE'.

affigia

2e Salon international de Galeries
pilotes juin-sept. 66 Lausanne at 26/- + 1/6 postage. *
1 Aug. - 11 Sept.
ZBSPA 17 Zarcher Herbstschau 29 Sept. —
Supplements to the Zumstein
9 Okt. 66 - Zurich 1 Aug. - 8 Oct.
Catalogue3are published in the
47e Comptoir suisse Lausanne 10 - 25
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
Sept. 1966 - Lausanne 1.8 - 25.IX
Comptoir de Martigny du ler au 9
Annual fee: 24/octobre 1966 - Martigny
OHA Oberlandische Herbstausstellung
For first-class stamps:
1-11 Sept. 1966 - Tjun
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken Interlaken 1 Aug. - 2 Sept.
send your Want Lists to
Montreux septembre musical Montreux 1 Aug. - 30 Sept.
ZUMSTEIN
AND
C I E
Settimane musicale agosto-ottobre
Ascona
Propr. Hertsch & Company,
Ascona 1 Aug. P.O.B.2585 1 CH 3001, Berne 1,
30 Sept.
Switzerland.
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they
Just four letters - three capitals and one lower case, but
appear
they
ly
Actual
represent the greatest puzzle in Swiss Postal History.
in
mark
ruck
handst
a
as
in a rectangular box rather like this
stamp (c.d.s.) of Basle on
date
ar
circul
addition to the normal
very rarely, as a cancellstampless letters from about 1839 and,
ation on the Basle Dove of the Dark Blue Rayon I.
g of the
For many years there has been great argument about the meanin taken to
been
has
The
used.
letters and the purpose for which the mark was
it stands for 'Line'
mean 'Lettre' by some experts, while others consider that
initial of 'Bgle',
the
be
to
and some opt for 'Linie'. The 'B' is said by some
l
although the French,
,
e
balois
'
but some experts think it is the adjectival form
l letters. To complete
like the Germans, are fussy about the correct use of capita
'H' could stand for
the
while
ted,
the small 'p', 'par' or 'pour' have been sugges
'HUningue' or even 'Hauenstein'.
many permuNine suggested words for the four letters,l so there can be
s the
classe
by Etmenegger
tations of the full wording. The 'Grosses Handbudh
which in itself
mark as a 'Route Mark', not belonging to a particular place,
the situation
clouds
gger
p
Emmene
But
.
theory
via)
su ports the 'par' (by way of,
the whole wording 'Ligne Mae par Huningue'
by offering two alternatives for
l
the 'Corrigenda' at the back of
and 'Bettre Bae par Huningue and then among
g
uel.
the main work, he corrects it to 'Lettre B loise par Huning
is an article
In the very useful book 'A propos Alt-Schweiz' (page 147)
a cover
of
ration
on the famous 'Koch' collection and on page 149 is an Iillust I The cover
.
H
p
B
L
bearing six Basle Doves, each cancelled by the boxed
to Kreuzlingen
carries the Basle c.d.s. of 22 October 1650 and is addressed
Ernst Mueller
1931
(Canton Thurgau). The cover changed hands many times and in
four letters
the
reted
ption he Interp
of Basle had it an view and in his descri
t
y have a
Societ
I
lists
as meaning Linie Be par Hauenstein 4 The Swiss Specia
the
bed
descri
they
wonderful collection of colour transparencies and in 1938
Bile
'Ligne
l
Stempe
slide of this cover as " .... 6 Stack einzeln auf Brief mit
as
merely
ed
par Huningue', in rot", but in the 1950 slide list it appear
850", with no
.... 6 Stk. a. Brief von Basel nach Kreuzlingen vom 22.X.1
mention of the 'L B p HI.
g' J.
In the Liarch 1966 number of the 'Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitun
letter from Basle
Hansen re-examines this age-old problem. He agrees that the
l and Olten).
could conceivably have been sent via Hauenstein (between Liesta
Alsace, on the
French
in
ue,
Huning
via
than
This would be more likely, he says,
ration of a cover with
Northern outskirts of Basle town. Then he shows an illust
I cancelled with
the Basle c.d.s. of 16. October 1650 bearing a Dark Blue Rayon
sed to Delemont,
the cabalistic four letters in box, but as this cover is addres
He quotes known
he suggests that it would go by neither Huningue ncrHauenstein.
first is cancelled
letters of 3rd October 1850 andt 30th October 1850, but the
I
'L B p H cancellation
I
PP 1 and the second by 'Franko . Loose stamps with the
p
p
Hansen oints out
are known, but as they bear no date they offer no hel . Herr
led within the
that the two letters to Delemont and to Kreuzlingen were cancel
s of October 1850
same week and he appeals to readers for details of other letter

'L B p H I - Continued
with the hope that some solution of the puzzle might be found. He wonders if
the letters of 3rd October and 30th October did •not bear the 'L B p H' because
they were on Basle local letters.
In the May issue of the S.B.Z. comes a reply from the acknowledged
Postal History expert, Herr Jean J. Winkler of Zurich, who gives the following
facts;
"On 24th November 1028 Basle concluded a new postal agreement with
France, which took effect as from 1st Aprill829, and which left the sender
free to, frank the letters or not. According to Article 3 of this Convention
France undertook to deliver its correspondence without cost to the Basle Bureau
.(the French postal bureau in Basle), which in turn delivered its correspondence
without charge to the bureau at Hanincien (Huningue). . Daily despatches from the
post bureaux in Paris, Belfort and Huningen were exchanged an the one hand with
those ofBasle on the other. (Articles 4 & 5).
"The Convention stipulated among other things;
(a) Uhfranked letters and packets from the frontier at Belfort to the bext point
on the route should bear the mark I L•F. 2D' (lettre francaise a 2 decimos)
and to further points 'L. P. 3D' and so on according to the distance and tax
p
rates, i.e. 10 "Rayons' or zones U to 11 decimes.
(b) Unfranked letters and packets from the Basle post office should, without
exception, be franked with the mark 'L.B. 4K' (letter baloise a 4 kreutzer).
an addendum to this Convention issued from the Palace of St. Cloud
on 8th March 1829 it was further stated
p
14. Uhfranked letters from the Basle ost office for the French office at
l
Aningen must be stamped with the letters 'L B' (lettre bftloise) and be
taxed at the rate of 2 decimes for a single letter weighing up to 7- grams
and then according to weight.
"All other letters from the Basle post office for the office in
well as all correspondence from the Cantons of Schaffhausen, Aargau,
as
aningen,
and Tessin, which were served by the post office in Basle, as well
Uri
Lucerne,
as the Cantons of Zurich, Schwyz, Glarus, Zug, Appenzell, St. Gallen, Graubunden
and Thurgau, which were served by the post-office in Zurich, must bear the mark
I
I
I
I
L B (or L z ) 4 K. (or 8 K., 10 K., 12 K. and 16 K.). These letters would
then be taxed at the rate of 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 decimes. Heavier correspondence
would be charged according to weight and the French postal tariff.
15. Letters and p ackets under 7i grams in weight, sent from the post bureau in
Hilningen into France and which bear the above-mentioned stamp, will be
taxed with 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 decimes in accordance with the French tariff from
Belfort to the place of distribution. Heavier correspondence would be
taxed proportionately.
"From the above comments it will be seen that letters for I Oningen
were subject to special handling, which is explained by the letters L BI.

"Under this postal convention the mark 'L B p H' appeared in a
rectangle, known from the beginning of 1339. As an example is quoted a letter
from Basle to Haningen which bears the Basle c.d.s., the three-line boxed
l
'Suisse par Huningue and the square boxed 'L B p H'. The date is 15th July
1840. This is always in red, and is quite scarce on a pre-stamp cover.
"Because of the similarity in the shape of the mark with that of the
'L B 4K' and the like, it is clear that the cancel emanated from Basle, although
it has not been possible to obtain definite documentary evidence of the fact.
I
I
"The writer (Herr Winkler) is convinced, however, that L B p H means
l
a Huningue,
'Letter bftloise pour Huningue and that other interpretations, i.e. jr
are wrong. This is _confirmed by the fact thatI all pre-stamp covers so fax seen
are letters destined for Hanirlgpn. The mark L B p H' was used to distinguish
letters for Huningue itself from those going forward to other parts of France and
when the French exchange office was transferred from Huningue to St. Louis it no
longer had any purpose. The mark, however, remained in Basle and was occasionally
used, in error, to cancel the Basle Dove and the Rayons. It was never intended
for the cancellation of adhesive stamps, and the exceptional use for that purpose
explains the rarity. This is always the case with any handstamp used for a
purpose completely different from the one intended - an error, but adding greatly
to the pleasure of present-day collectors.
(Contd. on page 50)
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S
UE
ISS
W
NE
MN
TU
AU
Adminides
suggestion of the CEPT (Conference europeenne

At the
members will again issue
strations des Postes et des Telecommunications) its
theme, which has been adopted by
EUROPA stamps with a common design. The 1966
September, is the work of two
Switzerland for 2 values to be issued on 26th
, respectbrothers, Gregor and Josef Bender, from Regensburg and Bonn, Germany
ibed as a
ively. It shows a stylized boat with a crescent shaped sail (descr
ng
'swelling sail)). The boat symbolises the fruitful co-operation existi
CEPT.
the
in
ted
between the PTT administrations associa
On the same day a further special 'SWISS ALPS' stamp, depicting
the Finsteraarhorn, the highest peak in the Bernese Alps.
Details are as follows;
B) SWISS ALPS
A) EUROPA - CEPT - 1°66
Value: 10 c. Finsteraarhorn - three
Values: 20 c. One colour - red
colours; bluish-green/blue- blue
50 c. "
grey/brown-red
Designer: Steel engraving by Albert
Yersin, Echandens, from design
Designer: Hans ThOni, Bern
• by Gregor & Josef Bender
Process: Rotogravure by Courvoisier
Process: Rotary line engraved intaglio
S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
by postage Stamp Printing
Stamp size: 36 x 26 mm.
Office PTT, Bern
(33 x 23 mm.)
mm.)
26
x
(21
mm.
29
x
24
2-12.19._
Paper: White with luminous substance,
Pa p er: White with luminous substance,
lightly coated, violet fibres
lightly coated, violet fibres
A,B,C D
No. of sheets; 4
1-4
Nos.
:
4
sheets
of
No.
Eat_oLstaapspershaels 25
No. of stamps _per sheet; 50
as long
These special stamps will be on sale from 26th September 1966,
ry
ordina
of
place
in
s,
as stocks last, at all post offices and mobile office
for.
asked
ly
express
stamps of corresponding values, unless the latter are
Advance purchases of uncancelled stamps were available from•22nd
Agencies in
September. First day covers are available from the PTT Philatelic
k
postmar
FIC
the
with
wither
ed
cancell
be
may
Bern, Basle and Zurich which
2
Basel
e,
Annahm
1
Bern
rks:
postma
ing
follow
used in Bern or by means of the
chen.
Wertzeichen and Zurich 22 Wertzei
The first day cancel has the date '26.9.66' in large figures across
the centre with '3000 BIT' above and 'AUSGABETAG' below.
lic
Collection sheets and folders will also be available from the Philate
Agencies.
"STANDING HELVETIA"
We mentioned recently the intention of the proprietors of the
l
'Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung to reprint in booklet form, if there was
which has
sufficient demand, the intensely interesting study of these stamps
has just
letter
ing
follow
The
l.
Journa
this
in
been appearing in serial form
been received:
"We are pleased to hear that you are 1 interested in the booklet
which we intend to make from the article Stehende Helvetia'. Unfortunately we are not as yet able to tell you when this booklet is
going to be issued. The price will probably be around Sw.Fr. 10.
In any case the article will get a retouch and be completed. We will
advise you further in due course."
of
Some members have already placed provisional orders - and we will,
any others
course, have a copy for our Library - but would be glad to hear of
the
to
value
of
be
doubt
no
will
tion
informa
which may be required as the
publishers.
The article, which will be a valuable addition to philatelic
aphs
literature, has the text in German and contains dozens of large photogr
issue.
this
in
illustrating the many points of interest to be found

&

THIS

THAT .......,..

POST

MARK

NEWS

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
The S.B.Z. comments on the elusiveves.
ness of 2 values of the current definiti
As from let Septembers
the 25 c., a printed paper rate, and the
1580 AVENCHES Ruines romaines
80 c., used for certain overseas airmail
6823 BALDEGG - Statte der Bildung
rates, C.O.D. purposes etc. With the
5623 BOSVIIL - Kunstlerhaus
changes being made in this series, it
Sommerferien - WinterCHEN
would be as well to be sure you have these 3931
sport
values while they are still current.
schon
und
Alt
*
3235 ERLACH
94 6 3 °BERRIED (SG) - im Rheintal
The P.T.T. have released figures of
6017 RUSUIL - Barockkirche im Luzerner
usage of values withdrawn from the defRottal
initive series:
As from 22nd September
8,095,000
•••
Fr. 0.35
6073 FLUELI-RANIT - Bruder Klaus
•••
0.70
11,403,000
(replacing earlier cancel)
8,411,000 (Einsiedeln)
•••
2.00
These figures are very low when compared
with those for the same values in the
previous series of Landscapes, Technology
& Historical:
Fr. 0.35
0.70
2.00

41 .1, 0

0,41

•••

12,965,000
22,116,000
44,392,000
We are pleased to
announce publication of
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE
1967

Another important edition of this
well-known Catalogue.
About 5,156 price revisions of which
5,091 are upward - leaving only a small
percentage of price quotations unchanged!

Approximately 1200 additional items
not previously listed.
First-time listing of MINT BLOCKS OF
FOUR - a method of collecting which has
.
gained a tremendous foothold throughout
the world.
Price rises in certain sections are
of a percentage increase never before
attained:
You will want this catalogue if only
to calculate the increased insurance cover
essential for your collection.
PRICE: U.K. & Europe: 13/6d.
1/- post & packing
Overseas: 18/- or U.S. t2.50
post free
Available during October from
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, Hon. Secretary,
Helvetia P.S. - or direct from
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED,
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.V/.8.
Telephone: JUNiper 0616

As from 7th October:
6072 SACHSELN - Ferien am Sarnersee

**

*
SLOGAN CANCELS

WEGA Gewerbe und Landwirtschaftsausstellung 1-4 Okt. 1966 8570 Weinfelden to 4 Oct. 1966
OLMA St. Gallen 13-23 Oktober 1966 9000 St. Gallen 1-15 Sept. on
alternate days, then to 23 October
Museum zu Allerheiligen Etni 10.IX 20.XI - 8200 Schaffhausen to
30 Sept. on alternate days, then to
18 November.
Fete des vendanges Neucl2te1g 1-2
octobre 1966 - 2000 Neuch tel 2
1-11 Sept. on alternate days, then
12-30 September.

*

*

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

Ce nt enary of Birth of
Swiss Poet - whose portrait appeared
an the 5 + 5 c. value of this year's
l
'Pro Patria stamps:
Heinrich Federer was born at Brienz,
in the Bernese Oberland and on October
7th a special cancellation will be
used in that town. It shows an open
book and spray of leaves and reads:
1
3855 BRIENZ (BE) - 7.10.66 - 1866
HEINRICH FEDERER 1966'.
On the same day, in &TIchsein, where
the poet lived for many years, a
special cancellation will be used
reading; 'HEINRICH FEMEREE.FEIER,
SACHSELN'
Pre-stamped covers for cancelli
may be sent to Postamt 3855 Brienz (BE)
and Sekretariat der Kreispostdirektion
6000 Luzern respectively by 3rd October.
'L B pH' (Contd. from page 48)
Therefore, even if more letters of
cancelled with
October 1850 with stamps
I
the boxed 'L B p H come to light, they
are merely further 'accidents' and will
contribute nothing to the explanation of
the meaning of these four letters".

&
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THE DAY OF THE STAMP

d sets aside one
In common with a number of other countries Switzerlan
day in the year as 'The Day of the Stamp'.
ess of the Federation Internationale
The idea originated at the 1936 Congr
ed that each of the affiliated
de Philatelie held in Luxembourg, and it was decid
this purpose. (On the Continent
societies should choose one Sunday each year for
then collectors have been
many philatelic events are held on Sundays). Since
s, bourses, films and radio
celebrating their 'Stamp Day' with local exhibition
deal to encourage newcomers
programmes about philately, which have done a great
to the hobby.
senting about 40
The Swiss Federation of Philatelic Societies, repre
ted the first
selec
1937
societies, followed the lead of the F.I.P., and in
been held on that
has
' and it
Sunday in December as the Swiss 'Day of the Stamp
, Radio and the P.T.T. The
date ever since, with the full support of the Press
of a special stamp for
latter, although it has not yet authorised the issue
France and Germany, provides special
this purpose, as is done, for example, in
cancels for philatelic mail.
erland each year to
The Federation chooses a different place in Switz
the P.T.T.
to
tted
submi
receive this special cancel and the selection is
postmark.
e
priat
appro
an
Administration for the preparation and issue of
used, with the
For the first 5 years a circular date-stamp was
the town. In 1942 a modest
inscription 'TAG DER BRIEFMARKE' and the name of
since been elaborated to
pictorial cancellation was introduced and these have
the date stamp is used. With
show some typical attraction of the place where
used; in that year ally, three
the exception of 1930 a single cancel has been
country: German, French
similar cancels in the three main languages of the
Later cancels are in the
and Italian, were used in three different places.
erland in which the town is situated and are thus
language of the part of Switz
l
'Giornata del Francobollo'.
either: 'Tag der TItriefMarke , 'Journee du Timbre' or
which are issued,
These postmarks, together with the official cards
of two different
cards
In 1937
can form an interesting and colourful side-line.
the three
as
well
as
used
colours were used, and in 1938 three colours were
an attractive
with
ly
usual
d,
languages. Since 1941 one card only has been issue
.
design, frequently having some reference to the hobby
showed a reproOne of the finest was probably that of 1942 which
Coach. The Cantonal
duction of the famous ppainting of the Gotthard Mail
occasions, notably in
al
sever
an
used
Messengers and early ostmen have been
1951, 1957, 1960 and 1964.
the postmarks too
Not only the designs of the cards are of interest,
ns, and it must
desig
cate
are well worth collecting, often incorporating intri
ls have been
cance
rial
Picto
be remembered that they are used on one day only.
at work.'
ctor
colle
used since 1942; that of 1953, for example, Shows a stamp
8
1
ly
notab
9411 194 , 1957,
Heraldic devices have been used an various occasions,
the town of
1958 and 1965. One particularly ingenious cancel emanated from
-making
watch
the
La Chaux-de-Fonds in 1959 and appropriate to the centre of
industry, was based on a clock-face.
first issued, the
As it is now nearly 20 years since the cards were
a complete
nce
patie
with
but
earlier ones are becoming less easy to find,
ay.
displ
g
estin
collection can be made and will make an inter

E.J.R.
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS

PICTORIAL PROPAGANDA SLOGANS -

(Rectangular as distinct from
circular):
SURSEE - as from 12.IX.66.
PONTRESINA - Wege zu Blamen und Wild as from 12.IX.66.
DIAVOLEZZA PIZ LAGALB das ideale
Skigebiet - as from 1.X.66.
First

Auto 2 Martigny - Comptoir de
Martigny 1/2 Oct.
tl
3 Neuchgtel - Fete des
Vendanges 1/2 Oct.
It
3 Zurich-Oerlikon - JubilaumsBriefmarkenausstellung
29/30 Oct.

Autumn

Meetings:

YORKSJLANCSGROUP

LONDON GROUP

Saturday, 1st 06tober.

Wednesday, 12th October.

See Page 52 for further details.

LONDON GROUP:
Hon. Sec. Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley

YORKS/LANCS GROUP:
Bon. Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,
Halifax, Yorks.

Our AUTUMN SESSION will commence

Oil WEDNESDAY, 12th OCTOBER, when we hope
to see a large gathering of old friends
and extend a very hearty welcome to the
many new members whom we have not yet had
the pleasure of meeting personally, as
well as older members whom we have not
seen for some time.
We are starting off with a most
interesting subject: a Display of
I
STRUBELLIS' to be given by our Member,
Mr. P. C. Turton.
We have seen part of Mr. Turton's
collection before and so know we can be
assured of an excellent evening.

9

The programme for the 1966/7 season
has been slightly amended and should, now
read as follows:

1,966
Oct. 1 NATIONAL FETE ISSUES

(Mr. H.W. Robertshaw)
PRESIDENT'S DISPLAY
(Hiss R.N. Solly)
Dec. 3 POSTAL STATIONERY - illustrated
by slides (Dr.G.G. Ritchie)

Nov.

5

1967,
Jan.. 7 STANDING HELVETIA - Impressed
Control Mark (Mr. L. Moore)

Future meetings will be
Nov.
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Feb.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

4

FISCAL STAMPS (Mr.J.N.Highsted)

14

& LAKE STEAMER NARKS
(2r.G.G.Ritchie)
Feb. 24 Visit to Harrogate
Mar. 4 COMPETITION for HIGHSTED CUP

Jan. 11 SOLDIER STAMPS - Mr. E.C.Slate

Apr. 1 1900 U.P.U. (Mr. R.A. Hoyle)

Feb. 8 To be finalised

Apr. 29 A.G.M. (Yorks/Lanes Group)

Mar. 8 THREE MEMBERS DISPLAY Mrs. C. Scholey,

May

Dec.14 MR. KATCHER ENTERTAINS AGAIN
at 151, 2ark Road, N.W.8.

6

Y.P.A. CONVENTION, Bridlington

Meetings commence at 2.30 p.m. at
4, Park View Road, Heaton, Bradford,
the residence of Mr. J.N. Highsted.

Mr. L.E.Stiles & Mr.I.Tillen.
Apr. 12 FILM SHOW - to be arranged by
Mr. A.J. Harding.

NEW ZUMSTE IN
CATALOGUE S

May 10 ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
All meetings - except December
will be held at the Kingaway Hall,
Kingsway, W.C.2. (close to Holborn7.
Kingaway Tube Station) from 6.30 8.30 p.m.

and
EUROPE 1967
SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN 19611.
Pocket Edition)

The latter now has text in French and
With the approach of Autumn comes
German and is considerably enlarged by
the time to work on your collection,
the inclusion of number of stamps issued,
perhaps to enlarge its scope, or prepare most popular varieties, prices for blocks
special displays.
of four and F.D.C. 180 pages - bound volume.
There will be a bigger demand for
For prices and orders write to
Approval Selections ... send in your
requests now and obtain the widest
Harris Publications Ltd.,
possible choice of material
London, W.C.2.
27 Maiden Lane,

J. S.R HMSTB

will give you prompt service. Want
Lists also welcome.

******

WANTED - To buy Zurich Luxury Sheet used on F.D.C.
Top prices paid.

*******
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAIDE Lancs.

•

from whom you can also order ZUMSTEIN'S
SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE 1966.
at

26/- 1/6d. postage

Supplements to the Zamstein Catalogues
are published in the

BERNER BRIEFMARXEN-Z-RTTUNG
Annual fee: 24/-

*

**

For first-class stamps:
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
send your Want Lists to

& CIE
ZUMSTEIN
71517577, Hertsch & Company),
P.O.B. 2585, CH 3001 1 Bernie 1:
Switzerland.

PRESIDENT:

‘
\s

Pttflie

Edward H. SPIRO

111

.

SS News 1, Letter 4
Hon. Secretary & Editor:

Hon. Treasurer:

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens
Gants Hill.ILFORD,Essex

MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
IVER, Bucks.

tDctroaViik. N

No.10

0 V E M

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Supt.:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
CAVERSHAM, Reading.

.11711M1

arnenI

19TH YEAR

1 966

that
In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE is hereby given
the

y

-

cAn zutud enerut /Keel-mg
(2nd Wednesday) at 6.45 p.m.
will be held on WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 1966
PROMPT, at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
(

AGENDA)

2.

1965
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 10th November,
Matters arising from the Minutes

3.

Chairman's ADDRESS

4.

REPORT by the Hon. Secretary
Hon Treasurer's REPORT AND STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS

1.

5.
6.

7*
8.

Hon. Packet Superintendent's REPORT
1966/7.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS and Members of the Society's COMMITTEE for
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS (see below)

Any other business
of the Committee
NOMINATIONS: Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members
.
i.e. Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon.Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, Hon.Pkt
of
Superintendent, Hon. Auditor and (not exceeding) TWELVE Members
the Committee should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley,
to reach her not later than Monday, 7th November, 1966.
Annual
RESOLUTIONS: Any Member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the
text of
the
ing
enclos
G
WRITIN
General Meeting must GIVE NOTICE IN
the
of
opening
the
before
ry,
the Resolution, to the Hon. Secreta
Annual General Meeting.
9.

Since the Annual General Meeting affords the most suitable opportunity
ions for improvfor members to express criticism or to put forward ideas and suggest
WHO CAN WILL
MEMBERS
ing the facilities of the Society, it is requested that ALL
ATTEND.
After the business meeting, which is expected to last about one hour,
Acquisitions',
members are invited to bring along short displays, such as 'Recent
or to seek assistance in solving queries.
E. J. RAWNSLEY (Honorary Secretary).

E. C. SLATE (Chairman)

WILL LONDON GROUP MEMBERS please note it has become necessary to make
a re-arrangement of some dates, as follows:
The Meeting on Wednesday, December 14th, will now be AN INFORMAL EVENING
at the Kingsway Hall.
The visit to the Offices of The Amateur Collector Ltd., will now be held
on TBURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9a, 1967.

NUMBERS ISSUED

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS WITHDRAWN:

The following figures have just
been released by the P.T.T.:

The following cancels have been
withdrawn from use:

UPROJEENTELE1262

5 4- 5 0.
10 4. 10 0.
20 + 10 c.
30 + 10 c.
50 + 10 c.

•••
o00

000

18,272,000
15,859,000
12,387,000
5,490,000

5,884,000

These figures include 212,791 booklets

RECTANGULAR TOURIST PROPAGANDA SLOGAN
MENDRISIO - Processioni storiche from 17th October.

6612 ASCONA
3900 BRIG
6440 BEUNNEN
8840 EINSIEDELN
6390 ENGELBERG
7250 KLOSTERS
4335 LAUFENBURG

1260 NYON
43 1 0 RHEINFELDEN
9651 RIETBAD
7500- ST. MORITZ 1
6060 SARNEN
3960 SIERRE

6318 akLuNIL

PROPAGANDA CANCELS as from
7th October:

NEW TOURIST

2103 NOIRAIGUE - Porte de la reserve
due Creux-du-Van

5612 VILMERGEN
6837 ZURZACH - The malbad

- - - - - - - - BEAUTIFUL BUT WITH SMALL FAULTS - - - - FOR THE AMBITIOUS COLLDOTOR WITH A LIMITED PURSE

1843 ZURICH 6 HORIZONTAL: Exceptionally wide margins all round, brilliantly fresh,

fine red rosette strike. Luxury exhibition item but for very slight thinning.
000 £62
0o•
000
040
004
Zumstein Certificate ..•
1847 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE: Very fine copy on delightful small piece which
is creased in half through stamp. Lightly cancelled with red rosette
postmark and red Geneva c.d.s. strike next to the stamp on piece.
20
III
•••
•••
••0
Signed by Moser-Raz 0••
1850 VAUD 5c. Wide even margins, very fresh, lightly cancelled with
000 E 40
Geneva grid. Thinned and with faint corner crease

1850 POST LOCALE FRAMED CROSS: Very attractive PAIR lightly cancelled with
PP in circles. Slight faults but impressive and attractive item
1850 O S-POST on small piece: Rare PP in small oval of Meiringen. Most
•••
•*•
attractive item. Left top corner cut into. Ex Burrus

E 65

E 45

1851 RAYON I (15 II): Unused, virtually full margined copy, very fresh
and good looking. Badly damaged

00*

70/ -

00*

1850 RAYON II (16IIk): Brilliant PAIR of vivid deep colour, lightly
cancelled on small piece, with sheet margin at right, fine margins
... E 11
...
...
...
top and left, cut into at bottom
1850 RAYON II: Deep shade, full margins, attractively cancelled with
150/...
...
black Zurich rosette (scarce). Slight thinning ...
1852 RAYON III: Cts. on cover front. Vivid shades, lightly cancelled,
a very nice copy but for obliquely cut right top corner. Rlreonpiece: E 17
STANDING HELVETIA, 66B: Mint, superb centering, usual pulled perfs.
Brilliant
... E 13

1934 NASA MINIATURE SHEET: Mint, slightly thinned in top margin, but
stamps (i.e. se-tenant pales) are brilliant and unmounted.
000
*00
Offered at price of the component pairs
1915 PRO JUVENTUTE 10 c: Mint, brilliant but with slight thinning

004

000

80
E 10

e

Our standard of quality being exceptionally high, we reject many stamps in the
E1-E20 price range for often insignificant faults which would be disregarded by many
other dealers. Such material is mounted in approval booklets and offered at
fractions of normal prices. Collectors who have purchased from these booklets have
been delighted with the acquisitions and request to see the books at regular intervals. Why not ask to see them for yourself?
151 Park Road, St.John's Wood,
NW8. Tel: JUNiper 0616
London
)
LTD
COLLECTOR
AMATEUR
NE
H. L.KATCHER (
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LIGHT GREEN LARGE EAGLE 1E347
A

NEW

DISCOVERY

by: L. Moore
to
The number of stamps of any particular issue printed is of interest
done
was
g
printin
the
when
all philatelists, both amateur and professional, and
known figure,
120 years ago it is of parabount importance. From the original
e number of
possibl
the
calculations or at least estimates can be made to arrive at
the
ishes
establ
stamps in reasonably good condition which have survived. This
concountry
the
degree of rarity which, coupled of course with the popularity of
cerned, fixes the basis of current market value
number of
In the case of the Geneva 5 c. Light Green Large Eagle the
I
ts. Poste
book
his
in
s
Fulpiu
issues has not until very recently been known. Dr.
ed a
prepar
Schmid
rapher
a Geneve' says: "At the end of December 1845 the Lithog
no
is
There
Eagle.
Green
new plate which served for the printing of the Light
There
0.
1000,00
at
ed
record of the actual number issued, but it can be estimat
and impression.
were two printings, distinguishable by slight differences in paper
in also quotes
Zunste
The earliest date of use can be fixed as 6th January 1847."
the number issued at 'around 100,000'.
an
In a recent issue of the "Journal philatelique suisse", J. Hansen in
the
of
ation
illustr
ge
full-pa
ul
beautif
a
article headed "Found at Last!" gives
1
on des Postes a
actual statement of account rendered by Schmid to L'Administrati
merie LithoGeneve', dated 20th November 1846. The account heading reads: "Impri
for Pay"Passed
marked
is
and
Geneve"
a
Schmid
de
graphique - et Taille Douce It also
ry.
Treasu
the
of
Head
ional
Provis
the
by
ment 20th Nov. 1846" and signed
1846.
r
Novembe
bears Schmid's receipt dated 23rd
The Statement covers the period from 15th April to 31st October includ
19th
date
the
ing several printing items which need not concern us. Against
September, however is:
Francs
75.00
...
stamps
100
of
plate
a
of
ition
'New Compos
2.00
...
...
Lettered heading for the same
24.00
•••
•..
1200 impressions at 2 Frs. %
14.00
in4;
cut
format,
large
paper,
green
of
'Hands'
12
25.00
Best quality gam and gumming the 1200 sheets:
FRANCS

11,2 1

The discovery of this most interesting document appears at long last
to the
definitely to have fixed the total number of stamps supplied by Schmid
19th
was
tly
apparen
y
deliver
of
date
the
and
Postal Administration as 120,000,
September 1846.
Other accounts of Schmid have come to light, one for the printing of
stamped
120,000 'Small Eagle' on 2nd July, 1845, and one for 40,000 printed
45 Francs for
d
envelopes of 17th. March, 1846. On 22nd August 1848 Schmid charge
gh not specifthe printing of the 'Dark Green Eagle', so it is clear that althou
Green Eagle'.
ically stated, the item of 19th September can only be for the 'Light
stocks of the
The Postal authorities took delivery, but because they still had old
up. This
'Small Eagle', the new stamps were held until the old ones were taken
6th
until
not
explains why the first known date of the 'Light Green Eagle' was
January 1847.
nt
Dr. Fulpius thought the 'Light Green Eagle' was printed in two differe
Herr
dbne.
was
one
only
that
prove
to
s
appear
issues, but the account from Schmid
ion is
Hansen suggests that the reason for the apparant differences in impress
machine
raphic
Lithog
.
presses
hand
have
only
because at the time Schmid would
paper, which
presses were first used in Zurich in 1846. Schmid would use hand-made
would be
too,
inks,
The
refers.
Fulpius
Dr.
which
to
accounts for the differences
hand-mixed, with the resultant irregularities.
So at long last, this puzzle appears to be resolved.
rate
I do not know the rate of exchange in 1846, but taking the pre-1930
tauthori
Postal
of 25 Francs to the Pound, the whole of the 120,000 stamps cost the
so
ies a little more than Z5.10.0d. Agreed they had to provide postal services,
the stamps were sold over the counter at 5 Geneva centimes each.
a
What a pity Great-Great-Grandfather didn't put a few sheets down as
Ti
"growth investment"
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LIECHTENSTEIN ISSUES WITHDRAWN
1.

The following issues will be invalidated as from 1st November, 1966:
No. issued
Value
Date
664,000
-10
Airmails - Pioneers of
6.4.48
161,000
-15
the Air
739,000
-20
192,000
-25
5.00
94,000
268,000
15.7.48
-40
144,000
-5o
104,000
1.00
98,000
2.00
81,000
10.00
12.10.48
226,000
-15
Sports
18. 3.58
-30
105,000
102,000
-40
-90
152,000

Brussels Exhibition

18. 3.58

4. Native Trees and Shrubs

12. 7.58

3.

5.

Christmas

4.12.58

-25
-40
-20
-50
-90
-20

-35
-80

6.

7.
8.

Trees and Shrubs

Pope Pius XII Mourning Stamp
Christmas

15.

4.59

-20
-50

15. 4.59

-go
-30

2.12.59

-05
-60
1.00

30 Years of Airmail

.
7 4.60

10.

World. Refugee Year

7. 4.60

11.
12.

Europa
Trees and Shrubs

19. 9.60
19. 9.60

Minnesingers

-50

322,000

-20

192,000
175,000
180,000

-15
1.50

17.

Europa
Europa
Anti-Malaria
Minnesingers

3.10.61
2. 8.62
2. 8.62
6.12.62

-50
-50
-50
-20
-30

669,000
642,000

-40
Christmas

6.12.62

-30
-50
1.20

19.

350,000
350,000
357,000
331,000
278,000
5,299,000
1,903,000
913,000

2.00
18.

540,000
992,000
200,000
306,000

..50+10

-25
-35
1.00
14.
15.
16.

169,000
270,000
169,000

306,000
264,000
308,000
227,000
312,000
277,000

-30
30. 5,61

549,000
233,000
222,000
175,000
155,000
220,000

-30
-40
-5o
-75
-30+10

-50
13.

808,000
779,000

654,000

600,000
796,000
799,000
716,000
331,000

3.00
2. 8.62
Golden Jubilee Miniature Sheet
.
Any of the above stamps used after 1st November will be subject to tax.
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Federal Constitution each
In the days before the inauguration of the
extremely com-

The postal system, too, was
Canton had its own currency system.
plicated; the larger Cantons operated their own, while the smaller ones either
leased their rights to the larger, or to the House of Thum & Taxis, all of which
makes for confusion in endeavouring to understand the early rates.
French monetary system; the first
Geneva was the only Canton usint, the
ed of 2 x 5 c. stamps. A single
stamps this district, the 'Double Geneva' consist double stamp paid the postage anya
stamp was intended to pay the local rate, while
where with in the cantonal boundary.
The 'livre francaise' was equivWeights, too, were equally complicated.
1/8, 1/16 & 1/32.
into i„
alent to approx. kilo. The livre was subdivided
the 'Loth'; the livre equalled 16 ounces
The last two were the 'once' (ounce) and
or 32 LOths.
A Florin equalled 40
Zurich reckoned in Rappen, Schillinge and Florins.
(or 5i centimes) and
Schillinge (2.29 Fr. of Geneva); 1 Schillinge . 4 Rappen
Loth (approx. 15.5grams)
6 Rappen Si centimes. The postal rate of 4 Rappen per
to
covered the local rate, while 6 Rp. was the fee for letters from one post office
another.
equivalent to
Basle issued only one stamp, the 'Basle Dove' at 2- Rp.,
The stamps were printed in sheets of 20
centimes (1 B. = 1.43 Fr. of Geneva).
the cost of a letter
and sold for 5 Batzen (50 Rp.) per sheet, and 21- Rp. covered
to anywhere within the city limits.
1849, a uniform
When the Federal Postal Administration came into being in
set
rate was instituted and Article I of the Federal Law pertaining to postal rates
u p 4 postal zones (Rayons) for letters;
Loth • • •
5 11P.
1st zone up to 10 hours distance •0• per
n
n
Rp.
10
•
a
••
"
2
10 - 25
"
2nd
1 ft
it
II
Rp.
II
15
•
I
•
•
•••
25 - 40
3rd
it
Rp.
20
'I
•
•
•
• ••
over 40
4th
Provision was also made in the larger
A Swiss 'road hour' was reckoned at 4.8 km.
towns for a 'Poste Locale' or 'Orts-Post' (local postage rate) for franked letters
up to 2 Loths for ai Rp.
The new Federal currency was reckoned in Rappen and the monetary rates of
the whole country were gradually changed over, starting with Geneva and Vaud
(District I) on October 1st, 1851, and so on in rotation according to the numbered
This
postal districts, concluding with Graubthaden and Ticino on August 1st, 1852.
period.
was the tirm known as the 'Transitional'
l
in
The first Federal stamps, the 'Poste Locale' and 'Orts-Post were issued
The
.
April 1850, and were used generally in all areas, irrespective of language
Rayon I and II followed in October of the same year. The Rayon II (15 Rp. and
15 c.)cime into use in 1852. In 1851 the number of Rayons was reduced from 4 to
3, and, therefore, no stamps for Rayon IV were ever issued.
E.J.R.

ai

11,

01.1.1iftm

major varieties, while the up-to-date pricREVIEW
ing of all items - blocks of 4, FDCs and
THE NEW 'JUNIOR' ZUMSTEIN CATALC24 numbers issued, will make it a valuable
The 1967 'Small' Zumstein Catalogue!.
of Switzerland/Liechtenstein, which was
formerly the Swiss section of the largel
'Europe' Catalogue, has this year
appeared in a new guise.
Modestly priced in Great Britain at
6/6d it is a compact volume of 216pagesi
with over 1000 illustrations and 11,000,
prices, which should successfully bridge
the gap between the earlier simplified
listing and the highly specialised
catalogue.
With the text now in German and
French it will serve a much wider
public. It covers all issues, including railway stamps as well as Liechtenstein and Camp ione d'Italia, with all

addition to the philatelic library of every
collector of Swiss stamps.
SPECIAL CANCELS
1.

OLMA St. Gallen - a special cancel will
be in use from 13-23 October, depicting
an ear of wheat.

2. The Art of the Postage Stains of the
Netherlands. A special exhibition is
being put on at the Postal Museum in
Berne. Mail posted will bear a cancel
depicting a girl's head in National
costume and the inscription: '3000 BERN AUSSTELLUNG N1EDERMNDISCHER POSTMARKEN 28.10 - 6.11.66'.
HAVE YOU NOTED THE DATE OF THE A. G. M.???
WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 9TH.

LONDON GROUP: HON.SEC: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
The autumn session got off to a good
start with an excellent attendance and
two fine displays by M. P.C. Turton,
The first consisted of the
I
Strubeli l issues, arranged mainly by
values but also including many pairs,
strips and combined values. They were,
without exception, remarkable for the
superb copies with full or almost full
margins,
The opening item was of great
rarity, an albino 10 Rp. Other s/ecial
items included a superb 40 Rp. yellowgreen with grille postmark and a 40 Rp.
green with large ' PD' in blue; a 5 Rp.
I
with the famous Seeburg pre-cancel of
diagonal lines but leavingfigure clear,
and the only known copy of the La Sagne
interrupted grille on a 15 Rp. as well
as 3 Shades of the 15 Hp. with blurred
'IV in 'Franco'.
Following the stamps came a selection of covers with bisects, combinations of stamps and exceptionally fine
cancellations, all of great interest.
The second display was a complete
show of the 'Pro Juventute' issues, all
in mint condition which, it was agreed,
emphasises the many fine designs and
the perfection of the engraved stamps.
Altogether a truly outstanding
evening and an opportunity to see
stamps of exceptional quality,

It is with deep regret that
we have to announce the death
of
MR. WILLIAM C. HALE
one of our
of Camberley,
Founder Members. Although of
retiring nature, he was a
staunch supporter of the
Society.
MEMBERSHIP LIST - Additions etc.
NEW MEMBERS:
MATHEWSON, E., 141, Fourth Street,
Toronto 14, Ontario, Canada.
MILLIGAN, P.A.G., 3, Trevarra Court,
Bouverie Rd. d„Folkestone,
(Kent.
PETERS, R.E., 45, North Street,
U.S.A.
Mass.02180,
Stoneham,
QUINTON H.E., 94, Beccles Road,
Gorleston, Gt.Yarmouth, Norfolk.
ROSSEN, R.M., 13406, Vassar Drive,
Detroit, Mich.48235, U.S.A.
SIZELAND, A.W., 16, Mount Street,
King's Lynn, Norfolk.
WILKINSON, Maj. P.K., 1508, Mildred Avenue,
Bellevue, Neb.68005, U.S.A.
CHANGES OF ADDRESS:

GUES
ZUMSTEIN CATALO
1 967
Price:
57/- + 3/- postage
with thumb-index: 66/- + 3/- postage
German text with English introduction.
SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN
Price:
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LUCAS, K.F., to 66, Breamore Road,
Goodmayes, Ilford, Essex.
MATTHEY, R.L., to 171, Carss Avenue,
Smith's Falls, Ontario, Canada.
DELETE:
HALE, W.C.
SLOGAN CANCELS:
20 Jahre MOWO Jubilaums-Ausstellung Berner
Ausstellungshalle 10-20 Nov. 1966 Bern 1, 1-31 Oct. on alternate days.
Montres et bijoux de Geneve - Edelsteine
15 Ms 30 Oktober Helthhaus Zurich Zurich 1, 1- 8 Oct. alt. days, then to 30.
Journee des NATIONS UNIES - Geneva
20-30 October.

6/6d, + 10d. postage

Bilingual: Text in German and French
Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps,
Liechtenstein and Campione dlItalia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties and prices for mint
and used blocks of four and FTCs, also
numbers of stamps issued and well
illustrated.

Are you interested in pre-stamp
covers?
Or in Airmail Covers and Special
Flights?
Or in modern First Day Covers, Day of
the Stamp cards, etc. etc.
Approval selections of these and
other items available on request.

Place your order with:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London E.C.2.
Supplements to the Catalogues are
published in the BERNER
BRIEFMARKEN-ZETTUNG.
Annual Fee: 25/-d.
For 1st Class stamps:
•••
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Want Lists to:
ZUMSTEIN & CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Co.
P.O.B. 2585, CH 3001 Berne 1, Switzerland.

WANTED -

To buy:

ZURICH LUXURY SHEET used on F.D.C.
Top Prices paid.

r) I
0.3i-111 M

-r

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE
L

Edward H. SPIRO
PRESIDENT:
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MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
CAVERSHAM, Reading.

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens
Gants Hill.ILFORD,Essex

MR. A.J. HARDING, i
31, Somerset Way,
IVER, Bucks.
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PRO ,UVERTUTE 1966

ve series on 'NATIVE
Five more stamps in the present very attracti
.
WILD ANIMALS will be issued on 1st December
ge will go to the 'Pro
90% of the proceeds from the additional char
to various youth welfare works of
juventute Foundation' and the remaining 10%
ows:
national importance. Details are as foll
L.) - three colours: greenish-blue/
5 + 5 c. ERMINE (Mustela erminea
grey/brown
four colours: green/grey/
L.)
10 + 10 c. SUIRREL (Sciurus vulgaris
yellow-brown/brown-redi
colours: red/grey/violet-brn/
four
FOX (Vulpes vulpes 52)20 + 10 0.
yellow
.) - four colours: yellow-olive/
Pall
30 + 10 c. FIELD HARE (Lepus europaeus
re /brown/olive-brn.
four colours: blue/grey/
a
CHAMOIS (Rupicapra rupicapr
50 + 10 0.
grey-brn/light brn.
Hans Erni of Meggen
-Fonds.
Rotogravure by (Jourvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de
Process:
Picture Size: 21 x 26 mm.
24 x 29 mm.
Stamp size:
ed, violet fibres.
White, with luminous substance, lightly coat
Paper:
No, of sheets per form cylinder: 2 (A & B)
50
No. of stamps per sheet:
has been prepared at
A stamp booklet, with gold-coloured cover,
It contains twelve 5 + 5
the request of the Pro Juventute Foundation.
ps. It costs Fr. 5. - including
t:Jelve 10 + 10 c., and four 20 + 10 c. stam
from the Foundation, the Philatelic
20 c. cost of production) and is available
Agencies and the trade.
the squirrel, collection
First day covers with a vignette depicting
postmark to be used for First
sheets and folders are also available. The
rrel from the 10 0. stamp and will
Day cancellations, will also depict the squi
1
AUSGABETAG1.
1.12.66 read: 3000 BEEN
Wertzeichen, ZURICH 22
Other postmarks are BERN 1 Annahme, BASEL 2
ique.
Wertzeichen and 1000 LAUSANNE Bureau philatel

Designer:

0.,

PRO JUVENTUTE

... OCTOBER TOOK A HOLIDAY:
Accidents will happen . ... the
heading of our last issue was inadvertently given as No.10 - November
1966. -- It should, of course,
have been October .... please amend
Jour copy ... the November issue
follows now.

THE HELVETIA SOCIETY SENDS

TO ALL

MEMBE.RS ABROAD

ERS
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FOR ALL LONDON GROUP MEMB
SEE PAGE 644
1: flY nIIPLICATINCe SERVICE
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DAY of the STAMP

1966

This event will
be held in BASLE on
4th December.
Commemorative cards
and covers will be
available and the
special cancellation
to be used on this
day only will be
symbolic of thetransmission of mail by land, sea and air
with the wording: '4000 BASEL - TAG
DER BRIEFMARKE - 4. 12. 66.'
LIECHTENSTEIN- NEW ISSUE
On 6th December 1966 four new
stamps will be issued to help raise
funds for the restoration of the Parish
Church of Vaduz. Details are:

5 Hp. Church - 2 colours: red-or./
yell ow-gm.
20 Hp. St. Florian - Patron Saint of
the church - 2 colours:
brn-violet/lt-olive
30 Rp. Madonna - 2 colours: dk-blue/
brownish-rose
Fr.1.70 God the Father - 2 colours:
red-brn/greenish-grey
Designer:

Prof. Josef Seger,Vienna

Process:

Heliogravure by Courvoisier
S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.
Size:
26 x 36 mm. (23 x 33 mm.)
Paper , :
White with brown & green
fibres.
No. of Stamps:
Unnumbered sheets each of 20
stamps,

NOVEMBER 1966,

PHILATELIC EXHIBITION at the
SEYMOUR HALL, London.
The exhibition held earlier
this Month was extremely interesting.,
The exhibits were well arranged and.
covered an immense range of subjects..
The most striking feature was that
quite 75ro of the exhibits consisted of
postal history or covers. Many of
these indicated that considerable
research had been carried out and would
seem to indicate that this branch of
philately has temporarily superseded
straightforward collecting, at least as
far as exhibition entries are concerned.
Of special interest were the
artist's designs for the recent Battle
of Hastings stamps, together with other
unaccepted designs. Of the six sets
of designs four were based on the
Bayeux tapestry, which seemed to suit
the occasion far more than more modern
treatment of the subject.
And what of Switzerland?
It is to be regretted that our
favourite country was very neglected,
and it was left to our indefatiguable
member, Mr. Lawrence Moore of Leeds,
to provide the only exhibit, two frames
of 'Silk Thread' issues of 1854-62,
illustrating methods of identifying the
various printings and with the inclusion of superb blocks and other items.
Mr. Moore is to be congratulated on his
well deserved Bronze-silver award.

A special First Day cancellation will be used reading: 'VADUZ AUSGABETAG - 6 Dez. 1966.1

004
LTD

GOLD MEDAL AWARD
Heartiest congratulations to our member, Dr. Felix Ganz, who, at the
recently held Ravenswood Club Stamp
Show in Chicago, was awarded the Gold
Medal, with special felicitations, for
his 9frame (BO sheet) entry on 'SWISS
OFFICIAL MAIL COVERS 1760 - 1960.'
STANDING HELVETIA REPRINT

The leading Specialists for
ALL SWISS STAMPS.
Approval selections are
available for all periods: Covers,
stamps, tete-beche and se-tenant,
varieties & errors, International
offices, proofs essays, Hotel stamps,
Soldier stamps etc. etc.

vie are still open to accept orders for
the proposed booklet - a reprint of
the specialised article on this subject,
serialised in the 'SCHWEIZER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG.1

Just issued:

1967 'SWITZERLAND !

Essential to all Swiss collectors

11- post
*****

No date of publication has yet been
given, and the estimated price will be
in the region of Sw. Fr. 10.
At present the Secretary wishes to
know only of those who will be requiring
a copy, if and when it is published other than orders already received.
P.S. We now hear that the Association
of Swiss Philatelic Societies
has undertaken the production of the
booklet.

Catalogue

Price 13/6 +

BFfil

PT8

& packing.

H.L. KATCHER.

ASDA

151, Park Road,
St. John's Wood, London, N.W.8.
Tel: JUNiper 0616.
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A CONTROVERSIAL DEFINITIVE
by J.J. EUSEBIO

As is known, in the year 1960 the Swiss Postal Administration
replaced the then existing series of definitive postage stamps,onthe subject
with a new
of Engineering and Landscapes, which had been in use since 1949,
series featuring buildings of historic interest in various parts of Switzerland,
Public opinion at Bellinzona, the capital city of the wholly
Italian-speaking state of Southern Switzerland was somewhat taken aback when
the famous
they saw that the 75 centesimi value, the airmail rate, pictures
to the
tower
bell
collegiate church of Saints Peter and Stephen with the
is. To
really
it
as
right of the onlooker instead of to the left-hand side
the
protests
first
the
postal authorities replied
that this was due to a
psychological need to have
BELLISIZONA RAVF1GURATA sus FRAMCOBOLLI
the value of all the
stamps in the set on the
same side, namely on the
left, so that post office
counter staff would be
less likely to be confused.
However, the promise was
made that the design would
eStefaao
Pietro
3
be modified at an early
La Ceiegiaki (fi Nam dedicate ai
opportunity.
intOminciato net XV secolo atcoppio perfattaniente

alementi in iskil* rinescimento

barocce.

This occurred in 1963
when, as a consequence of a
revision of the postal tariff,
four new values were added to
the set. The new value of
Progeni dninneAbgni
Stoecilitm
Fr.2.80 reproduced Bellinzona's famaas 'Collegiata'.
But, lo and beholdl what was
the liege 1bellinzonesi's1
surprise when the church
this time, far from
A.
I
T
tower
H
E IV
di DitIois.kaitig
being in its proper place,
i.e. on the left, had been
omitted altogether. More
protests, but little satisfaction for hurt pride.
As the PTT pointed out they,
in the end, are the last
Ballinzona.
filat.
Circolo
tioudart.
arbiters as to what may be
ena pubblie. di
shown on one of their postage stamps. This time they
promised that the two offendity. This has now taken
opportun
ing values would be withdrawn at an early
place.
The active Philatelic Club of Bellinzona have just commemorated this
unusual occurrence in Swiss postal history by the issue to their members and
friends of the post-card which we are happy to illustrate for the benefit of
our members.
The two incorrect stamps are shown above a sketch of the historic
r
church building made b the pen of the local artist, Plinio Tanner, a retired postal employee. Along the side of this sketch are the designs that
were submitted to the Swiss PTT: two by N.Stoecklin, one without bell tower,
but with the city coat-of-arms, and the other with tower but with numeral on
the right. The remaining design by W.Weiskoenig with tower in the incorrect
position, but presumably fulfilling the design condition laid down that the
numeral was to be on the left, was the design that was adopted.
The cause of all the trouble is the main parish church of Bellinzona,
a building blending renaissance with baroque, which was begun in the 15th century.
ITa3

o0o

YOBKS/LANCS GROUP:

Hon. Secretary: Mx. R.A. HOYLE, 6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Rd.,
Halifax, Yorks.
At their first meeting of the Season, the Group had an instructive joint
study of the various NATIONAL FETE issues, led by Mr. Robertshaw, who provided a
most attractive display and presented a paper. (This will appear in future issues
of the 'News Letter').

On November 5th the Group enjoyed the only 'solo' effort of the season,
the PRESIDENT'S DISPLAY by Miss R.N. Sony. Miss Solly, daughter of the late Dr.
Sony, one-time Keeper of the Stamp Collection of Leeds University, has quite Catholic taste.
She can produce displays of remarkably good G.B. 'Blacks' and 'Blues'
with Mulreadys; of New Zealand and of other countries. Her interest in the stamps
of Switzerland is comparatively recent. She was attracted by the excellence of the
Pro Juventute issues and very soon after joining the Group was persuaded to accompany them to York P.S., where they offered a joint display. Miss Solly's small
contribution was so beautifully presented that she was encouraged to go further, so
that for her Presidential Display she showed Pro Juventute from 1920, but with special emphasis on the Flowers, Butterflies and Animals, with full botanical, entomological and zoological notes. Attractively presented, the display naturally was
mainly thematic, although the philatelic element was introduced by the inclusion of
the booklet tete-beche issues. It was noticed, however, that even these were artistically displayed, with the coloured small sheets of the various issues fanned out
above the booklet cover in the form of a flower-pots The Group were happy to present to Miss Solly their Certificate of Display.
During the period under review, members of the Group have played two
'away' matches. On October 13th, Mr. L. Moore was called upon at very short notice
to deputise at Sheffield for Mr. B. Leslie Barker of Lincoln who could not bring his
'Belgium without Tears' as arranged. Mr. Moore showed early Swiss from Helvetic
Rep ublic to Standing Helvetia.
On October 22nd, Mr. J. N. Highsted was very well received at Huddersfield
with a display of the more unusual items of Switzerland: Hotel Posts, Internee Mail,
Soldier Stamps, Instructional Labels etc. The Huddersfield members clamoured for an
'encore' so that the frames were filled three times:
LIM O

Z UMSTEIN CATALOGUES
1967

EUROPE - 50th Edition
Price:
57/- + 3/- postage
With thumb index: 66/- 3/- postage
German text with English introduction.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS:
Auto . 3 Morgarten His-tor. Schiessen
mid Schlachtgedenktag15 November
4 20 Jahre MOWO - Berner
"
Ausstellungshalle 10-20 Ntv.

1966.
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS:

Price: 6/6d. + 10d. postage

As from 11th Nov.

Bilingual: Text in German and French

46 41 47 7
4 AESCH

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps,
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
.
used blocks of 4 and FDes,
also numbers
of stamps issued.
Well illustrated.

As from 23rd Nov.

Place your order with:

1966:

(BL) - Lohnende Ausfltge

1966:

AMSTEG - Etappenort am Gotthard

6499 BRISTEN - Golzern Maderanertal
6374 BUOCHS - Ferien zwischen See und
Bergen
9437 MARBACH (SG) im sch6nen Rheintal
9053 TEUFEN (AR) - Sonnenterrasse im

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W. 0.2.
---

Appenzellerland
As from 1st Dec. 1966:
6122 GEISS im Luzernbiet

Supplements to the Catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG. Annual Fee: 25/-d.

SPECIAL CANCELLATION

For First Class stamps
....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Want Lists to:
ZUMSTEIN & CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Co.
P.O.B.2585, CH 3001, Berne 1, Switzerland.

On 3rd December there will be an
International Philatelic Gathering
(Jumelage) with an exhibition at the
Trade Fair Hall. A special cancel
will be used on mail posted at this
event reading: 4000 BASEL - JUMELAGE
3.12.66 - BASEL-MULHOUSE-FREIBURG.
This event should not be confused
with the 'Day of the Stamp', also in
Basle on 4th December,
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A/Yuk.A1

9th November
The Annual General Meeting was duly held on Wednesday,
1966 at the Kingsway Hall, London, W.0.2.
ard, Short and
Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Lienh
. Milligan
P.A.G
Mr.
and
of Bath
Stiles. The Chairman welcomed Mr. V., Hall
of Folkestone, who were present.
1. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS A4G.M.
These were read by the Secretary and agreed.
Nil.
2. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
3, CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS
He thought
Mr. Slate said it was difficult to say something new.
ers and
Offic
the
thank
the past season had been a good one and he wished to
made
been
had
vours
Endea
Committee for their work in ensuring this success.
ble
possi
as
amme
progr
the
for the coming year to provide as much variety in
s welcome. With regard
and any suggestions for future improvements were alway
nt on this occasion
prese
r
to attendances, these had been better, but the numbe
of meetings he
ing
excit
was extremely disappointing. Although not the most
reach, should
n
withi
felt that members who belonged to the Society and lived
criticism on
or
val
appro
do their best to attend the A.G.M. to express their
he hoped
this
from
Apart
the Society's affairs and so help the Committee.
that the 1966/67 season would be very successful.
4. HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT
year. There
Mrs. Rawnsley said that in many ways it had been a boom
the U.S.A.,
in
ly
chief
d,
abroa
had been 48 new members: 26 in Britain and 22
Group Meetn
Londo
at
s
and there were a few enquiries outstanding. Attendance
r of new
numbe
a
with
ings had been better, being up by about one-third, and
nt :season.
curre
the
in
this
members in the London area it is hoped to improve on
the
of
parts
other
from
It has also been gratifying to meet several members
. The
dates
ng
meeti
with
n
country, who have managed to combine visits to Londo
ng
showi
of
y
tunit
oppor
losearto
Yorlss/Lancs Group_continuos to _flourish a,nd
their
for
them
to
due
are
material at meetings anywhere within reach. Thanks
rs had been received from
lette
g
ragin
encou
Many
ty.
Socie
the
work on behalf of
ty's efforts, which go a long
members abroad, expressing appreciation of the Socie
way to provide incentives for the future.
nued at the rate
As regards the 'Helvetia News Letter', this has conti
number of new
a
to
due
are
s
thank
t
of 6 pages per month. For this achievemen
ful to all who
grate
very
being
While
contributors, including some in America.
overseas are
from
ons
ibuti
contr
help in the production of the Bulletin, such
mation for all
infor
ble
valua
ding
provi
particularly welcome since, in addition to
to the Society.
d
linke
ly
close
more
collectors, this should encourage them to feel
ess. As
progr
ain
maint
to
tial
essen
As always a steady flow of articles etc. is
only very
not
is
rs
membe
from
all work in running the Society is voluntary, help
us.
arduo
impIrtant, but makes the tasks involved less
5. HON. TREASURER'S REPORT AND STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
lated to memr
Mr. Harding stated that the Balance sheet had been circu
rs. Books for
affai
of
state
lent
bers, was self-explanatory and showed an excel
the cost of
while
able,
avail
e
the Library continue to be purchased as they becom
ses - the
expen
main
two
the
producing the 'News Letter' and postage constitute
the balance
of
some
that
sted
sugge
latter having just been increased. Mr. Slate
into this,
look
to
d
agree
ng
Hardi
Mr.
and
might be transferred to deposit account,
tage.
although higher bank rate charges might offset any advan
and seconded. by
Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr. V.W. Hall
Mr. P.A.G. Milligan, and passed.
6. HON. PACKET SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
e to attend but
Mr. Short was unfortunately away on business and unabl
tary:
Secre
the following report was read to the meeting by the
culty. One
"Shortage of material continues to be the greatest diffi
n and a further packet
packet was circulated very successfully during the seaso
sive material, but has
was doing very well, since it contained some quite expen
thePost Office and
gone astray, well before completing its circuit. Both
booklets are in hand,
few
A
it.
trace
to
Insurance Company are now busy trying
rs are not willing to
Membe
that
feel
I
but not sufficient to make up a packet.
with prices constantly
time,
nt
prese
the
at
,
dispose of material, even good items
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (Continued)
rising. If this is a general feeling,
may I suggest that they price their
spare material higher, nearer to full
catalogue value if necessary and we
will try to sell it. I believe we very
often could:"
This proposition was discussed at
some length, and it was suggested that
prices of good material could well be
raised to say 3/4 catalogue value.
Since, however, S.C. prices are now
higher than those of A.C., it is difficult to determine which catalogue
should be taken as a basis. It was
agreed that there should be further
consultation with Mr. Short on the matter.

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 14th DECEMBER 1966
at the Kingsway Hall, W.C.2.
Arrangements which it was thought
had broken down have now been completed
and we are pleased to announce that on
this date we are to have a talk and

display on

SWISS FORGERIES
to be given by:
MR. S. KANDER and

Mr. A.S. NEWMAN

As this will include material not
often seen, we look forward to the
presence of as many members as possible.
Visitors will also be welcome.

Mr. Mitchell asked if, for the beneNEW .MATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE
fit of himself and other new members who
had not previously belonged to any philaThe Society now has a supply of the
telic society, some guidance could be
1967 ? AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE ? which
given on the functions of the Club Packet can be supplied at a cost of 13/6d. 1/how to submit material and so on. This, postage and packing.
too, would be put to Mr. Short for further
A 'must' for all collectors.
discussion.
7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE
FORME SEASON 1966/67
The following were elected

t

en bloc

Chairman:
MR. E. C. SLATE
Vice-Chairman:
MR. L. E. STILES
Hon. Treasurer: MR. A. J. HARDING
Hon. Secretary: MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY
Hon. Pkt. Supt: MIL. J. H. SHORT
Hon. Editor:
MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY
Hon. Auditor:
MR. T. C. BROOKS
Committee:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

J. A. Eastwood
J, N. Highsted
Yorks
L. Moore
Group
H.W. Robert shaw
H. E. Mitchell - London

Proposed by Mr. T.W. Prior, seconded by
Mr. V.W. Hall, and passed.
8. MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
Nil.
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Mx. Brooks said he would like to propose that the Rules of the Society be
amended to allow for the election of a
President and a Vice-President, each to
serve for terms of two years and then to
be eligible for re-election, the practice
followed by most Societies. He felt that
this might encourage members to take an
increased interest in the affairs of the
Society, and would be a way of giving
recognition to the services of members.
Mr. Slate said that this was a matter
which would have to be discussed by the
Committee: he would arrange for this to
be done and report further in due course.
There being no other business the
meeting closed at 8.15 p.m.
The remaining short period was spent
in general discussion.

Orders should be sent to the Secretary

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley.
ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY
A copy of the following has been
purchased:
'SWISS RED CROSS STAMPS & SPECIAL
FRANCHISE STAMPS 1870/71?
This is a 16 page pamphlet with a brief
commentary in English and illustrations
of items from the collection of Dr.Lehmann.
CHRISTMAS is fast
approaching ...
Stamps and accessories make good
presents for friends or for
yourself:
How about some of those Airmail
Covers you have been intendiAg to
add to your collection?
Or some Pre-Stamp Covers?
Or other items to enhance your
album pages?
Send for approval selections and
choose now while stocks are still
good.
Material from all periods available; Postal History, covers, as
well as stamps of early, middle and
modern issues.
Write to:

.RBMS TION
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

Edward H. SPIRO
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31, Somerset Way,
IVER, Bucks.

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Supt.:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
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No. 12

19th YEAR

NATIONAL FESTIVAL
19st 1966
PRO PATRIA ISSUES
ng a display given to
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000
Q
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0
CUE
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From notes accompanyi
tson
Rober
H.W.
by
Yorks/Lancs Group
t 1291
The Swiss Confederation was founded on 1st Augus
nal
Natio
Swiss
and 1st August is celebrated each year as
mark
to
d
issue
Day. Since 1938 special stamps have been
many Subthe occasion, the designs of which have covered
s.
serie
jects from historical events to the current art
a
as
or
Whet,her included as part of a main collection s
est
inter
of
special section s they can provide a great deal
and some facts relating to them may be useful.
5 c. on the
All the stamps carry a supplementary charge of
from
5 c. value and 10 c. on all other values, the. proceeds
which are devoted to various charitable funds
1938 10 c. Very appropriately
depicts TELL'S CHAPEL
on the shore of Lake Lucerne, with
the Uri Rotstock in the background.
The Old chapel was built in 1368,
it was taken down in 1879 as the
_
walls were crumbling away, and was
10 ConketlePatio litftetita
t'ovv
rebuilt in its original form in
1307
in
that
says
1880. Tradition
e from the
it was at this spot that William Tell leapt ashor
Castle
to
ner
boat in which he was being taken as a priso
the
of
ing
Kussnacht, following the episode of the shoot
overwas
party
apple from his son's head. On the lake the
not
nts,
taken by a 'Fohn' storm and the Austrian serva
navigate the
knowing the moods of this lake, were unable to
Governor
the
d
. boat. Fearing for their lives, they begge
was the
he
as
,
. (Gessler) to release Tell from his bonds
took the
Tell
nd,
only man who could save them. When unbou
to
ble
possi
was
it
rudder, steering towards a rock where
.
shore
the
along
escape and saying it was less dangerous
that
bow,
cross
his
took
When the boat was close enough he
ashore,
by chance was at the rear of the boat, and leapt
for
wait
in
lay
disappearing into the woods. He then
the
of
ct
subje
the
Gessler at the Roble Gasse s which is
1941 issue.
the
The stamp was printed on plain and grilled paper
were
s
copie
00
160,0
latter is now quite scarce as only
issued.
lt in 1648)
1939 10 c. CASTLE OF LAUPEN(erected in 930, rebui
stamp
The
n.
probably of Burgundian origi
the 600 anniversary of the battle, and the
es
commemorat
Erlach,over
victory gained by the Bernese under Rudolph von
land,
Uecht
of
an army of Freiburg and the allied nobility
Aargau, Savoy and Burgundy.
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1940
Battle commemoratives were again featured, but this time
in a series of five stamps
5 c. The WINKELRIED MONUMENT at Stalls, on Lake Lucerne. Arnold von
Winkelried„ a Swiss knight, was the hero of the Battle of
Sempach, fought on 9th July 1386. The Swiss were in danger of
losing the battle, being unable to penetrate the dense mass of
steel of the Austrian Opponents. Finally Winkelried seized as many
spears as he could and bore them to the ground by sheer weight,
thus making a path for his comrades over his pierced body.

DECEMBER
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4
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10 c. The GIORNICO MONUMENT — recalls the occasion when at
Giornico in Canton Ticino, in December 1478, a few hundred Swiss won a complete
victory over 15,000 Milanese troops, by rolling down upon them immense boulders
from the mountain side. The battle is to the present day, spoken of by the
people of Tessin (or Ticino) as the 'Battle of the Big Stones' (al Sassi Grossi).
20 c. The BENEDICT FONTANA MONUMENT at Calven. Fontana led 6,000 men of yCanton
Grisons to victory in the Calven defile, near Munster, on 22nd Ma , 1499.
This stamp was also issued in a modified design in which
the plinth bearing the name of 'Calven' was redrawn.
30 c. LES RANGIERS — the stamp shows part of the monument
' The Watch at Les Rangiers' by the sculptor Charles
L'Eplattenier, recalling Swiss mobilisation during World War 1. Les Rangiers is an
important pass in the N.W. part of the country, in the Jura region, and was temporarily guarded during the Franco—Prussian War of 1870-71 and again in 1914-18.
A miniature sheet of the four main designs was issued and 'cut—outs' therefrom were permitted for postal use.
1941 10 c. The VIERWALDSTXTTERSEE — The Lake of the Four
Forest Cantons or Lake Lucerne, from the air,
with the national emblem and coats—of—arms of the three
original ” cantons2 Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden. It was
at the Ruth, a meadow near the shore of the lake, that
independence was declared by leaders from the three cantons.
Although the series commenced in 1938 it was fitting in 1941 to recall the
' IN THE NAME OF GOD, AMEN. We, the
650th anniversary of tbe 'Oath on the
men of Uri, of Schwyz and of Unterwald, conscious of the gravity of the times,
desirous of according ourselves aid and
proteotion, promise and swear succour and
counsel one to the other with support of
all our forces. Unanimously we make Oath
not to tolerate foreign justice in our
vnlleys. Tha engagements of this pact shall
endure, with God's grace. One thousand two
hundred and ninety one, on the first day of
the month of August".
THE DIRECTORS AND STAFF
So ran the preamble to the Covenant sworn
OF
by the three Forest Cantons.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
20 c. The second stamp of this issue shows
SEND GREETINGS FOR THE
• the CHAPEL in the HOHLE GASSE
(hollow lane) near Kussnacht, on Lake
FESTIVE SEASON
Lucerne. Some uncertainty exists as to
TO HELVETIA ME TIRRs EVERYWHERE
when thiswas built, somewhere between
n
1522, 1585 and 1638, with restoratio
AND DURING 1967
taking place in 1895 and 1937, and rebuildWILL BE AT THEIR DISPOSAL TO
ing in 1834 is suggested. It was here
that Tell lay in wait after his escape
ASSIST IN EVERY WAY, READY
from the boat (see 1938, 10 c.), and killed
TO SUPPLY ITEMS FROM THEIR
the Vrannical Austrian Governor, Hermann
Gassier, thus precipitating the revolt
UNRIVALLED STOCK, FROM CURRENT
against oppression.
ISSUES TO SUPERB CLASSICS.
(To be continued)
B.P.A.
A.S.D.A.
H. L. Katcher,
NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING ...
P.T.S.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11th, when the Chairman,
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.
Mr. B.C. SLATE will show 'SOLDIER STAMPS'.
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SWISS )DERFIN°STAMPS

Z
Supplementary Report by FELIX GAN
s pubserialized study on 'Perrin& in thi
While responses by readers to the
as over
e
tiv
duc
they were nevertheless quite pro
ared
cle
lication have not been numerous,
be
ld
light, and some other points cou
80 new perfin designs did come to
up as well.
lication
not only to the editor of this pub
out
s
goe
"
you
ank
"th
l
cia
spe
y
A ver
Helvetic'
Denmark, M. Marcuse in Chicago, the near Bern
but also to Messrs. O. Hansen in
ber
Sie
tz
Fri
.),
Jr. in Narberth (Pa
Keighley
Stamp Co. in New York, R.D. Lowden
mann in Biel, H.W. Robertshaw in
rli
Hil
ert
Rob
m,
gha
min
Bir
in
len
mission of
Ivan Til
nymous, for their help and/or sub
ano
one
and
ern
inB
b
nlo
aue
FlW.
holdings,
(Yorks),
er readers will sift through their
oth
t
p
tha
ed
hop
is
It
ms.
ite
ed
unre ort
ance is the
in the future. Of particular import
too, and report additional items
s.
res
add
ss
ine
bus
perfin stamp and
information on complete en-tires with
given a
ly reported items, such pieces are
In keeping with the listing of new
ween 56
bet
ly
cal
Thus 56.3 will belong alphabeti
t
lis
list number plus a decimal point.
ons
iti
ing four-fold corrections and add
end S7, and so on. From the follow
article may be brought up-to-date.
the previous instPlments of this
Herr
page of illustrations prepared by
Included in this supplement is a
tion.
Hurlimenn from items in his collec
t I of the article (March 1966)
Please delete in paragraph 2 of Par
NOT a specifically British
the term "spifs". It is obviously
d from philatelic language.
term , and thus it should be eliminate
1876 to 1867
e from bottom, the date given as
Change, on the same page, 5th lin
4th complete paragraph on page 112
Add the following to the end of the that of Gebrelder Volkert in Winterthur
' The business house then in question was
d a small
usly, and since about 1873, had use
(cf. perfin list G11) which previo
e side
to mark its stamps on their pictur
blue cencel reading GV (in a frame)
on'.
as a meens of business identificati
.
3, the name 'Sekule' to 'SZEKULA'
Correct in Part II (April), line
al article)
perfins (see pages 14-15 of origin
Additional stamp types found with
Helvetia
ted
; Tell Boy in frame 2 c., Sea
Standing Helvetia 40 c. (both types)
paper,
f
buf
Tell Boy types I—III, 5 c. green on
tion
ven
70 c. bro.wn, 80 c. grey & 3 Ft.,
Con
nge; Views 1934 5 c., Geneva
c.
5 c. on 7 ?=, c. greye Tell Bust 20 o. ora
20
,
ich 1939 (large size) 20 c. French
1939 20 c., National Exhibition Zar
Telecommunicac. French; Pestalozzi 1946 10c.,
O 1963/4 20 o.
Italian' Ditto (small size). 20
EXP
8 15 0., 1928 5 c.,
tions 1952 5 c., Pro Juventute 1917 10 c., 191

I. Corrections 2

us perrin listings
Corrections and additions to previo
Li - used in Zarich
A5 - used in Bern and Arbon
L4 - should read L.L.
d L.N.
A6 - used in Bern 17 Weissenbahl
L4a - change to L4.5; should rea
-E
A/Z
d
1
rea
A8 - should
M3 - used in Luzern 2 & Geneva
3
tel
tly
cha
mos
Neu
in
11;
B6 - used
01 - used in Geneve 1 and
rg
bou
Fri
&
el
ys
Bas
ewa
in
d
sid
occurs
B10 - use
nbr(cke)
8
B16 - size Ti not Ti (used Emme
d
rea
uld
sho
04 highB22 - used in Basel
P1 - reported as 9 and 10 mm.
d
Nor
ell
fsz
cho
Bis
in
7
d
h
02 - use
used in Mic
C3 - used in Geneve 11 Stand
TOss and Winterthur
in
d
use
—
R3
A.G.
mm. high;
07 - used Basel 1 7Tprob.CIBA
reported as 8, not
R5
gau
C10 - used in Canton Aar
prob. used from Lenzburg
D7 - used in Zarich & Kasnacht
R6 - used in St. Gallen
E? - correct height is 8
S8a - should be changed to S8.5
le
Bul
in
d
use
Ti
ght
hei
r.
E3 — cor
S15 - used in Winterthur
E 4 - prob. user- E. Kann, Einsiedeln
ls for
V4 & V5 - most prob.perfin initia
gen
kin
Wip
17
ich
lwag
Zar
Hal
in
now
d
E9 - use
Verlag Wagner, Bern,
ich
ZUr
in
d
F? - use
W1 - used in Turgi
010 - used in Zarich 3
dl - used in Geneve 11 Stand
er 5 holes
G12 — should read GZ
d4 - should read. one 4, oth
2
el
Bas
in
G13 - used
On page 38 Dlla and D12 should be
res
Fre
n
eni
ugu
r2H
use
H5 - prob.
corrected to dlla and d12
Ii - should read I.D.E/&C?
(continued)
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SWISS "PERFIN" STAMPS (Co new items
1V. Additions to the 'Perfin' list
Number Perfin

A0.3
A0.5
A1.5
A1.8

A4.5
A4.7
A4.8
A5.1
A6.1

A6.5

AC
A.E.G.
A.G.
A.G./J.K.
A.J./A.G.
ALIOTH
A.R.
AS
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221aLL
6.3/4
81

Type

8
6.3/4

2h
2h

5i,
3.1/4

6

7.3/4

61
7
Ti
7
)2
7

A.W.M.

(Basel)
(Zarich 2)
..... Bahnhof)
(Geneva)
Ztirich Schaffhauserplatz)
( Geneva)
(Caisse Cantonale Genevoise
(d'Assurance Scolaire, GeAve

5*

Ii

User or used in

(Zilrich)
(Fribourg)

2h
B.C./F.
B6.5
BCN
B6.8
(Wohlen ? Aargau)
2h
BC/W
B7.5
(Basel 10)
B.F.
B10.5
BH
B12.5
rich Selnau)
61
2h
/& Co
B.L.
5
B17.
llinzena)
5.3/4
2h
B21.5 BS/T
6i
B3,-,C.
B23.5
.
C 6 ?:,-, circ1e 12 mm. (Klus bei Balsthal)
C (in circle)
00.5
(Zifirich)
5
CAFL1S
C1.5
(Zilrich ?)
61
2h
C.B./F.
C2.5
(Geneva ?)
5.3//4
Ii
C.I.E.
07.5
er spaced) (GeAve Stand)
(wid
4
5.3/
CL
09.1
worn perfin machine)
(Possibly the same as C9, but if so from
6
2h
011.5 C.T./&C,
(Biel-Bienne)
92
D
DO.P
(ZUrich)
9
D.A.
D2.5
U 9 very fine holes)
m D
DU
D7.5
F1.4 FC(norm. holes)
(Genve rue du Stand)
9
F1.5 FC (coarse)
(Basel)
8.144
F4.1 5 F.M.
(Dottikon)
7.3/4
F6.2 F.S.
(Basel 12 Kannenfeld)
F6.3 F.S.
(Lausanne)
4*
2h
F6.5 F/esC°
9*
G
GO.5
(Schaffhausen)
7*
GF
G3.5
(Winterthur)
5
2h
G5.5 G.H./W,
6-1
2h
G6.5 G.W./&C:
(Zlirich)
GN
G6.7
(Zilrich)
2h
G.&C. /Z(or Z.?)
G15
ochdorf LU)
Lf
H2.5 HAUS AG
Urich Seidengasse)

rBe

H8.1
H10

Hll
J0.5
J2.5
J
5.5
K2a
L4.7
M3.5
M5
N1.5
N CI

7.Al

H.T.
HUG
H&C

JJ
J.M./L.
JR/G.
K.F./Z.
LlUe.

8
2h
2h
2h
ci

MA/Z
M.S.Y.

2h

N/AS

2h

N.&G.

rZ

6*
61
5.3/4
916
747..
6-1.7.3/4

(ZUrich)
(Laufen-Laufon BE)
Geigy & Co.
(Basel B13
(prob. var. of K2)
(Luzern)
(Kreuzlingen)
(Basel SBB)

0.A.
04.5
(Winterthur) - prob. var. of P3
6, P3.1 P.R./e(dot under o) 2h
(Wohlen Aargau ?)
4*
2h
P.WiC
P7
2h Caps = 5.3/4 (Biel-Bienne)
Reg/Fabr
R3.5
(Bubikon)
6.1/4
2h
R4.5 R.F./B
(St. Gallen)
7*
h
R&C.
R10.9
To be continued)

THIS &

THAT....

30 c. STAMP "CERVIN"
The S.B.Z. comments on the sudden
scarcity of this stamp which it was
expected would be in use for a considerable period, together with the companion
10 c. value. Already it has almost
disappeared and is fetching three times
face value. It could well prove as
short—lived as the 3 c. of the 1941
' Landscape & Technology' series.
PRICE RISES
Not only are prices of the Pro
Juventute stamps going up fast in the
latest Continental catalogues, but those
of a number of the National Fete stamps
are also going up. It would be as well
to have all these complete.
FORGED POSTMARKS
Attention has also been drawn in
the S.B.Z. to the many examples of forged
postmarks which have been found lately.
The most dangerous are those done during
1966 by a 28 year old Hollander named
Mourit 9 who has applied false postmarks
to Swiss and Liechtenstein stamps to
a value of Fr. 10,000 9 with a profit to
himself of some Fr. 3,000.
The stamps so treated are mainly
Pro JUventute, 'Bundesfeier' and
certain commemoratives.

ZUMSTgiN CATALOGUE
r

E U R 0 P E — 50th Edition

Price! 57/— + 3/— postage
With thumb index! 66/— + 3/— postage
German text with English introduction.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
Price, 6/6d. + 10d, postage
Bilingual! Text in German & French
Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps.
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia,
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
used blocks of 4 and FDCs 9 also numbers
of stamps issued. Well illustrated.
Place your order with
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Supplements to the Catalogues are
published, in the BERNER BRIEFMARKENZEITUNG. Annual Fee! 25/—d.
For First Class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE ...
send your Want Lists tot
ZUMSTEIN & CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Co.
P.O.B. 2585, CH 3001 Berne 10Switzerland

9 ./

IT'S YOUR PIO t k/ WE'RE AFTER
May we remind Members
that SUBSCRIPTIONS for 1 9 6 7 or $ 1.40
10/—
are due for renewal on 1st January.
To help Members, if your subscription
is due, you will find a form enclosed,
and it would be much appreciated if
this could be returned as soon as
possible, with the necessary remittance.
If there is no form, then you are
covered until 31st December 1967.
Payment may be made either to the
Secretary! Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley or
direct to the Treasurer,
Mr. A. J. Harding, 31 Somerset Way,
Iver, Bucks., England.
RECENT AUTOMOBILE CANC-IS!
Auto 3 Buon Natale Frohe Weinachten
Joyeux Noel — PRO JUVENTUTE
Zurich 10/11 Dec.
1966 —

"

4 ESCALADE GENEVE 1602 — 1966 —
Geneva 10/11 Dec.

SLOGAN CANCELS,
Pro Juventute Marken erfreuen auch
Gesch g ftsfreunde! — 3400 Burgdorf,
6340 Baar, 9500 Wil (SG)
Les timbres Pro Juventute font plaisir
vos clients! — 1110 Morges
Wir danken fUr Ihre Spende! Rheumaliga
Postcheckkonto Hummer 80-33440 —
8039 Zurich
s de ski
internationale
epreuves
XVles
21-22 janvier 1967 Le Brassus —
1000 Lausanne 1, 16 Dec. — 22 Jan.

J

ARMSTRON

EXTENDS TO CLIENTS OLD AND NEW

SINCERE GOOD WISHES
FOR
CHRISTMAS
AND THE NEW YEAR
For your requirements of Swiss stamp
of all periods, as well as covers!
pre—stamp, FDCs, first and special
flights, etc., you cannot do better
than send for approval selections,
or supply Want Lists for my personal
attention.
40

*

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

